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S T E L L I N G E N

De formulering van de zogenaamde "nieuwe renormalisatiegroep-

vergelijkingen", gegeven door S. Weinberg, berust op een inconsistente

definitie van het begrip intermediaire gerenornaliseerde massa, en is

daarom onjuist.

S. Weinberg. Thys. Rev. D6 (1973), 3^9T.

II

Bij de afleiding van de veelgebruikte formules voor Reggeïsatie van

directe-kanaal-amplituden maken G. Cohen - Tannoudji et al. gebruik

van inconsistente asymptotische benaderingen voor de spin-kruisings-

matrix en voor de factoren, die vereist zijn op grond van behoud

van impulsmoment.

G. Cohen-Tannoudji, Ph. Salin en A. Morel, II Nuovo Cimente 55A(1968),1*12.

III

De vaarde van zogenaamde amplitudeanaïyses van quasi-twee-deeltjes-

processen voor externe deeltjes met spin, bij relatief lage energie

(laboratoriumimpuls s ^ GeV/c), wordt gemakkelijk overschat. Dit geldt

met nau;e voor gevallen, waarbij uitwisseling van vreemdheid optreedt,

of wanneer vereenvoudigende veronderstellingen (als "spin-coherentie"

aan een der vertices) moeten worden smaakt.

IV

Het is noodzakelijk en mogelijk, de rol van pseudovectormeson-nonetten

in rekening te brengen in êin-boson-uitwisseling-potentiaalmodellen

voor nucleon-nucleon en hyperon-nucleon wisselwerking.

M.M. Nagels, T.A. Rijken en J.J. de Swart, Phys. Rev. D1£ (1975), 71»1*

en D15 (april 1977).

Het is merkwaardig en onnodig, dat experimentele resultaten met

betrekking tot de spindichtheidsmatrix van geproduceerde resonanties

worden gepubliceerd, die niet in overeenstemming zijn met de

positiviteitseisen voor de betreffende dichtheidsmatrix.



VI

Indien in voorkomende gevallen aan instellingen van bijzonder onderwijs

wordt afgeweken van normen en gebruiken, zoals die ten aanzien van de

arbeidsvoorwaarden van werknemers in overeenkomstige posities gelden

bij het openbaar onderwijs, dan mag men aannemen, dat de juridische

status van genoemde instellingen dergelijke afwijkingen toelaat.

Twijfel is gewettigd ten aanzien van de vraag, of een dergelijke

handelwijze in overeenstemming is met de bedoeling van de gelijk-

berechtiging van bijzonder en openbaar onderwijs. Duidelijk is echter,

dat op deze wijze het aanzien van het bijzonder onderwijs onnodig

wordt geschaad.

VII

Bij de totstandkoming van de dogma's der christologie in de vierde

en vijfde eeuw van onze jaartelling moet de exegese van het Evangelie

naar Johannes, hoofdstuk 10, en met name de verzen 3^ tot 36, een

struikelblok zijn geweest.

VIII

Indien de oecumene, het samenleven en samenwerken van Christelijke

Kerken, zich in dit land zou ontwikkelen volgens de lijnen, gevolgd

bij de totstandkoming van het Christen Democratisch Appèl (C.D.A.),

dan kan men spreken van een meer dan nationale ramp.

1 mei 1977 M.J. Holwerda
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General introduction and abstract

The number of aspects of electromagnetic effects in hadronic inter-

actions discussed in this thesis is limited to two. In both cases the

main theme is the electromagnetic (e.m.) interaction, responsible for

massbreaking within isospinmultiplets and mixing of e.g. the neutral

nonstrange states of a meson nonet. The approach is, however, rather

different in each case; this justifies the subdivision in two chapters.

In chapter I we concentrate on th» problem of e.m. mass differences

itself (AI = 1). We investigate the possible connection with the

experimental phenomenon of Bjorken-scaling in deep inelastic electron

nucleon scattering. First we start from the formalism, implied by the

ansatz by H. Pritsch and M.Gell-Mann for a lightcone algebra of (bilo-

cal) current operators, that is abstracted from free field theory.

Laterjon the problem is reconsidered with the help of field theoretic

techniques in the framework of a color gauge theory model for the

strong interactions; this theory exhibits the property of 'asymptotic

freedom' and thus offers the famous explanation for (approximate)

Bjorken scaling.

In chapter II the e.m. mixing between the vector meson states p and u

(that is intimately connected to I = 1 mass splittings) is used rather

as a tool, tc unravel the reaction mechanism in the strong proces irH-̂ uN

We show that the contribution of a particular exchange mechanism

(exchange of the socalled F-Regge trajectory, w5th quantum numbers

I (J) = 1 (even)" ) is not sensitive to the effect of p°-to mixing.

Thus its contribution and the charge symmetry breaking effects of p°-o>

mixing act as competing mechanisms with respect to presently measured

observable quantities. With the help of a detailed Reggefit we show

that it is crucial to include both mechanisms to interpret the data.



C H A P T E R I

ON THE RELATION BETWEEN E.M. MASS DIFFERENCES

AND SCALING IN DEEP INELASTIC SCATTERING
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. Introduction

Prom time to time there are experimental indications contra-

dicting the phenomenon of scaling in deep-inelastic e-p scattering

or related processes, as predicted by J.D. Bjorken [i]. Nevertheless

it will be taken for granted, that the famous SLAC experiments are

consistent with Bjorken scaling, and this behaviour will be taken

as a starting point in the present considerations.

As is well known, the scaling behaviour in the Bjorken limit

can be translated into effective free field behaviour of (the nucleon

spin averaged matrix elements of) the commutator of two e.m. hadronic

currents near the lightcone (see sect. 2).

At least in the context of renonnalized perturbation theory no

consistent explanation of such a behaviour existed, until the advent

of the renormalizable nonabelian gauge theories [2, 3] and the

discovery of their property of "asymptotic freedom" \k, 5], that

allows an explanation of (approximate) Bjorken scaling.

Therefore the Ansatz of the lightcone current algebra is adopted

in sect. 3» that is abstracted from pure free field theory of quarks

by Gell-Mann and Fritsch (FGM) [6].

The consistency of this proposal is investigated, in particular

near the tip of the ligutcone, in connection with the conserved

nature of the e.m. current (sect. k). A corrected short distance

expansion is translated in momentum space in sect. 5. Important is, that

the corrected expression has consequences with respect to the

divergent expressions for e.m. mass shifts, particularly the Al = 1

mass differences, between proton a'nd neutron (sect. 6) for example.

The connection between moments of structure functions in deep-

inelastic electron hadron scattering with the coefficient of the

logarithmic divergence of Al s 1 mass differences in the short

distance (high frequency) limit is shown in sect. 6, 7. Some of the

consequences of a generalization to weak V-A currents are discussed

in sect. 8.

Later on, after briefly mentioning the modifications needed in

the context of unified theories of weak and e.m. interactions [7] » that

revived the hopes on finite and calculable "e.m." mass shifts [8],
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in sect. 9, some comments are made on the renormalizability of e.m.

mass shifts in the context of an "asymptotically free" color gauge

theory of strong interactions (sect. 11). A derivation of the primary

tool in this context, the (homogeneous) Callan-Symanzik equation,

is given in sect. 10. In the framework of the color gauge theory the

relevance of deep inelastic structure functions for the Cottingham

formula is considered again, as well as the validity of short

distance expressions, obtained before from (effective) free field

theory and current conservation (sect. 11). Conclusions are summarized

in sect. 12.
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2. Structure functions in deep-inelastic e-p scattering; B.jorken

scaling

We remind ourselves of the well known fact that the unpolarized

cross section for the proces: e + p * e + "anything" (cf. figure 2.1)

fig. 2.1

mediated by the exchange of one virtual photon can be written:

d3

2-P-p,) x

2E.2E v
• P

|T|

The T-matrix element involves the hadronic e.m. current:

iT = i2e2 S(p2.s2)Y|,u(p1,B1) ̂  in P»
s ljW(0)| PC o>t . (2.2)

The hadronic part of (2.1) can he assembled in the tensor

1 1 /1 / / n (2ir)6 (
,C (2n):52PO

p,s |JM(0)| P,C > < P,£ |jv(0)| p,s

(1) The fourmomenta and spinlabels are indicated in figure 2.1; the

flux factor [2E1 ^ . v ] " 1 , where E 1, E p are the energies of the

incoming electron and proton and v is their relative velocity equals

[b / (P.P,)2 - m ^ p ' ] " 1 = N p E , ] " 1 in the lab frame.



= H j dU x e i q X < p,8 | J U ( X ) J V ( O ) | p,s > (2.3)
s

with q = p.-Pp. As in the lab frame q = E.-Ep > 0 one may effectively

replace the product of currents in (2.3) by their commutator! the

term added corresponds to negative q° (= M -P°) and vanishes.

From now on tlie dependence on proton (target) spin will be suppressed

as the averaging operation will be always understood. Thus Awv can

be expressed in the invariants:

o p

v = p.q q = (p,-po) • (2.Ua)

I.e. (neglecting leptonmasses consistently in the asymptotic limit

considered below) in terms of lab frame energies and scattering angle:

v = M (E^Eg) > 0 q2 = -2E1E2(i-cos 6 ) ^ 0 . (2.Ub)

From Lorentz covariance and conservation of the hadronic e.m.

current one finds:

A^(p,q) = / dU x e ^ ' X < p |[>(x.),JV(0)]| p > =

(2.5)

Contraction with the lepton-photon vertex tensor a (p.,p2), that

is known from Q.E.D. gives (a = T — ) :

n da _ do

~ T *£ IV*>^ cos2 | + 2Wi(v,q
2) sin2 | ] . (2.6)

Instead of taking the experimentally conventional structure functions

V?., we prefer to write (2.5) as:
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^ L

q

+ (pV - h (pV+pV) * 4 <O W2(v,q
2) . (2.7)

q q

Thus, since the e.m. current has dimension, and the states are

covariantly normalized, the quantities:

WT(v,q
2) = k*(V. + 4 ~ ) vWp(v,q

2) = =%*•% (2.8)
L 1 M2 q2 2 VT d

P P

have no dimension.

The implication of Bjorken scaling [i] is that these quantities in

2 a2

the limit v, -q -*• » with w = - *j fixed depend only on the

dimensionless ratio «. Intuitively this seems justified as all

masses ( parameters with physical dimension) .in the, theory that

could set the scale for separate q , v dependence., become asymptotically

negligeable.

We note however, that this argument is very naive: In e.g.

renormalizable perturbation theory, even in the context of massless

theories, there does exist a parameter with the dimension of a mass

[9]• This parameter may be thought of as specifying the points in

momentum space where each Greens function is normalized (subtraction

points) [io] and scales the momentum dependence of Greens functions.

This point will not be discussed here in more detail. Notice however

that free field theory is apt to show the Bjorken scaling behaviour.

Therefore we consider in the next section the Fritsch-Gell-Mann

Ansatz, that is abstracted from free field theory.
2 -a2

Taking the Bjorken limit: q •+ - • , v = p.q •+ •» with u = 5*- fixed

amounts in position space to measuring the light cone contribution

to e.g. the commutator in (2.5).

This is easily seen using the notation:

x±5-!-(x o
±x

3) * = (x\ x2) . (2.9)x±5-!-(x o
±x

3) * (x\ x2)

n
The Bjorken limit corresponds to taking e.g. q~ •• » with to =

p
fixed. In that limit the integrand in (2.5) gets its only support
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+ 2
from x 5 0. But as causality restricts x to positive semidefinite

2 + — 2 —
values, one has x = 2x x - (%,.) + 0 in the limit. (Note that x~,
or p.x is nonzero in the limit).

This section is completed with some kinematics and conventions. From

(2.5, 7) one obtains Awv(p,q) = - Apv(p, -q). Hence:

W^v.q 2) = - W£(-v,q
2) i = 2, L . (2.10)

Considering the connection with virtual photon nucleon total cross

sections, and requiring positivity for the longitudinal and transverse

partial cross sections one gets:

g ^ 2 - WL * 0 . (2.11)

2
When v -»• •» with fixed q Reggebehaviour of these cross sections is

seen to imply:

W 2 -x. v°~
2 , WL •*. v

a (2.12)

where a is the intercept of the leading trajectory that can contribute.

For proton or neutron structure functions separately this is the

pomeron trajectory (a = 1), for their difference the Ap trajectory

{o = o = I).
A2

Finally by virtue of the optical theorem Awv is connected to the

(spinaveraged) forward (virtual) Compton amplitude for q ^ 0:

TMV(p,q) = i / (i\elqZ < p |T*(jMz)jM0))j p >
em em

- (-e^ + q q ) T ( a2)

q

where the T. are related to W. (in this convention):
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W. = 2 Im T. (q2 < 0 V > 0) (2.1U)

We write toy definition:

2 = F2(oi,q
2)

5 - k btf-* > + -
2

where F., GT are supposedly independent of q in the Bjorkenlimit.
1 2

Thus the fixed q (< 0) dispersion relations following from (2.10,

12, 1U) are:

- VW(v',q 2) 1 F (u'.q2)

,2 2 2̂ T {V - v -1 u -

.. 21 »,(.',«')
+i- / do.' -a . (2.17)
2 ,

The necessity of one subtraction in (2.17) vas inferred from the

Reggeoehaviour (2.12) (a %. 0).

The integration ranges in (2.16, 17) follow simply from the support

properties of the absorptive parts in terms of v.

In the following we will denote the target mass simply by m, instead

Of Mp.
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3. Short distance and light cone expansions; the FGM Ansatz

When the separation of the space-time arguments of two local

operators tends to zero or becomes lightlike the limit of their

product becomes singular; also in the limit the product includes

the effect of virtually any local operator in the theory.

Operator product expansions [n], [12] can be derived in both

limits, e.g. for the produce of two local scalar operators, when

z •+ 0:

A(z)B(0) = 7 F1 (z) I z 1... z"n 0i(0) (3.1a)
i + n v\~-vn

and then also:

B(0)A(z) = T F1 (z) I z U\.. zn 0i{0) (3.1b)
i " n W1"' wn

where the F1 stand for c number functions of z:

F ^ z ) = (-z2 + iez°) i T(-d.) (3.2)

and 0 are any local operators in the theory with the quantum numbers

of AB. In the commutator [A(Z), B(O)] one simply replaces Px
+ by [13]:

Cx(z) = F1 (z) - F1 (z) • fil e(2°)e(z
2)(z2)n (3.3)

- - n.

d •*• n

where the expression on the r.h.s. holds for integer n 5- 0,

Taking one particle matrix elements between states with momentum p

of expansions like (3.1) one recovers in momentum space the short-

distance limit by taking the Fourier conjugate nroinentum q -*• » (i.e.
p

all components of q tending to infinity or q going to Euclidean
infinity). In that limit the coefficients of operators with lowest

dimensions contain the largest powers of q, so these are the leading
o

operators. But in the light cone (L.C.) or Bjorken limit both -q

and p.q become large with fixed ratio: Operators of spin J among the

0 on the r.h.s. of (3.1) have matrix elements containing terms
PU
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proportional to p ... p ; these factors are contracted vith the
1 J 2

appropriate number of q's, whereas p.q and q are comparable in the

limit. Therefore in the L.C. limit the leading operators (in the

expansion for one particle matrix elements) are those with the lowest

value of dimension-minus-spin, also called twist [11*].

One can write in position space L.C. expansions for two (conserved)

currents [15] :

+ (contributions from operators with higher twist) (3.5)

+ (similar expressions with tensor structure corresponding

to the WT term in (2.5)).

In (3.5) and henceforth we write z s x-y for the separation of the

arguments of the two currents. The symbol = indicates that the
p

expansion is meant in the limit where z becomes small.

Naive counting of dimensions (3 for the e.m. current in mass units)

sugge:

[13].
suggests that all the d determining the singular behaviour in (3.5)

n

Cn(z) = [(-z
2 + iez°) n - (-z2 - iez°)dn] r(-dn> (3.6)

should be sero, i.e. C (z) >v e(z°)8(z ) .

Obviously one has:

aBu.... v
6 = 2 - 2dQ - 2n • dim (02 ' dn) =

oBp....y_
- 2dn + twist (0g * d n)

(2) Only even powers of z occur when taking one particle matrix

elements between states of the same parity.
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and the leading L.C. operators have twist = 2 , like the energy

momentum tensor.

The naive (or physical) dimension of an operator is, however,

not relevant in this case, but its scale dimension, i.e. the power

of X obtained when all momenta in the theory are scaled by a factor

A : p. •+• p! = Xp. Momentum space). This factor determines the degree

of singularity of C (z) and the anomalous dimension 2d .
n n

Tn renormalized perturbation theory one obtains d ? 0 in

general as every operator needs rescaling by a factor Zfl in

every order of perturbation theory. These rescaling factors depend

on the coupling constants g. in the theory, and these become

effectively momentum dependent through the renormalization group

equations [16, 9]. This results in general in nonzero anomalous

dimensions, except for the case of conserved operators (like the

e.m. current, the energy momentum tensor) that need no rescaling to

any order in perturbation theory.

Independent of perturbation theory one can show that the d for

increasing n form a monotonously nondecreasing series [13].

Probably the energy momentum tensor appears on the r.h.s. of (3.5)

(d = 0) and there are two possibilities: All d 's are zero for the

chain of dominant operators with increasing spin, or they form an

increasing series .

The first possibility amounts to disregarding perturbation

theory results and assuming "canonical" dimensions effectively for

the leading (lowest twist) L.C. operators. This assumption is

presently only justified in free field theory, i.e. without evaluation

of the effects of interactions in the framework of renormalized

perturbation theory. In fact this is the only case where exact Bjorken

scaling can be demonstrated.

(3) The formulation sketched here with d certain constants
n * ~ ~ ~ " • " - " • ~

characteristic for the corresponding operators in the expansion

applies in fact only to the case, that the effective coupling

constant approaches a small but finite value in the deep Euclidean

limit (i.e. fixed point # 0); it does not cover the case of "asymptotic

freedom" (cf. [5] and sect. 11 ) where the effective couplings

approach zero logarithmically.
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Note that when all d are equal (zero) the sum in (3.5):
n

I z ... , o^'^ (2*) !F2
aB(x|y) (3.7)

n U1 ^ n

defines formally a bilocal operator.

Starting from the assumption of Bjorken scaling Fritsch and

Gell-Mann [6] (FGM) constructed their L.C. algebra, to relate the

internal symmetry of bilocal operators and e.g. the structure functions

of various lepton-hadron deep inelastic scattering cross sections.

The algebra is abstracted from a free quark spinor theory, and quark

masses are neglected as in the domain of application dimensional

parameters in the theory should become dispensable anyway. Of course

the idea is not that interactions are not expected to change operator

commutators inside the L.C., but that the leading L.C. singularity

structure is not affected. There is some analogy with the abstraction

of Gell-Mann's (equal time) current algebra for charges or charge

densities from a relativistic Lagrangian model for a free quark

triplet, where the equal time commutation relations stay unaffected

when certain kinds of smooth interactions are turned on [iT].

In the free quark model vector and axial vector currents are

represented by:

X
v£(x) = 5(x) f- Y

Wq(x)
X (3'8>

A^(x) = q(x) f y\5q(x)

In particular for the e.m. current:

Jem ( x ) 5 Vem(x) = 5(x)QY
yq(x) (3.9)

where the quark charge matrix Q = s(X + -^ Xg) is the well known

combination of the SU(3) matrices X& (a = 0, 1, ..., 8) [i8]:

XaXb = (dabc + * W Xc ' (3.10)
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The q(x) stand for the quark triplet sjinor field. To obtain the

commutator of two currents only the free quark field commutator is

needed:

{<l(x), 5(y)> = % (£- e(z°)6(a2)) = $ D(z) (3.11)
Z cli Z

(z = x-y)

(k)together with some trivial relations among y matrices :

with
y yy • s \ *xe v 5

s
WPO _ UOWp . »MP»VO _ UVJO• gwpgVO - g w V ° V (3.12)

£yvpo 5 Levi-Civita tensor

It is trivial to find the (connected part of) the commutator of e.g.

two vector currents:

= i3pD(z) . [dabc{s^
pO(Vc>o(x|y) -Vc>o(y|x))

(3.13)

(U) We use the convention of Bjorken and Drell [19] for Y matrices,
in particular:

5 . 0 1 2 3 i u v p a
Y 5 = Y = 1 Y Y Y Y - Y T e y V po Y Y Y Y

t - °123
( E0123" e
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and similar expressions when axial vector currents replace the vector

currents on the l.h.s. The bilocal operators on the r.h.s. are

represented in the quark model by:

X
Aj(x|y) = 5(x) ̂ Y W Y

where the products are to be understood in the generalized Wick

normal ordering sense .

We will not indulge here on the merits of the complete algebraic

structure of the FGM proposal. Instead we consider one particle

matrix elements of (3.13) for the case of e.m. currents: The anti-

symmetric (f . ) part vanishes in that case, and the piece anti-
&DC

symmetric in Lorentz indices (e ij ) drops out through spin averaging

(cf. (2.3) and subsequent discussion):

Thus we obtain the FGM abstraction from (3.13) for the Fourier

transform of A w v in (2.5):

< pl Vc,o ( x' y ) " Vc,o ( y' x ) | p >

where in the quark model:

1 dQQc Vc,o ( xl y ) ~ V 2 (x|y) = 5(x) ^0 ,o

Only the antihermitian part of the bilocal operator occurs on the

r.h.s. of (3.15):

(5) The equal time limit of (3.13) gives back the algebraic relations

for the space integrals of all components of nine vector and nine

axial vector amounts, as considered by J.D. Bjorken [20].



V " ( x | y ) = ~ ( v (x|y)-V (y|x)) (3.17)

and the dependence on R = ̂ _£ disappears when taking the matrix

element:

ii<P|V 2 (x|y)-V (y|x)|p> stf* <*2. P.*)

= P(jV2 (z
2, p.z) + zoVL (z

2, p.z) (3.18)

because of Lorentz covariance; V is even, V odd in z.
L 2

Note that the matrix element (3.15) is not gauge invariant in general:

Taking the divergence of:

^ ^ ^ ^ , p.z) (3.15a)

(where internal symmetric indices were dropped) one obtains

only if:

(3.19)

The first term vanishes identically. Thus one should require that

the internal divergence (i.e. with respect to z = x-y) and curl of

the bilocal operator (3.16) vanish. This is trivially true for free

massless quarks, but it would be nonsense to abstract any results

of this kind from the model [6]. When interactions with e.g. vector

gluon fields and finite masses of the quarks are taken account (in

a formal sense, not in that of renormalizable perturbation theory)

the relation (3.19) turns out to be false.

In the next section it will be shown that is possible to some

extent to maintain the leading L.C. behaviour given by the FGM

Ansatz (3.15a) provided secondary L.C. singularities are introduced

(in a partly model independent way) to maintain gauge invariance.
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k. Secondary terms in the L.G. expansion

The result of (3.19) can also be obtained by rewriting (3.15a)

in a formal way, such that the leading L.C. singularities appear in

a manifestly gauge invariant form:

-iir

V V 3V

3V

(A) • £ (J) •

3V
D iMV[e(z

o)e(z2){vL - 2z2 - \ }] (U.i)

3V

e(z°)euVvX " 2z2 -T >
L 3z 2

3V 3V
- O 2 2 ^ ^

where we used the abbreviated notation for differential operators:

D 1 W V = (3lJ3v - g^3 2)

_ o
Apart from the lower order L.C. singularities K e(z )e(z )) and

manifestly conserved pieces, the main correction appears in the last

line of (U.1); the term with:

should be absent. Let us investigate in how far the removal of the

last line is an unambiguous procedure. We have already restricted

ourselves to canonical dimensions for the leading L.C. operators,

by starting from the FGM expansion. It is therefore natural (and

suggested by (*t.i)) to assume that corrections to (3.15a) corresponding

to next to leading L.C. singularities should also be of the canonical
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type. Therefore we add to (3.15a) less singular terms of the form :

2i S W V(z 2, p.z)D(z) (U.3)

where D(z) is given by (3.12).

Then S should be symmetric in Lorentz indices, and because of the

crossing properties of (3.15) even in z. Its most general form is:

S = SjP p + S e + S s p z. + S. zMz . (U.l»

The assumption of canonical dimensions for the chain of secondary
2 2

operators implies that the S. are supposedly regular in z at z = 0

like the structure functions V. in (3.18).

Taking the divergence of the modified expression:

<p|[j^(*).J^(0)]|p> £ 2i[Op
z)D(z)sWVP°^0(z

2, p.z) +

D(z)SWV(z , p.z) + ....] C*.5)

one obtains a constraint on the functions S.:

_ r.(z).. (z),./ i-i yvpoj*-
0 = {3 3 D(z))s U +

up o

^ Spv) (U.6)

The first term vanishes identically. Still less singular terms

omitted in (U.5) may give rise, upon taking the divergence, to

(6) Possible nonleading terms with nonzero anomalous dimension are

obviously not related anyway to the leading terms with canonical

dimensions by the gauge invariance requirement.
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singular terms of order D(z) in (U.6). So we can rewrite (U.6):

S p v) = D(z)f (U.7)

where fV may be finite on the L.C.

The S I terms in (U.U) contribute terms proportional to
3,U

, zPzV3pD(z)

to the l.h.s. of (U.7), that vanish apart from terms of order D(z).

Therefore S, , are undetermined by the constraint (U.7) and we are

left with:

S i P
pp v = D(z)f1

Substituting (3.18) one obtains after some trivial algebra, equating

the coefficient of 3 D(z) to zero omit:
P

z2-KD 3V 3V

i.e. the opposite of the term mentioned in (U.2). The leading

correction terms of the type S^, S 2 in (U.U) are thus expressible

in the structure functions V.(o, p.z) tnd the corrected version of

(3.15a) becomes w ;

(U.9)
+ D(z)(gpvS2 + s

uvp°p z S_ + zyzvS^) + terms less singular in z ]

(7) The method used here, working with matrix elements, is in fact

similar to that of ref. [13]> where one starts directly from the

operator expression (3.13): For the case considered (the part in

(3.13) symmetrical in Lorentz and internal symmetry indices) we need

not consider derivatives with respect to R = ~^L . The advantage of

our method is, that it shows which ^ypes of secondary terms stay

undetermined (S .) when requiring gauge invariance. Our method differs

from the proposal in ref. [lU].
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In the most important applications one can get rid of the undetermined

corrections of the type S_ .. Consider e.g. L.C. commutators in the

notation introduced in (2.9):

a? a± = J- (a° + a3) , a. - {a1} i = 1, 2 .

The Bjorken limit corresponds to q" + «, i.e. z ->• 0.

In the expressions for the current commutators C*.9) for the components:

; v

the undetermined functions S . drop out in the limit z -* 0.

From the covariant expression (U.9) one recovers in these cases the

expressions derived in ref. [21] from a quark vector gluon model

and light cone (null plane) quantization: As g ~ = 1, the correction

term S shows up only when u = + , v = - ^ £ ~ e = 0 K

With the help of:

e(z-)62(z1)] (U.io)

one obtains after some manipulations:

• 1

a result equivalent to that in ref. [21] ; whereas the first (FGM)

term in (U.9) contributes to the r.h.s. of (U.11) only:

6(z+)2i V^.f-pV

Thus the corrected covariant expression (U.9) reproduces all the

relevant relations of the L.C. quantization method of ref. [21]. This

includes the fact that the "bad" matrix elements <p| [J1(x),J°(y)] |p>

(i,j = 1 , 2 ) are of little use: It follows from (U.9) that the

undetermined function S enters the expressions for these matrix
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elements; correspondingly the light cone quantization method gives

messy expressions in this case.

If (U.9) is correct one also sees that the leading terms in the

short distance expansion are uniquely determined, because S should

be odd in z. When one approaches along the light cone its tip one

gets:

e m e m 2 [ p o

z •* 0

+ D(z)(gwvS2 + 0(z
2))] + less singular terms. (U.12)

As </\is odd, but S. is even in z both terms in (U.19) give comparable

contributions in the short distance limit. We see therefore that the

original FGM proposal is not consistent all along the light cone.

This is an example of the fact that leading L.C. and leading short

distance contributions in general need not coincide [22] .

From (U.8) one finds for the short distance contribution of the

second term in (U.12):

S2 =

Terms of type S 2 _ ^ are explicitly generated in certain models

Keeping e.g. finite mass terms in the numerator of the quark
p

propagator, i.e. using near z =0 instead of (3.12):

= d - iM)D(z) (li
z

one sees terms of the form S 2 emerge. If the interaction with a

vector "gluon" field B (singlet under SU(3)) is taken (formally) into

account the propagator is effectively changed into:

{q(x),q(y)} - [(*x - iM)D(x-y)].I(x,y) (1

where I(x,y) contains the line integral over the gluon field:
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1
I(x,y) = exp [-ig / da (x-y^B^ax + (1-a) y) .

In case of a nonvanishing curl of the vector gluon field, terms of

type S _ , are generated and also 3 1/ - 3 1/ 4 0.

In the short distance limit, taken along the L.C., the curl of the

bilocal does however not contribute to S and one obtains:

S = -3 1/ - - — <p|q(0){M,Q }q(0)|p> C*.15)

in the limit z •»• 0 as in the case of (U.lUa). Here M and Q represent

the (diagonal) mass and charge matrices of the quarks.

Note, however, that the discussion above shows that expressions (U.9,

11, 12, 13) are valid without reference to any particular type of

interaction between the quarks, given the basic spin \ L.C. algebra

of FGM, current conservation and the assumption of canonical

dimensions.
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5. Connections between the structure functions W. and V.

It may be considered to be a standard procedure to perform the

Fourier transform in (2.5) on the expression (h.9) (cf. e.g. [23]).

Some technical details need to be mentioned however and the results

are relevant in the next sections.

2 +
From Ci.1i) we know that when z •*• 0 (or z -»• 0) the S_ . terms in

(Jt.9) can be dropped when y = +, v = +1 -, i.

For these components we obtain in the Bjorken limit:

lim Awv(p,q) = 2i / d\e i q* Z[O D(z))suvp0^ (o, p.z) +
Bj p o

+ D(z)gwvS2(o, p.z)] . (5.D

With the help of (3.18) and (U.8) this can be rewritten as:

lim AUV(p,q) = 2i / d\ei(1-zD(z) [{s"vpo(.iq p )Vo-2pV ~ - >
_• ' u p 0 2 3p.z

3
ipT? (P'Z V I •

The last term follows using also (U.10) and observing that the VT

term contributes only if y = +, v « -, that is effectively as a gwv

term for the cases considered {g = g = 0).

From the Fourier transforms:

V2(a) = / dXe'
iXaV2(o,A) (5.3a)

VL(o) = / dXe"
iXctXVL(o,x) (5.3b)

and their inverses we obtain:

lim A"v(P,q) = § / da / d\e
i(<1+ap)-ZD(z) x

B j -a>
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With the property of distributions (e.g. [2U] ):

V ^ E(z°)«(z2) = 2i,i e(k°)6(k2)

2 2
the z integral can be performed giving (m = p ):

2ni -R {6(a-a ) - 6(a-o
m |a -a |

with the roots of the 6 functions:

/ q m 2v

— m -2v
—3- •• —

m

in the Bjorken limit. The second root of the 6 function does not

contribute in the limit, as it can be shown in general (ref. [23]

and references quoted there) that Fourier transforms of the type

(5«3) have finite support, due to the mass spectrum restrictions on

the propagator.

The result ( u = + , v = + , -, i):

l im A^Cp.q) = j [isVVp\pa * 2pV<-}V2U) + 2gWV<1>VL(a,)] ( 5 . 5 )
Bj

may be compared with (2 .7 ) • I t follows:

vW2(a),q2) E F 2 ( w , q 2 ) •*• ?2M = 2i<flV2(io) = 2io>

-ivWL(a,,q2) = + ^ (F L (« ,q 2 )

(5.6)

G ( 2 )

1
GT(u) « . .

* - - ~ - = 2iuVT(u) = 2i« / dXe"luAXVT(o,X) (5.7)
Oil) - «

The convention for the structure functions F., GT on the l.h.s. is
1 I> 2

taken from the literature [25]; one finds from (5.7): F (w,q ) -»• F (w)=0

in the Bjorken limit.

Note that the inversion of (5.7) may be somewhat problematic.
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o

Reggebehaviour (at fixed q ) in M of the virtual Compton amplitude

(cf. sect. 2) predicts as v •+ »:

WT(v,q2) * v" (5.8a)

where a(> 0) is the intercept of the relevant leading trajectory.

If the Reggebehaving term also contributes in the scaling region,

it follows:

GL(u) ^ w1"a (5.8b)
(i)-+0

and the inverse of (5.7):

oo iuX GT (a))

is not convergent in the usual sense; it has to be interpreted as a

distribution (cf. also [13]). Separating off the Reggebehaving term

parametrized as:

o>0

one defines a modified G , that does not contain the Regge contribution:
Li

G (u) = GT(u) - GT((o) _ oo < u < a>
1* IJ Lt

The integral for the Reggebehaving term can be done using [l3J the

replacement (u > 0, 1 > o > 0 ) :

and partial integration. This gives the meaningful result:

<0,A) = _ / ^ sin Au, g L ( u ) _ 1

0 I6itu0 I6itu J o>0 T(o+2)cos ̂ (

(5.9)

Or written in a different way:



GT(w)

xvT(o,x) = - T^-

dV
With the definitions (5-9, 10) VT and X T T — are finite as X •+ 0 and

in that region XVL(O,X) (like V (0,X)) is analytic, as the integration

region in (5.10) is limited.

Note that exactly in the case that the Reggebehaviour (5.8a) persists
p

in the scaling region (5.8b) tha dispersion relation relating T (v ,q )
2 2

and W (v,q ) for finite q (eq. (2.17)) needs a subtraction in the

scaling region too; it becomes obvious below that the subtraction

term in that case is simply related to the first term on the r.h.s.

of (5.10) ( 8 ).

The sum rule obtained by combining (b.8), (*».13) and the inverses of

(5.6) and (5.7) reads:

m2 1

(5.11)

and, when Reggebehaviour (5.8b) should be taken into account in the

scaling region:

Note that the r.h.s. of (5.11» 12) is not necessarily positive

definite, as might be suggested by (U.15). In the case of (5.11)

the positivity constraints (sect. 2) only imply:

(8) The general problem of "regulating" divergent sum rules like

(5.11) is discussed in detail in ref. [37] . The procedure followed

here for contributions of Regge poles with positive intercept to

the (longitudinal) Compton amplitude goes essentially through for

other contributions, except for the case of fixed poles with

nonpolynomial residues.
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2 2 G T ( f c ) )

vW = m vW_ - vW •*• in Fo(u>) - - 4 t - r - > 0

in the Bjorken l i m i t , i . e .

[/
0

o I z=0 2ir u i .

G T ( U ) ! 2
(u) - ^ - r - } - / du m':F-(a))J

2u 0 ^
2 1

»•- f- / du P («)
0

(5.13)
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6. Electromagnetic mass differences

If deep inelastic structure functions show effective pointlike

target structure, or free field behaviour of the hadronic current

commutator in the Bjorken limit, i.e. on the light cone (or at least

near its tip), this has some immediate bearing on the calculation

of e.m. self energies and mass differences. Historically the problem

of divergences in the self energy of charged particles (e.g. a

pointlike proton) appeared tc be solved, as elastic hadronic form

factors did not show pointlike structure, but a rapid fall off with
2

increasing q . The hope, that magnetic form factors might account

for the sign of e.g. the proton-nucleon mass difference [26] was

not fulfilled. The free field behaviour of inelastic hadronic structure

functions imposed again the divergence problem and simultaneously

revived the hope for a dynamical explanation of the correct sign of

the p - n and related (AI = 1) e.m. mass shifts - That is, provided

some cut off mechanism et very high frequences (where the usual

hierarchy of interactions begins to blur) turns the small distance

expression (see below) into a finite contribution.

Then the elementary expression for the (fermion) e.m. self energy

(fig. 6.1a):

( 6 < 1 )

is changed to include not only the effect of elastic form factors

(fig. 6.1b) but the full bubble in fig. 6.1c:

p-q p p V / p - q

fig. 6.1a fig. 6.1b fig. 6.1c
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. . (9)In position space :

- 2 i . R . ..

» . (6.2)

To relate the time ordered product in (6.2) to the commutator

expression in C*.9) in the L.C., or in the short distance limit one

has to make the assumption, that it is correct to disregard contact

terms. We are, however, already committed to the assumption that q

number Schwinger terms (e.g. [20]) are absent, as we have used the

FGM expression for the connected L.C. commutator.

Consistently we assume that (in the light cone limit) we can replace

in (U.9)

D(z) 5 3-e(zO)«(z2) - ^ - r - ^ — (6.3)
27r (2n)2 z2-ie

to obtain the T (i.e. fully covariantized time ordered) product.

From (6.2, 3) and (U.9) we then find the L.C. contribution to the

e.m. mass shift:

+ (j-r-)(s2(o, p.z) + ...) + ...] (6.U)

(9) The factor (2m)~ steins from the covariant normalization of

states:

<p|p' >= (2TT)3 2E63(5-p"') .

(10) The conjecture has been made [27] that this assumption might

be correct provided there is no need for a subtraction term in the

dispersion relation for TL> eq. (2.17). We will see below that this

is not so.
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Due to undetermined terms S , in (U.9) only something can be said

about the short distance contribution to the integral (6.U) that is, as

is well known, logarithmically divergent. Thus:

^" tk' '*• {-*°{T[?2 'A,
+ ...] . (6.5)

As the tip z = 0 is approached in (6.5) along the light cone the

structure functions V. stand for V. = V.(o, p.z) in this expression.

Some rewriting of the first terms in (6.5) gives:

i 3V 3V
-io f i 1 r/. "tk

3V

87.0m ' (z"-ic)c " op'z u IZ=O

The importance of the secondary term S in (U.9) and (6.5) is note-

worthy: It determines the sign of the expression (6.6)!

Direction averaging turns the integral in (6.6) into an integral

over z

space:

2
over z , the length squared of a vector in k dimensional Euclidean

h

i-f- (6.1)
(zc-ie)£ 0 z E

and only the logarithmic divergent contribution near z_, = 0 has to

be kept in (6.6):

„ 2

Thus the coefficient in (6.6, 8) is determined by the internal

divergence of the bilocal operator (3.16):

3V
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z. 2 (z|0)|p>|z=0 (6.9)

and this result does not depend on specific assumptions on the type

of interaction between the quarks. The only assumptions needed are

the validity of the FGM expansion plus corrections with canonical

dimension. Even the full L.C. expansion is not required, but only

its correctness near the tip of the light cone (z = 0), because

only the terms:

2 6 3V g 3V

(6.10)

play a role in the derivation of (6.8). For comparison, note that

in a quark gluon model:

Qnn = <p|q(O)Q y (i3^ - gB (0))q(0)|p> (6.11a)
po p o o

where B represents the vector gluon field. Then one obtains with the

help of the equation of motion :

=0 = <p|q(0)j{M,Q
2}q(0)|p> . (6.11b)

The operator in (6.11a) bears some resemblance with the (quark part

of) the stress energy tensor. The result (6.8) obtains, if not only

this operator, but also its trace retains effectively its canonical

dimension (cf. sect. 8) - i.e. dimension 1* in mass units.

Expressions in momentum space result easily from inverting (5.6) and

(naively) (5-7):

0 8nm 0 u |q |

(11) (H - gjS - M)q = 0.
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where Iq I corresponds to the onset of scaling indicated by the

SLAC experiments, as far as the virtual photon mass -q is concerned

k i2 2
I = 2(GeV) , say) and A represents some (large) cut off mass.

The expression (6.12) is not necessarily positive definite [28] (cf.

the discussion in sect. 5K In particular, with respect to the

proton- neutron mass difference, suppose for def initeness, that the

structure functions for both nucleons saturate the bound (5.13).

Take A to be of the order of the neutral vector boson masses that

mediate weak interactions (A = 80 GeV) and infer from the SLAC data

(cf. [28]):

T= /du (FP(u.) - F n(<o)) = 0.0U .
0

This results in a rough guess for the possible short distance

contribution to the p - n mass difference:

fe
= -0.55 MeV . (6.13)

This result is certainly not the maximum (negative) contribution

compatible with positivity constraints (5-13) (cf. e.g. [29]), but

already compensates almost the Born term contribution (fig. 6.2b)

6m5"n = +0.66 MeV
TBorn

and has the right sign with respect to the experimental value [30] :

6mP~n = -1.293M* + 0.00007 MeV . (6.1U)

Thus the possibility exists that the (regularized) short distance

contribution to e.m. mass differences provides the right sign and
(12)

magnitude of these mass shifts

(12) With respect to inelastic form factors this may be considered

as a revival of the Feynman-Speisman idea [26J.
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Ignoring for the moment the problem of the origin of the cut off

mass A in (6.12), one realizes that only if Regge asymptotics in

the limit <o •*• 0 (5.8b) does not apply the coefficient of the divergent

term is that of (6.12); i.e. in principle calculable from observable

scaling structure functions in deep inelastic e - p and e - n

scattering. Even the scaling property:

(6.15)

is not established by present experimental data. These are only

compatible with the less restrictive requirement (see (5.7)):

FT(w,q
2) = -2u)WT = -2(oW. + «WO •+ -2u)F, + F = 0 (6.16)

in the Bjorken limit; this is an indication for the fermion nature

of basic hadronic constituents.

If however Regge asymptotics applies in the scaling region (5.8b, 12)

the term in brackets in (6.12) should be replaced by:

, 1 , » GT(w)

[^ / do. P («) - -i-j / do, -i--] (6.17)
0 8ir m -• 2o)

where the second term is not a directly measurable quantity, and

the positivity restrictions (5-13) loose their relevance.

The results for the coefficient in (6.12) or (6.17) also obtain if

one uses the more conventional chain of arguments, that is sketched

briefly in sect. 7> diverting slightly from the conventional

derivation.
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7. Cottingham formula and BJL limit

First consider the expression (6.2) in momentum space:

(7.D
q2+ie

where T p (v,q ) is the Compton amplitude (2.13). Note that
O it \i O O

T(v,q ) = g T (\>,q ) appears for both negative and positive q in

(7»1)» whereas experimental information can only be obtained for

spacelike q . Therefore the integration over q in (7.1) is rotated

to a contour integral along the imaginary axis. Passing to the
2 2

variables q = iq^, q = -q_, the result of this Wick rotation is the

well known Cottingham formula [31] (putting p - 0):

2 , <- dq2 *£ /lr-?
oni • 5 T^™ ̂ •̂•••̂ ^ 1 ™^r^ I do 1 v q^i^q* X y x.m q» • *n j * \ f • t y

(2ir) 0 q£ 0

Although the integrand is now depending on imaginary v, one can relate

its value in the Bjorken-Johnson- Low(BJL) limit, i.e. q + i" (q,

and p fixed) (cf. e.g. [20J) to moments of the structure functions

W.. If in this limit (see below):

lim q2TyW(v,q2) = finite (7.3)
BJL

o p
or equivalently lim q T_ _(w,q ) - finite, the divergent contribution

BJL _ 2 > b

to (7.2) for large q can be computed. From the dispersion relations

(2.16, 17), putting q = 0:

lim q2To(v,q
2) = - - lim / duFp(u,q2) = - - / duF (u) ('

BJL * q 2 * _ 0 0

2 , 2 2 / 2» hlvO0°)2 . ) T , 2,
lim q TT(v,q ) = lim q TT(o,q ) + ^r j ' lim j du2uWTlw,q ]

(7.Ub)

Substitution in (7.2) gives:
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£ / jr t # L S L

§^ / du)F2(o.,q
2)] (7.5)

or equivalently (see ref. [28]):

2 2

\%\2 q*%\

* F2((o,-q|)}] . 17.6)

The second term the integrand in (7.**b) and (7.5)

vanishes in the limit according to the Callan-Gross sum rule, that

is satisfied when we use (U.9) (cf. (5.7), (6.16)). Thus we have

from (7.5):

?n r 3 9 m 2 1 " d%

d i v 8mir • - „ L ' 2 n p . 2 - ' ' 2 *

For consistency with (6.12, 17) one should have:

2 2 1 ", \ M

lim q^Tjo.q*) = - ̂  / -*-£• dm (7.8)

i.e. the relation between subtraction terms in (5.10) and (2.17),

announced in sect. 5.

The property (7.3) comes from the famous BJL theorem (e.g. [20]):

lim TyV(p,q) = - — / d ze l q # Z <p| [j"(z) ,JV(0)] |p> 6(z°)
BJL q£

+ — (Schwinger term) + (polynomial in <f,p) + ...

(7.9)



Ignoring again (operator) Schwinger terms, we only need the existence

of the equal time commutator on the r.h.s. of (7.9). This commutator

follows directly from (U.9) without any use of equations of motion:

Restricting ourselves to the trace in (7-9) and putting q = 0 for

convenience we can calculate:

• 3J (z)

-i / A < P|H~- , J%)] |p> «(z°) (7.10)
3z

p
using (U.9) in the form (z = 0, *. •*• 0):

= 2i[OpD(z)).s
yvpVeaa-

- D(z)gWVo] + ... (7.11)

in the notation (6.10, 11): Differentiating (7.11) with respect to

z°, taking the trace over Lorentz indices and multiplying with 6(z )

one obtains for (7.10):

-U[6°a + 29°°] £ -U[(2P° + m
2) ̂  * 6VJ |z=0 (7.12)

where we used (6.10). According to (7-9) this expression should be

equal to (q = 0):

2

lim [q V (p.q)] = -3 lim q^T(v,q
2) + (2p° +m2) lim q2T-(v,q2).

BJL ° V BJL L BJL
(7.13)

As p° i s arbitrary in (7.12, 13) one can identify:

3V
2 2 T , 2 . = . 2 l i m }

IZ—u „ T T <: 2 0

q

1
= - - / duF (u) (7.1U)

w 0 d

and:

1- fc* •
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From (7.11*, 15) the equivalence of (7.7) with (6.17) follows

explicitly:

e° = 3°tf I . [m
2 - I 2 - * uv.] | n =

a olz=0 L 3p.z LJlz=0

2 1 00

- fr / du>Fo(w) + 3 lira qT? (o.q*) . (T.16)211 0 2 2 L
q -»•—»

The expression (7.16) can also be derived using the light cone

version [25] of the BJL theorem (see e.g. [32]).

Here the use of the conventional (short distance) BJL formula (7.9)

is chosen, as the expression (U.9) or (7.11) is according to

perturbation theory (cf. sect. 10, 11) probably on s better footing

than the original L.C. expression (3.13) itself:

The divergence of e.m. mass shifts depends only on the existence of

the equal time commutator (7.10).
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8. On the finiteness of e.m. mass differences and the possibility

of their calculation; generalizations to V-A currents

The expression (6.12), possibly modified to (6.17) or(7.7) %

is useless in practice for two reasons:

a) The logarithmic divergence needs some cut off mechanism to

obtain a meaningful result, i.e. renonnalization has to be applied.

b) Its coefficient is hardly expressible in measurable quantities,

if at all.

8.1. To overcome these difficulties, in particular with respect to

the p - n mass difference, some authors [33, 3**J have suggested that

there might be a relation between a possible breakdown of scaling

for the difference of measurable e - p and e - n structure functions

and finiteness of the expressions for the p - n e.m. mass difference.

We show first that this hope is idle in the sense that the reasoning

contains a hidden assumption that implies the answer.

In the case of breakdown of scale invariance by fractional

anomalous dimensions d. we better change the short distance expansion

(U.9) to the manifestly gauge invariance expression (cf. (!».1)):

p-n

D {e(z )6(z )(z ) V J =Q + ••.)J (o.i)

where the symbols V. were used only in formal analogy with the case

of canonical dimensions (d. = 0); in general there is now no longer

a relation with a single bilocal operator. The singular c number

functions in (8.1) have to be interpreted in the sense (cf. (3.3)):

2iit e(zO)e(z2)(z2) i E r(-d.){(-z2+iEz )
 i-(-z2-ies ) i}(8.2

r(d\+O x

and the bars in (8.1) reflect that this formula will be applied only
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to the difference of p and n structure functions.

Clearly the short distance contribution to the integral (7.2) still

has the form (cf. (6.12, 17), (7.16)):

The authors of ref. [33, 31*] make the assumption that the longitudinal

structure function difference (cf. (2.11)) vanishes, i.e.:

W^ E m2W2(v,q
2) - WL(v,q

2) = 0 (8.U)

or equivalently (cf. (2.15)):

Of course in this case the dispersion relation for T eq. (2.15b)
- 2 2

needs m subtraction, and TT(o,q ) is calculable in the limit q •*•-»:

9 1 m, V W (v'.q2) 2 1
f(o,q2)=^- / dV — £ 5 - 7 ^ / d<oF p( U,q

2). (8.5)

-q2/2 (V<) ^ °

(The assumption (8.U) is just the analogon of the similar assumption

in case of canonical dimensions of saturation of the bound (5.13)).

It is easy to show with the help of the BJL technique, sketched in

sect. 7, that (8.1) implies the modification of (7.U):

2 '' "2- 2 1 2 d2 \ - 2lim -(-q ) T9(v,q ) = - — lim (-q ) J duF (u,q )
BJL d V 2_ -1 2

= finite. (6.6)

Combination of (8.3, 5, 6) gives:

5a 1 r! . 2 -, 1

t " ^ " ^ U duF (a),-|q I )] — . (8.7)
o 52
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From (6.lU) and the SLAC data (cf. sect. 6) it follows that the

value of the anomalous dimension required to reproduce the observed

mass difference, is only:

d2 = 0.03U.

Unfortunately the assumption (8.U) implies already that the rate of

convergence of (8.3) and the anomalous dimension d are related:

In general (8.1) implies:

lim -(-q^) %(v,q^) = lim -(-q^) % ( v , q Z ) = finite (8.8)
BJL L 2^ L

but comparison with (8.5) reveals that (8.U) implies the hidden

assumption:

(8.9)

There is however no a priori reason for (8.9) to be true: either

one of the two terms in the integrand of (8.3) may dominate at large

qE and in general the rate of convergence of (8.3) (determined by

both 5 , <L ) is not related to scale invariance breaking in F eq.

(8.6) (determined only by d ). From a comparison with the discussion

following (6.10) one sees that the assumption (8.U) (or (8.9)) means

that in the case of nonzero anomalous dimensions, still two different

local operators have the same anomalous dimension:

The isospin analogon of the stress energy tensor and its trace.

In sect. 11 we will encounter in the framework of perturbation theory

a counter example.

8.2. Note that the finiteness of the first term in (8.3):

1 P
lim / duF (w,q ) = finite (8.10)

is in fact a much weaker requirement than exact Bjorken scaling of

F?, that implies for all moments of this structure function difference
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(n integer i 0):

1 2 2
j d(ou ro(w,q ) = finite

2
(8.11)

in the limit q •* -•=. Although the example in sect. 11 contradicts

(8.10) as well, there is a good reason to suspect that (8.3) indeed

diverges; this depends of course on the second term in (8.3) that

unfortunately is not measurable [35] as it requires the determination

of the cross section for the elastic process:

depicted in fig. 8.1; this is experimentally not feasible.

fig. 8.1

(13)

One possibility to obtain finite results (at least for (AI = 1) mass

differences) is to assume that the two terms in (8.3) cancel. This

idea is readily formulated in the quark model [27], i.e. using (U.15),

(6.8, 9, 11b): From the usual diagonal quark mass matrix in terms

of SU(3) matrices:

M = e0 X0 + e3X3 + e8X8

and with the conventional charge assignment of the quarks one obtains:

(13) The alternative Regge parametrization for T (o,q2) (cf. (7.15))

requires full knowledge of GAia) for u •+ 0, i.e. v -»• »; moreover the

fixed pole problem ([28], [37]) plays an important role. Thus this

subtraction constant is at best only formally determinable.
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A « § e0 * e3 *

- - • * o

V E° * 5? V
(8.13)

Note that the scalar operator in (U.15) belongs in this case to the

same representation ((3,3) (+)(3,3)) as the mass terms in the quark

Lagrangian that break SU(3) (x)SU(3) invariance.

This is in accordance with phenomenological octet dominance of mass

splittings, and implies finiteness of 41 = 2 e.m. mass shifts (like

ir - v ) as the divergent short distance contribution is absent.

Forcibly the assumption can be made that the diverging Al = 1 part

in (U.15) also vanishes. This assumption together with the Gell-

Mann-Oakes estimate [36]:

c = E 8 / E 0 = -1.25 (8.il»)

implies the requirement:

d = E_/e0 = -0.05 (8.15)

and mass degeneracy of proton and neutron quark has to be broken

substantially to obtain the required cancellation and finite Al = 1

mass splittings. The resulting effective e.m. Lagrangian to order
2
e would be:

z -ie

where the operator u, is represented in the quark model by the

operator: u, = q(O)X,q(O). The first term in (8.16) should then be

calculated with a cut off at short distance, where the arguments of

the two currents approach each other.

One should, however, not take the value (8.15) *°° serious, as in
2

renormalizable field theory any divergences to order e should be
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absorbed in u subtraction terms present already to order e [11]•

This means that d is not calculable and makes a different phenomeno-

logical value for d (d = -0.02) not unexpected.

The formal virtue of (8.16) is the splitting of e.m. effects in

calculable low frequency effects and a high frequency (short

distance) contribution that resembles the Coleman-Glashow tadpole

picture [38]. This last term is then only present in the case with

AI = 1, and may explain the e.m. n •*• 3it decay for which the first

term in (8.16) cannot contribute according to the Sutherland theorem

[39].

8.3. The need of renormalization becomes quite evident if one

extends commitment with the quark model to the traditional weak

interaction Lagrangian.

In analogy with the case of the e.m. current commutator we first

investigate the need of corrections to the FGM expansion in the

short distance limit for V-A currents.

The leading L.C. terms according to the FGM algebra follow from the

quark model (cf. sect. 3)

[ j J U M ^ y ) ] = {3pD(z))[(s
llVpa-ie

Vlvp0)(dabc+ifabc) x

x Jc(J(x|y)] - h.c. (8.17)

with:

X
^ i ^ V (8.18)

(8.19)

in the quark gluon model (cf. (U.lUb)). Proceeding in the spirit of

the PGM Ansatz we abstract one particle spin averaged aatrix elements

from (8.17), restricting ourselves to the part symmetric in SU(3)

indices:
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£ {3pD(z)}[2idabc x

. . . (8.20)

In (8.20) both the hermitian and antihermitian combinations of the

vectorbilocals appear in the matrix elements:

" Vca(y|x)|p>

(8.21)

and in the same way as in sect, k possible secondary terms with

canonical dimensions are added in (8.20); these may be symmetric

(antisymmetric) in Lorentz indices in this case: S U V(A U V).

As the V-A currents are not conserved we have to rely on the

extended FGM algebra, that includes also the (pseudo) scalar

densities:

V a U ) = I S(x){tM« *J " Y5(M, Xa»q(x) (8.22)

in the quark model. Then one obtains spin averaged matrix elements:

(d^-part only):

<p| [3wJ^(x),Jb(y)]|p> = 2i[3
VD(z)]dabc(S* + S") + ... (8.23)

where the scalar bilocal matrix elements on the r.h.s. are split in

parts even (uneven) in z: S (S~). This expression is then compared

with (8.20) after taking its divergence with respect to x and y.

After some relabeling and omitting less singular terms on both sides:

Putting the spurious variable R = ̂ r^ zero the term with U__ is

seen to be proportional to {3 D(z)}evvpop z and may be omitted; in
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analogy with (U.7) we obtain:

(8.2U)

To proceed we need the equations of motion, to relate:

X

V\a = |i <p|i(x) / V ( x | y ) q ( y ) " h'e*|p> (8>-25a)

and:

X
S* - | <p|5(x){M, ̂ } I(x|y)q(y) + h.c.|p> (8.25b)

in the quark model, i . e . :

3°2?~ = S+ . (8.25c)
Z CO C

uv
Thus from (8.2U, 25c) it follows that the correction term S fc
contrary to the case of sect, k does not contain the internal

divergence 9 V~ • and therefore vanishes at z = 0.
Z CO

Abstracting from these manipulations we can write for the short

distance limit of (8.17) with restriction to the part symmetric in

Lorentz and SU(3) indices:

• OpD(z)|

(8.26)

without correction terms.

This result could have been reached straightforwardly by using the

effective propagator (U.1U), retaining the quark mass matrix term.

This procedure is however somewhat dangerous as commutators:

(q(x).q(y)}
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in the interacting field theory produce also singular terms of

order D(z). The result (8.26) relies anyway much more heavily on

the quark gluon model then in the e.m. case: Not only the extended

FGM algebra is needed in (8.23), but in particular the equality

(8.25c) follows only with the help of the equation of motion.

We can use (8.26) to catalogue the divergent terms in the effective

weak interaction Lagrangian in the traditional intermediate vector

boson (IVB) theory:

. 2

• IH.27J

In comparison with the e.m. case the photonpropagator:

has been replaced by the IVB propagator (cf. e.g. [2U]):

d\(g . 5&) -£±- (8.28)
"W
 k -*

and the coupling constant gy is related to the Fermi constant G:

2

% - ^ 1 • (8-29)

4 ̂
The hadronic weak interaction current has the usual Cabibbo content:

jW(z) = W Jy(z) ; W = (cos 6,i cos 6,0,sin 6,i sin 6,0,0,0)

£1 Si 8>

(8.30)

The T product in (8.27) is again related to the commutator (8.26) in

the L.C. limit by the assumption (6.3):

(2it)



and from (8.26, 31) one obtains the most singular terms in the

short distance limit for the T product in (8.27):

T*(jP(z)jV+(O) + j
V / +

7 3

with the abbreviated notation:

^(Jco(z|0) - h.c.)|z=o =- 2i3Vo(0|0) . (8.32)

The leading divergence of (8.27) stems from the k l ^ term in (8.28)

that gives rise to a quadratically divergent term in £' :

r
z -l

This divergence would be absent if the weak currents were conserved;

according to the discussion in sect, k in that case the replacement

should be made in (8.33):

Thus we find easily the most divergent term in (8.27) by replacing

the term on the l.h.s. of (8.31*) by the second term on the r.h.s.

with the sign reversed; i.e. (8.33) amounts to:

S 33
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Z -IE

ig2

(2w) My z -ie z -ie a a c c 0

In the quark model the coefficient in (8.35) is easily verified to

MW,W+}} - Y5 [M,{W,W
+}])q(O) (8.36)

in close analogy with (U.15).

Mote that the g term in (8.28) gives rise to a logarithmic

divergent with the same coefficient in (8.35):

. 2
_ *g w , U

log div. 2 ' '

1 1 . yvpa .a -

z —i£

. 2

a"bdabc3 Jco ( 0 | 0 ) J^k f d z (z2_i£)2

2 2

TT T7T J ~̂ ~ • (8.37

4
This term differs essentially by a factor ^ (mind the sign) from

-3e*

the similar expression for the logarithmic divergence in»6 (cf.

(6.8) (8.16)). Unfortunately also the 3 3 term (8.33) gives rise

to logarithmically divergent terms "under" the quadratic divergent

(lit) This result, derived in a different way in ref. [27] appears

to be correct.
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term; these are not so easily calculable in an unambiguous way

One can of course get rid of all divergences encountered in a trivial

way by assuming that the quarks are effectively massless, i.e. M = 0.

But this assumption is not a very attractive possibility, as the

starting formulae (8.17» 23) used above have some implications for

the socalled o term in TIN scattering:

From (8.23, 25c) one concludes:

2i3°D(z) S +

C

Neglecting the Cabibbo angle 6, we find:

= ha' 2
i i 2

where the last equality (with A = ) follows in the quark

model.

Although still subject to considerable controversy [Uo] this a term

is supposed to be finite with a value between 10-100 MeV.

We will not discuss expressions for o in terms of lepton nucleon

deep inelastic structure functions, as these have been treated

extensively in the literature (cf. e.g. ["^h

(15) Only in some unified weak and e.m. theories these contributions

are consumed by compensating terms arising from the scalar mesons,

that remain in the theory in the unitary gauge, see [8] .
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9. Some remarks on the role of unified gauge theories of weak and

e.m. interactions

The need of renormalization of the divergent e.m. expressions

for mass shifts in general would render these effects incalculable.

But in the context of unified gauge theories of weak and e.m.

interactions the W-bosons and the photon become members of a set

of gauge bosons corresponding to the nonabelian gauge group us and
p

the coupling constants gy and e are related. To order e the influence

of the weak interactions to the divergences in the theory must be

taken into account; the theory now contains also neutral vector bosons.

Certain conditions may be formulated [Ui] that make the "e.m." mass

differences both finite and calculable. Weinberg showed that

quadratic divergent terms (as in (8.36)) become in fact negligeable

(suppressed by the large IVB masses); also logarithmic divergences

arising from the k k terms (as in (8.29)) are compensated in
(15) v v

practice . So to order a the weak interactions contribute only

via the g terms (cf. (8.29)) to the logarithmic divergences in

the theory. It is evident from the discussion in sect. 8 that these

contributions from V-A currents (cf. (8.38)) have a sign opposite

to that of the photonic contribution: The reason is precisely that

the "correction term" needed in C».12) for the case of conserved

e.m. currents is missing for V-A currents.

Indeed the divergent contributions of the weak and e.m. currents

may be forced to cancel: In unified gauge theories with a chiral

gauge group iu the quarks receive their masses by Yukawa coupling

to scalar (Higgs) bosons with a nonvanishing vacuum expectation

value; there may exist socalled zeroth order mass relations [8]

(e.g. m = m for proton and neutron quarks), if for instance one
P n

of the possible representations of these scalar bosons, coupling to

the quarks, is absent in the Lagrangian. Renormalizability of the

theory thus requires the absence of divergences with exactly this

representation content to any order of perturbation theory, as there

are no counter terms to absorb them. Thus higher order (e ) corrections

to the zeroth order mass relation ought to be finite and calculable.
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The simplest case arises when the zeroth order mass relation is of

the type mentioned and the relevant (neutral) weak interaction bosons

are mass degenerate (with mass M z ) . Then the weak interaction

contributions cancel the photonic divergences and one obtains an

expression for AI = 1 mass differences like (8.16) - but without a

counter term - and with the photon propagator replaced [U3] by:

(2w)2 z -ie (2ir)2 z -ie

or equivalently in momentum space:

1 , 1 1
2 2 ~ 2 2
k +ie k +ie k -M +ie

This produces the same cut off effect as the heavy vector boson in

the indefinite metric theory of Lee and Wick [29] .

Calculations with this type of models \h2] for pointlike hadrons

produce indeed finite results - but the wrong sign for the p - n

mass difference.

Note that these simplest unified gauge theories are also not attractive

from the viewpoint of traditional current algebra:

When the photon propagator is changed as indicated above, the space-

time arguments of the two e.m. currents in eC virtually never
em

coincide. Thus the Sutherland theorem [39] , based on PCAC and equal

time commutators of the e.m. and relevant axial currents seems to
aPPly» that forbids the decay n •»> 3w (see sect. 8).

For a discussion of more complicated situations in gauge theories we

refer to the lit*»'-<iture [8] .

A direct connection with the considerations of preceding sections

is found in the following aspect: It is tacidly assumed in the

considerations sketched above that the quarks can be treated as

virtually free with respect to the strong interactions in the deep

Kuclidean region where the ultraviolet divergences arise.

More specifically: in previous sections the quark mass matrix was
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used rather as a mnemonic. To be able to use a renormalizable

theory of e.m. and weak interactions to absorb the divergences in

the quark mass term in the Lagrangian it should be interpreted in

a more litteral sense: In particular one should ascertain that

renormalization effects of the strong interactions do not modify

the representation content of this quark mass matrix.

This question can of course only be answered in a model dependent

way. If one assumes e.g. that the strong interactions are mediated

by gluon fields that are singlet with respect to the hadronic symmetry

group G (e.g. SU(3) SU(3)), where the Range group of weak and e.m.

interactions U/ is a subgroup of G, the answer is indeed affirmative.

A more realistic model in perturbation theory is to introduce the

strong interactions via a different nonabelian color gauge group S%

with generators commuting with those of G. S. Weinberg [l»l»] has

demonstrated that the influences of strong interactions can indeed

be disregarded in that case in the deep Euclidean (short distance)

limit, where they become soft due to the property of "asymptotic

freedom" exhibited by the theory. This property is also responsible

for (approximate) Bjorken scaling in these models.

In the next section we discuss this problem from a slightly different

angle: In comparison with the manipulations of previous sections we

investigate the relevance of deep inelastic structure functions to

the divergences in the Cottingham formula; more generally we want to

see how much of the short distance expansion for two hadronic currents,

obtained from formal free field manipulations, survives in a color

gauge theory for the strong interactions.

For this discussion (sect. 11) we need the (homogeneous version of

the) renormalization group or Callan-Symanzik equations.

Therefore a derivation of this important tool in perturbation theory

is given first in sect. 10.
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10. The Callan-Symanzik (CS) equation in its homogeneous form

The general formulation of the renormalization group equation

by Callan and Symanzik [16] was antedated for the case of Q.E.D.

05].
In the present context the homogeneous formulation of the C.S.

equation has some advantages. Therefore I like to derive it in a

way very similar to the method of ref. [9], using the dimensional

regularization method of 't Hooft and Veltman [1*6] .

10.1. Ingredients needed from the dimensional regularization method

ML

The simplest derivation of the C.S. equation is that for a

renonnalizable theory *ith just one mass and one coupling constant,
1,

scalar $ theory, described by the Lagrangian:

Here the label ' u' stands for unrenormalized, as Greens functions

computed from (10.1) result in divergent expressions in k dimensions.

Following the regularization scheme of 't Hooft-Veltman one obtains

from (10.1) finite results for the Greens functions when departing

from the physical number of dimensions: n # k.

When n-l» = e approaches zero poles of the type e emerge, reflecting

the divergences of the non-regularized theory at n = h, A redefinition

° f "u' gu ^ b y l e t t* nS t h e m depend on e) and rescaling of the fields

is needed to supply counter terms in (10.1) that cancel these poles

in the limit n •+ U.

There is a considerable freedom in the choice of these counter terms,

one only requires finiteness of the results obtained from the

modified Lagrangian. The conventional procedure in the 't Hooft-

Veltman scheme is to subtract only the poles (with residues calculated

at n = 1»). Besides the well known advantage of this convention that

it guaranties for the renonnalized theory (most) symmetry properties
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formally present in the Lagrangian (10.1) we will encounter an

important consequence later on.

Instead of a redefinition of the parameters in (10.1) one may

equivalently perform the subtraction procedure by starting from a

formal Lagrangian of the form (10.1) (with the indices 'u' dropped

as the parameters m, g new retain their physical meaning in higher

order essentially) and subtract counter terms needed to cancel the

poles at e = 0 order by order in perturbation theory. Thus a new

(meaningful) Lagrangian, that produces finite Greens functions, is

obtained of the form:

-|-B(m,g,EH
2 -frA(m,g,e)*

U (10.2)

that is then identified with (10.1).

The subtraction terms enter in the form:

2
A(m,g,e) = 1 + A^dn) — + A12(m) * - + . . .

2
+ A22(m) *£ + ... (10.3)

The result of multiplicative renorraalization gives the connection

between Greens functions obtained from tht; perturbation expansion

with unrenormalized and renormalized parameters such that the

(divergent) e dependence of the unrenormalized Greens functions is

segregated in a multiplicative factor, multiplying renormalized

Greens functions that are finite to every order in g when e -»• 0.

It should be prevented that the renormalized Greens functions obtain

contributions away from e ~ 0. This might happen as away from n = k

also<>6 has dimension n ? h and therefore:

n-2
dim [$] = [y] 2

n U S=2-
dim [g] = [y] " " 2 = [V]k"n (10.10
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vhere u is an arbitrary scale parameter with the dimension of mass.

Putting:

t,, gj, keep their physical dimension and no incorrect dimensionality

of the Greens functions obtains.

-kNote that the counter terms, that are residues of poles E evaluated

at n = It. are not affected by the departure from n = U:

So A, B, C stay dimensionless, but the important question remains,

whether they depend on m through the dimensionless combination
m

In general (10.2) now takes the form:

Comparison of (10.1) and (10.6) now gives:

•«

with:

*3

amd similarly:

b..g-.e) i

Z«)3 = "V1 *
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+ •••) . (10.9)

Note that at this stage the number of dimensional parameters in the

theory (m and y in this case) can always be reduced to one (y); on

the other hand y is always present, even in theories with no

physical mass. The virtue of the dimensional regularization method

in the present context is that the parameter y is introduced in a

natural way, distinct from that in which other dimensional parameters

appear. The special role of u that is going to scale the momentum

dependence of Greens functions (particularly in the deep Euclidean

limit) is obscured in conventional regularization/renormalization

procedures where y is identified in this respect with some physical

mass. It is possible however in most cases to obtainsuch a parameter y

with usual renormalization schemes, that differs from the physical

masses and characterizes the points in momentum space where some

of the Greens functions with the lowest number of externel legs are

normalized [io].

10.2. Derivation of the C.S. equation

A change in y for given m , g (and e) implies a change in gn,

u u K
DL and Z_. As y was only introduced at the level of the renormalized
theory a l l unrenormalized Greens functions are independent of y:

» f ^ ( V V We)lmu,gu,e - ° ' (1°-'O)

Here T stands for the one particle irreducible Greens functions,

conventionally calculated with external propagators removed (truncated)

as bifits vacuum expectation values of time ordered products of

field operators in the way they appear in S matrix elements according

to the LSZ formalism. The index u denotes the number of external legs.

In (10.10) we just used the redundance of parameters in the renormalized
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version of the theory (U, n^, g^) as compared to the unrenonnalized

one

With the help of multiplicative renormalizability:

( mu' gu' E ) =

(10.11)

the requirement (10.10) can be turned into a differential equation

3 l n Z3i J k ) , . _ s

for renormalized Greens functions r :

(10.12)

Now take the limit € •* 0 of (10.12) and define:

B =

3 ln Z

u u

(10.13)

As 6, y, 5 are dimensionless they cannot depend on u; because TR is

independent of e and S, y, 6 occur in a differential equation

governing it, they must be finite also.

We will show now that 8, yt 6 are independent of DL. Note that the

argument given in ref. [9] using the f ;v that A, B, C in (10.6)

are dimensionless does not really prohibit a possible dependence on

the dimensionless ratio — = HL,, once v is introduced.
U n

10.3. The dependence of 6. Y. ^ on
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renormalized theory, g , m can not depend on it, but gD, HL do.
u u ̂ ^̂ "̂~~" K a

Therefore (cf. (10.8, 9))

3 6 3SR 3 g u 3mR 3 g u

Subs t i tu t e in (10.lU, 15):

3u 3y n

(cf. (10 .13) ) . Then one obta ins from the lowest orders in e~ (e ••• 0)

in ( 1 0 . 8 , 9 ) :

U " 3 ? " = 6 + E g R 6 = a 1 ~ g R a i ' g R (10.17)

mT"3w =& 6 = " ( 1 + ^ T 8 ! * * (10.18)

with t he nota t ion:

a H - 1 - a , e t c . (10.19)
v,gR 3gR v

Cancelling higher poles one g e t s :

a _ » a = a B + a DL.6 . (10.20)

t> + gjjb . ) = b 6 + "Us ^ • ( 1 0 . 2 1 )

These "renormalization group equations" were also obtained by 't

Hooft [U8] in a slightly different way.

Writing explicitly:
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(10'22)

J *

one finds from (10.20) e.g.:

Sf f
and similarly for the b's.

We now need one other important consequence of the 't Hooft-Veltman

prescription mentioned earlier to "subtract only the poles":

Their residues (the counter terms) can depend on the external

momenta or masses (like TIL) only in a polynomial way [U6, 1*7] .

In particular there is no singularity in the theory when we let

m_ •* 0. The consequence of this fact in combination with (10.21, 22,

23) is simply that the polynomicals in nL. are trivial: The a's and

b's are independent of DL,, and therefore 6,6.

The requirement that Y should be finite for e •*• 0 means that the

limit exists (cf. (10.7, 17, 18)):

Y = lim w r- In Z
e-0 3W 3

(10.2U)

a result different from that obtained in ref. [9] and:

Bcv,gR
 + V ° ^ {10-26)

where the same reasoning as before assures that Y is independent of

nL and the last term in (10.26) vanishes.
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From (10.12, 13) and the results of this paragraph we find the

homogeneous C.S. equation in the form:

fr k+ B(gR) 4 + 6(SR)DIR 4 ' 2 ̂ R ^ V ^ - V ^ - ° •
(10.27)

An equation that really states, that an infinitesimal change in the

scale parameter vi can be compensated by changes in the coupling

constant, mass and wave renormalization, resulting in the same

theory.

10.U. Solution of the C.S. equation; its relevance in the deep

Euclidean limit

We drop here for convenience the index B in g_ and m_. NO

confusion should arise with respect to the physical meaning of these

parameters: Although they are as good as any set of parameters to

characterize the theory, their meaning does in general not coincide

with the conventional definition of renormalized mass (i.e. the

position of the pole in a particle propagator) or coupling constant.

Under a rescaling of all dimensional quantities the (one particle
(k)

irreducible and truncated) Greens functions r_ with k externaln
legs reveal their physical (or naive) dimension D (= l»-k in the

case of <J> theory):

; m.g) = X V k ) ( p ,u; m,g) . (10.28)
K 1

Introducing the variable:

s = - I p?
V 1

(that is: s > 0 when all incoming momenta are Euclidean) one may

make the change of variable:
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v -»• t = I In —
v

(k)and it is easily seen that the dimensionless quantity F defined

by:

r
D (P;»W> »»B) = ro (j= » *i m»8V s) =

D "D
= s k / 2F ( k )(-4 , t; m,g) (10.29)

satisfies the equation (cf. (10.27, 28, 29)):

[ft + B(g) fg + 6(g)m to ' f Y ( g^ p ( k ) (7l • ~t; m» g ) = ° (10-30)

and therefore as s is an independent variable now:

Lit i« fi(g)m "ĝ  - •£" Y(g)JrR ( T ^ > -t; m,g; s) = 0 .

(10.31)

In this form the C.S. equation resembles a well known type of

hydrodynamical equation and may be solved accordingly (cf. Q*9]):

One introduces the "effective" coupling constant g'(g,t) and mass

m'(m,t) defined by the equations:

f^ g'(g.t) = 6(g'(g,t)) (10.32a) 1

~ In mf(m,t) = 6(g'(g,t)) (10.32b)

with boundary conditions: ••!

g'(g.o) = g m'(m,o) = m . (10.33) |

J
Then the solution of (10.31) is: U
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(7f * ~t; m'g; S) = FP (7f • 0; »t(».t).8'(6.t)i s) xf 7

x exp - | / Y(g'(g,T))dT = s
 k/2p(k)(^i , o; ••(mft),g'(g,t)) x

o

x exp - | / Y(g'(g,T))dT . (10.3U)

I.e. the explicit t-dependence is transformed essentially into an

implicit t-dependence via the effective mass and coupling constant

»'» g't governed by (10.32, 33).

The solution in this form is very suitable to study the behaviour

of Greens functions in the deep Euclidean limit, where all momenta

are taken to (Euclidean) infinity (i.e. t •*• •) with fixed ratio's

A particularly interesting case is found, if in that limit m'(m,t),

g'(g»t) go to zero,(Other possibilities are not considered here.)

This behaviour of the effective coupling constant obtains when the

function &(g) has a zero at the origin and stays negative out to

values of the "real" (strong) value of the coupling constant g. In

that case it follows from (10.32a) that an increase in t causes a

decrease in g', until it reaches the value g'(g,°») - 0 for t •*•">.

I.e. the influence of interactions becomes essentially soft in the

limit.

This phenomenon, called asymptotic freedom [5], occurs in theories

where the perturbation expansion for the 6 function starts off like:

S(g) = -bg3 + 6(g5) , b > 0 (10.35)

so that the solution of (10.32a) becomes:

(g') = R
 g + ... (10.36)

1+8bg t

i . e . g' moves logarithmically to zero for s -»• »;thus for high values
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of s (or t) perturbation theory (in g1) makes increasingly sense.

Usually the perturbation expansion for 6(g) looks like:

6(g) = -1 + eg
2 + ... (10.37)

Thus from (10.32b):

t
m'(m,t) = m exp / 6(g'(g,r))dT

o

gf(g,t) fi(S). _
= m exp f '"' dg

g

= me"t(2bg2t)

using (iO.36)>and the effective mass vanishes like an inverse power

of s:

m'(m,t) ̂  me t (with L = const.)

•+• m 4= (up to logarithmic terms) (10.38)

it vanishes much faster than g'(g,t). Therefore one may disregard

in many cases (but not all (cf. sect. 11)) the mass term in (10.27,31,

3I1) in the asymptotic domain for an asymptotic free theory.

10.5. Asymptotic free theories

The simple example considered sofar (g$ theory) does not

exhibit (normally: g > 0) the property of asymptotic freedom.

The rather exclusive example is that of a nonafcelian gauge

theory with fermions, where tht Lagrangian is given by |j>]:

A — r F 8 FawV + i£.(i#. .-M. .)i|». (10.39)
*» yv ri IJ IJ j

here the vector boson fields appear in the tensor:
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= 3 Aa - 3

and f . represent the structure constants of the gauge group.

The matrices of the group generators in the fermion representation
X

T (e.g. — if the group is SU(3)) appear in the covariant derivatives:

DV = 3U6 - igAaWTa. . (10.M)

Greens functions with n vector boson and n1 fermion extornal legs

Fn'n then satisfy C.S. equations of the form:

-| YA ( g' a ) " I " V g' a )] rR > n' ( pr" pn+n' ; g*MlU; a) = ° (1O'U2)

in an obvious notation, except for the appearance of a new parameter

a. This gauge parameter originates from the fact that the longitudinal

vector propagator is not renormalized. Without indulging on the gauge

dependence problem here we only refer to ref. [5] , where it is shown

that in the Landau gauge (a - 0) all explicit a dependence in (10.U2)

disappears. Thus following the intuitive approach of ref. [5] we

will use (10.U2) in the form:

[v f- + B(g) f-+ «(g)M|jj-aY (g) - £ l Y (g)] x

x rJinl(Pi,...pn+lll; g,N,w) = 0 (10.U3)

and even wil l drop, when possible, the dependence on the fermion

masses in the asymptotic region.
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11. The color gauge theory model of strong interactions

11.1. Color

The introduction of new degrees of freedom for internal symmetry,

different from those of usual hadronic symmetries occurred some time

ago in connection with the quark statistics problem in baryonic

states, the rate of the de-̂ ay it° -*• 2Y, etc. (e.g. [50J ).

The generators of the corresponding strong interactions symmetry

group $ are supposed to commute with those of the weak and e.m.

gauge group lt/y or more generally the ordinary hadronic symmetry

group; to preserve conservation of parity and strangeness ̂ 5 should

be nonchiral D»UJ .

The well known realization is the colored quark model, where the

color group S is SU(3): One assumes that each of the quark flavours

(p, n, X, the charmed quark c, ...) in fact occurs in three different

colors, coined "red", "white" and "blue" by Gell-Mann [50] .

Quarks of the same flavour, but different color form an irreducible

representation of the colorgroup, so that one has three (four)

colortriplets . Each set (p., n., X., (c.) ..) for fixed color
1 1 1 1 ~""~""~"

i may be considered as an irreducible representation of the ordinary

hadronic symmetry group. So the quarks may be grouped in a matrix:

Pwhite Pblue \

nwhite "blue

Xwhite Ablue

cwhite cblue 7 (11.1)

where the strong interactions distinguish only between the columns,

(16) If the irreducible representations of the quark fields for

different flavours were inequivalent, there would be separate absolute

conservation laws for different kinds of hadrons [kk] .
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the weak and e.m. interactions only between the rows.

The lowest hadronic states, and perhaps all, ought to be color

singlets in this scheme.

The connections with the field theoretic model, sketched in sect. 10«5

becomes evident, if the strong interactions are supposed to be

mediated by the massless vector bosons ol tb* nonabelian color gauge

group, that couple to the quarks within each cclor triplet. The

local gauge symmetry is kept intact exactly, by leaving these vector-

gluons massless

This assumption is connected to speculations on the reason why neither

these gluons, nor individual quarks can exist freely due to the

nonabelian dynamics (confinement). For further details we refer to

the literature [5] , [M] •
The exact gauge symmetry of the strong interaction Lagrangian is

(17)
not harmed by the occurence of massive quarks : As the generators

of the colorgroup (T in the fermion representation) should commute

with the quark mass matrix M, and the irreducible representations of

the quark fields for different flavours are identical, it follows

that M may be chosen to be diagonal, colored quarks being mass

degenerate [kk].
Thus, returning to the notation <|) •+ q used for the quark fermion

fields in previous sections, the strong interaction part of the total

Lagrangian takes the form (1O."»9):

(17) If 1(7 is chiral the quark masses result solely from Yukawa

coupling with weakly 5-^eracting scalar (Higgs) bosons. Any strongly

interacting scalar bosons - if present at all to supply masses to

the vector gluons of the colorgroup - should be prevented to couple

to the quarks to ascertain parity and strangeness conservations. In

general tadpole terms, originating from the nonvanishing vacuum

expectation values of the weakly interacting Higgs bosons, contribute

divergent terms to the order a mass shifts in the quark mass matrix.

These are of no concern to us as they are not affected by the strong

interactions.
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This model gives a popular framework [5] to discuss strong interactions

in the deep-Euclidean limit, using the C.S. equations as a tool, and

to reproduce (approximat Bjorken scaling in deep inelastic phenomena.

This is briefly explained in the following sections, with particular

interest in the connection between the behaviour of deep inelastic

structure functions and the divergence of the Cottingham formula,

11.2. Individual local fields dc not correspond to observables in

contrast to local composite operatox . The ire the C.S. equations

approach of sect. 10.5 is generalized to "ree•*• functions with

insertions of local operators:

A local operator 0n nay tc inserted in e.g. the quark propagator

r02 (10.1*3), to obtain ( l 8 )

(on)
= <o|T(5(-p)on(o)q(P))|o> =

0 2 (-p,p; 0; g,M,u) . (11.3)
(on)

Suppose for simplicity that there is just one operator in the theory

with a definite spin (= n) and set of internal quantum numbers ,

then one obtains the C.S. equation, where the anomalous dimension of

the operator 0n, y , appears:
0n

(18) Greens functions are calculated with propagators for external

legs amputated.

(19) This simplifies the discussion, for in general there is more

than one operator with a particular set of quantum numbers. Then each

operator mixes under renormalization with the other operators of the

same or lower dimension: 0. = Z. .0°
1 ij J

so that the anomalous dimension y_ i n (11 .3 ) becomes a matr ix .
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B(g)|j*«(g)lljif-2.lYq(B) - T ^ g ) ] •

02
r _ (P-.PJ,; k; g,M,p) = 0 . (11.lt)
(0n)R 1 2

Most interesting in the present context are the anomalous dimensions

of the leading twist-2 operators, that play an important role in

deep inelastic scattering. When we restrict ourselves to operators,

that are nonsinglet under ordinary hadronic symmetries (e.g. SU(3))

there is just one such operator for every n > 2:

(n)y ...u .n-1 A y y u
° a "(x) = i - T - [q(x) r2-Y

 1D 2...D nq(x) + (11.5)
a n . <i

+ permutations of Lorentz indicesj.

Similar operators were encountered before: In the neutral vector

gluon model (U.lUb) the bilocal operators are of the form:

V°(z|0) = 5(zh
Or2-I(z!0)<i(y) .

The matrix elements of the antihermitian combinations (cf. (3.17)):

may be expanded with respect to z:

7 Z

"CCiv f
n>2 Kn '

n e v e n (11.6)

where in analogy with (10.U1):

The leading pieces of the matrix elements on the r.h.s. of (11.6)

(**• P°P 1".p n" 1) contain the exact aaalogon of (11.5). The local
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operators add up to a bilocal operator only because their anomalous

dimensions were supposed to be identical (and zero), independent of

n. As this is not true any more in perturbation theory, bilocal

operators are in general not defined.

In the color gauge theory the anomalous dimensions of the operators

(11.5) can be calculated from the renormalization constants needed

for the Green functions of the type (11.3). The calculation is simple

for n = 2, i.e. { 2 0 )

(11.7)

to lowest order in the coupling constant g. The divergence of r
02

is logarithmic and given by the diagrams in fig. 11.1 in the Landau
(21)

gauge using the Feynmanrules specified in fig. 11.2.

fig. 11.1

Feynman diagrams to compute v . « to lowest order in g

( in the Landau gauge).
. «

(20) Here we used 15" = ~ 3 ^ - igTaAaW instead of (10.1(1).

(21) The anomalous dimension of the trace of (11.7) was calculated

in general gauge in ref. [51] .
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- i e 1 ^ tf - PI.]

a,u

-19

fig. 11.2

Feynmanrules needed for the computation of the diagrams

in fig. 11.1; in the Landau gauge a = 0.

The Landau gauge is convenient also, because y is zero in lowest

order, as the fermion selfenergy is finite in that gauge. Thus the

divergence of the diagrams in fig. 11.1. leads immediately to Y (O\>

°a
A straightforward calculation gives this divergence:

X 22 a 1 n A fkj y v v y. 2 yv,x
-g c r In — (-rW P + Y P l - T g p) (11.8)

(22)
where A represents an ultraviolet cutoff .As the zeroth order

matrix element of r /9i(-p,p; 0; g,M; v) is just:

°a
a i, w v. v w.

2~ • s(Y P +Y P ) (11.9)

(22) The constant c_ i s given by: c 6 . , = (£ T V ) . .
3 5 ij a ij
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it is better to split (11.7) in a traceless (spin 2) and trace part.

(In renormalizing one should separate operators of definite spin, or

twist = dimension minus spin):

and
X

S = O(2)VJ = i q(x) ~$ q(x) . (11.11)

Insertion of the twist-2 operator (11.10) gives according to (11.8):

-02 a n, n \) v u> T pvor f?1 = p~ [J(Y P +Y P ) - 3 B PJ x
OVf'Ratr 2

x (1 + g2c.~|ln =§- ) (11.12)
3 16* 3 p 2

2 2where one normalizes at Euclidean p: p = - y . Upon substitution in

(11.U) one obtains y . »; or by calculating from the renormalization0 fatr
constant to lowest order:

2

3 I6ir2 3 - j 2 0 ( 2 )

atr
the logarithmic derivative:

Implicit in the result (11.8) is that the twist-U operator (11.11)

is not renormalized to lowest order in g. This is true, provided there

is no other spin zero operator with the same internal quantum number

content (cf. y') available in the theory; indeed the only other

nonsinglet scalar operator:

X
q(x) ̂  q(x) (11.1U)
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is related to (11.11) by the equation of motion. Thus the anomalous
(21)

dimension of the operator (11.11) vanishes to lowest order in g

One can choose e.g. X = A, in the argument above: The nonzero
a 3

anomalous dimension in (11.13) is connected to the breakdown of

exact Bjorken scaling for (the lowest moment of) the structure

function difference F e p-F 2
e n (see below sect. 11.3).

The fact that the scalar operator (11.11) retains its canonical

dimension to lowest order in g is connected to the divergence of the

expression for e.g. the p-n mass difference.

The difference between the anomalous dimensions of the traceless and

traceparts in (11.7) means exactly that the possibility referred to

in sect. 8.1 indeed occurs in this case:

If the two local operators involved in the expression for the

divergence of the Cottingham formula have different anomalous

dimensions, the connection between the coefficient of the divergent

expression and deep inelastic structure functions may be anticipated

to be even more remote £51] than was found in preceding sections,

where on the basis of quasi-free field behaviour according to the FGM

ansatz both operators were assumed to. have canonical dimensions -

and even in the last case the connection was spoiled by an unknown

subtraction constant.

11.3. Breaking of B.jorken scaling

The connection of the preceding section with deep inelastic

scattering obtains, as is well known, through the Wilson short

distance expansion ( 3 ^ 3 ) :

z

- (n)a ...o
x [(I (in(3a ...3a )C2

n(z2)} 0 " n(0)) + ...] + ...
n " 3 a n (11.15)

where the dots represent terms both with higher twist operators and
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with the tensor structure corresponding to T . Both sides of (11.15)
it

may be inserted in e.g. the quark propagator (cf. (11.3)) to satisfy

C.S. equations of the type (11.U). The expression (11.15) is meant

for renormalized operators on both sides, giving finite matrix

elements. Consistency requires the c-number coefficient function

2
n = C2

n(z2; g,M,u)

to saxisfy:

f~ f- + «(g)M |JJ - ) = 0.

(11.16)

As the conserved e.m. current corresponds to an exact symmetry, not

renormalized by the strong interactions: yT = 0 to all orders in g.

Then one may insert (11.15) in hadronic matrix elements as C

does not depend on the Greens functions in which (11.15) was inserted

before - explicitly as the factor -2.gy in (1".4) cancels out in
q /go1

(11.16). Thus taking the Fourier transform of hadronic matrix

elements of (11.15);

(PV - \ (PV+PV) • 4

_ (n)a ...o
x I (q ...a )C n(q2)<p|O 1 n|p> + ....
n a3 n d Q R

(11.17)

(23) The discussion is again restricted to the contributions of

nonsinglet operators (i.e. to differences of matrix elements,

e-6« (p-n)) as indicated by the bars. As usual Q stands for the

quark charge matrix.

•M

i
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2
/ u v v / u v v u » w U V \ r 2 / \ n — 2 — n , 2 . —

= ( P P g ( p q + P q ) + — g ) | q ( p . q ) C g ( q ) A n .
q q n

Counting physical dimensions in (11.16) shows that C n(z ) has

dimension (-2n + k), so its Fourier transform is of the form:

C2
n(q2) = -(-q2 )"%"(=§- , g, N) . (11.18)

V

The relation (11.17) holds in fact in the BJL limit (q = (iq ,o)
2 u
q + - «, p1^ fixed) corresponding to the short distance expansion

(11.15)j in that limit it is correct to retain only the leading

powers in p of the matrix elements, as was done in (11.17):

(n)a ...a a a
<p|0 |p> = P ...p -A + .... (11.19)

Q R n

as traceterms of these twist-2 operators (and contributions of higher

twist operators) are suppressed by at least a factor a for the same

power of p.q in (11.17). Comparing (11.17) with the dispersion

relations (2,15) one obtains:

lim T (v,q2) = lim-j- / dv' 2 * '

BJL q°~ q 2/2 «' + < P V ) Z

= liml I I a2l{=i£J-L}-F(v' iH,° )
o ^ m=0 2 / 2 v l t ! v | e r d

CD 1
•, • 2 r /2p.q\2m-2 r , ., . »2m-2- , , 2»= lim g I ( - ^ J J did'di)1) F2(w',q )
BJL -nq m=1 q 0

= lim I =1 ( ^ ) n " 2 c " (=§- ; g, M)A . (11.20)
BJL n=2 ad oT d v

2
Or equiv&lently for q
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1 2
/ da) o) n - 2 F_(«,<i2) = - = — e"( =§- ; g, M)X (11.21)
0 d 2n"' ̂  u

with n = even > 2.

By a similar argument as in sect. 10 one can solve eq. (11.16) (cf.

(11.18)):

2 t
S p V f - ; g, M) - c "(1; g'(g.t), M'(M.t)) exp / Y (n) (g'(g,T))dT
d u o 0 ^ '

CTtr (11.22)

_ 2
with t = 5 In -^- . In the limit t •+ ™ the dependence on M'(M,t)

|i

may be dropped (cf. (10.38)) and one obtains in particular for n = 2

6 ( , )
/ do>F.(<o,q2) =A | S 2 (l; g'(g,t),0) exp f gf - ^ - ^ dg
0 2 2 2 2 g 6(g)

| 3 2 (1; g'(g,t),O) (|-)

; o.O)( 1 ) 5 / 2 b (11.23)

8ir2

(cf. also (10.36), (11.13)) to lowest order in the coupling constant:

Y (2) (g) = - dg
2 -!— B(g) = - bg3 - 1 — . (11.2U)

0l;;
 16TT2 I6n2

Q tr

As the color gauge group is taken to be SU(3) one finds c, = U/3 in

(11.13):

- 6U



Depending on the number of quark "flavours" (different colored quark

triplets) in the theory: three or four, say, one has [5]

9 or

Thus one obtains 0 < — < 1 and (11.23) implies a mild breaking of

_ 2
exact Bjorken scaling, by a negative power of In ~ - (q •+ ->») for

V

e.g. the structure functions difference:

11.h. The divergence of the Cottingham formula

The results in sect. 11.3 are unrelated to the divergence of

the Cottingham formula: Here we need the direction averaged trace

analogon of (11.15) so that the (traceless) twist-two operators

cannot contribute on the r.h.s. In the short distance limit only the

scalar operators of dimension four or less are relevant. The only

operators of this type, that are nonsinglet under (ordinary) SU(3)
X
a ?

are (11.11) and (11.1U) (̂ -* Q ).

Thus in the expression (cf. (6.2)):

(11.25)

\2h) Rotating to Euclidean space one may replace:

/ d z •+ -i / z dz / d£2 where dfi is the solid angle in four

dimensional Euclidean space: / dfJ = 2ir .

_ . 2 2 -»2
Notation: z = lZij z_ = z, + z .

It is easily seen that one has the equivalence in this case:
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we only need (11.11) in the short distance expansion, as (11.U) is

related by the equation of motion:

iT*(jy (z)J (0)) = C(z2) S o(0) + ... (11.26)
em em \i g^

Here C has dimension two in mass units and satisfies:

[li |j^+ 6(g) | ^ + 6(g) M|JJ + y(g)] C(z2; g.M.u) = 0 (11.27)

vith the help of the abbreviated notation: Y = Yo

V
The Fourier transform is of the form:

C(q2) = - 1 - c (=§- J g, M)
-q V

. t
« - ^ e ( 1 ; g ' ( g , t ) , M ' ( M , t ) ) e x p / y ( g ' ( g , T ) ) dx ( 1 1 . 2 8 )

- q 0

and y(g) = 0 to lowest order in g (sect. 11.2).

With the notation:

<p|S (0)|p> = B
Q2R

one finds the shor t dis tance cont r ibu t ions to the integrand in ( 6 . 2 ) :

6m,. = f - /
div. Um J

(2ir) q
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2
dq_ t
— £ c(i; g'(g,t), M'(M,t))B. exp / Y(g'(g,T))dT

2
" dq^ 2 2 1
/ —"T lim [f- T (o,q2) + f- / du 2u WT(u,q

2) +
q 2 0
E q -••—••

2 12 1
— / du F (u,q2)] (11.29)

0

(cf. (7.5)). It is well known in the literature [52] that in higher

order in the coupling constant the Callan-Gross relation (W = 0)

L
is not satisfied. In particular one finds [5] :

h(n)[g-(g,t)]2 (11.30)

/ du u 2<o W (u»q )

/ du u F
0

(h ( n ) = - i ~ r — ^ = const. , n even > 0, q2 -»• -»)
16IT

Collecting the results of the preceding section one finds that the

term in (11.29):

(25) The use of a once subtracted dispersion relation (2.17) needs

now not necessarily a motivation based on Regge behaviour of f. as

v •*•<*• (cf. (5.8a)). Although a subtracted relation was used to

obtain both (11.29, 30) it may be justified by the prejudice that

the short distance behaviour in the color gauge theory should differ

at most by logarithmic terms from that in the (quasi) free field

case, where the equal time commutator (7.1) does exist and W = 0.
_ 2 L

For the same reason the subtraction term T (o»q ) is expected to
2 - 1 2

behave like (q ) for q -»• « (apart from logarithmic corrections),

such as to prevent the occurence of a non c-number Schwinger term.
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/ a, F>,q2) - A.|^2)(n 0,0) [ 4 - ] 5 / 2 b (11.23)
2 2 ^

8ir2

gives rise to a divergent contribution of the form:

1 I-
2 2 2 2b

* — (1+^ln^) A + - (11.31)

and from (11.30) one finds that the W term in (11.19) is already
I of,)

finite and may be dropped when one considers the divergence of

(11.29).

Because the twist-2 operators do not contribute to the divergence of

(11.29) according to the discussion above, the divergent term (11.31)

should be spurious and cancelled in (11.29) by the f term. Writing:

2 2 1 2 »
lim [|-f (o,q2) + f - / du> F (U,q

2)] = lim §- f (o,q2) (11 .32)
2 0 d 2

q -v-co q ->_a>

the expression (11.29) simplifies to:

2

7 ^ ^
» t

o-Jr / dt |C(1; g^g.t); M'(M,t))B exp / Y(gf(g,t)) di]
0

(11.33)

(26) The finite 0(g' ) contributions of the twist-2 operators to

(11.29), i.e. the W term may be calculated using eqs. (11.23, 30)

and is for the case of e.g. the p-n mass difference:

1 \ 2
m JJ- J dw F2(w, -q*) • + 0.016 MeV.
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qE
(t = I In -s ) Again we may put in the integrand of (11.33):

y

c(i; g'(g,t), M'(M,t)) = c(1; 0,0)

- 2

for t -*•"». As Y = Ys = 0 to lowest order in g it follows that

(11.33) is indeed logarithmically divergent. Although formally the

same sumrule (11.32) appears for the coefficient of the divergence

that was found in the previous quasi free field considerations its

(constant) value has nothing to do with the logarithmic scale

breaking in F (w,q ).

The fact that y vanishes to lowest order in -g is not sufficient for
2 -

an interpretation of the coefficient lim \~- TT(o,q )].
2 2 L

q '

In particular one cannot prove that the operator S appearing in the

matrix element B is not affected by renormalization effects of the

strong interactions. Usins again indices u and R for unrenormalized

and renormalized quantities the effect of strong interaction

renormalization is expressed by the (divergent) constant Z5 in general:

(S ) = Z 5 (S ) . (11.3U)
Q2 R S Q2 U

A formal expression for Z- can be obtained in the dimensional
S

regularization scheme, deviating slightly from the physical number

of space-time dimensions: E H n-U ̂  0. (cf. (10.17)).

With the help of equations similar to (10.2U) one gets:
3 1nZg 3 1 n Z g H n Z -

where g = g is the renormalized strong coupling constant.
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Thus in (11.31*) one has formally:

gR

ZL = lim [exp/ -^h d« ] • ( 1 K 3 5 )

3 e+0 0 P(g)+el

This factor may be combined with the exponential factor in (11.33):

g'(g.t) -(-} _
B exp / ****• dg =

(i)
g'(g.t) -,-x

= <p|(S ) {lim exp j " » ' dg") |p>. (11.36)
Q u e+0 0 6(i)+eg

The last factor in (11.36) is equal to one (i.e. Z_ = 1) only if
s

Y(g) = 0 to all orders in g.

If this is true the coefficient of the divergence in (11.33) is

simply proportional to the finite matrix element of the operator

not renormalized by the strong interactions:

<p|(S ) |p> H <p|{iq(0)SQ2q(o)} |p> =
Q

= <p|Mu^{qi(0)5?iqi(0)}u|p> (11.37)

with the help of the equation of motion. Thus the divergent expression

(6.8, lib) is recovered and the (diagonal) mass matrix M.. = M 6..

is to be interpreted as not renormalized by the strong interactions.

In calculating order a effects in the quark mass matrix in a

renormalizable theory of e.m. (and weak) interactions one can

therefore ignore the effect of strong interaction totally [M] and

the divergence in (11.33) should be renormalized away by a redefinition

of the quark mass term in the Lagrangian. As mentioned in sect. 9

the argument can be generalized in unified weak and e.m. theories to

include weak (order a) effects and the total effect on the quark
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(27)
mass matrix (including possible weak tadpole effects ) may be

finite and calculable. Quite generally the formula for the effective

isospin breaking "e.m." Lagrangian (8.16) is thus justified. Even

though the u- - quark mass operator may be calculable, the calculation

of matrix elements of this operator for tightly bound composite

hadronic states is beyond the scope of perturbation theory.

Interesting in the context of this thesis is the question, if the

operator S (or for that matter any member of the octet operators
Q

S. from the 3 x 3 ) really has a vanishing anomalous dimension.
a
2

This conclusion can be obtained by comparison with the reasoning of
X

Weinberg [UU] , based on the operator 5(x) ~- q(x) (cf. (11.1b)).

Consider the mass term in the Lagrangian (11.2), that may be written

(cf. (10.6)) taking the number of space time dimensions n # h:

where M_ = M /w is the dimensionless renormalized mass matrix. One

can show that Z = Z (g^,e), initially a matrix with flavour and

color indices, invariant under the strong gauge group, is in fact

just a real divergent number \kk\. Moreover it may be argued that

2L, (independent of M_ cf. sect. 10!) also determines the divergences

originating from insertion of the bilinear local operators: q X q :

X q ) R = Z^fq X q ) u (11.39a)

(27) As a trace over color indices is of course understood one may

also replace the covariant derivative in (11.37) by a simple one;

the indices i in (11.37) denote flavours and a summation over these

is also understood.
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where X is any matrix invariant under the strong gauge group. This

means according to (10.U3):

«(gR) = - [1 + Y_ (gR)] • (11.39b)

This property is needed to determine the asymptotic behaviour of the

coefficient of the nonsinglet operator q(0)Q q(0) (11.1U). That may

be used alternatively in the short distance expansion (cf. (11.26)):

y(0)) = C
1(z2)(5(0)Q2q(0))R

The (Fourier transformed) coefficient function (M 5 MR, g = g R):

+ 2
1 ^ ; g, M)

E

where we have rotated to Euclidean momenta, should be zero exactly,

if the Lagrangian (11.2) is exactly chiral symmetric, i.e. when

M = 0. It is odd in the (diagonal) mass matrix M = M.6.. in general
^ rdue to the chiral transformation properties of the theory [UU] :

Vqf!) • 1 — 1 3 r 1 1
« {M.(M,t) — - [c (1; g'(g,t), M (M,t

M=0

t
x exp / y ? (g'(g,r)) dx (H.U2)

0 qQ q

4
for large t = I In — .

V

As in this case the leading term contains the effective mass dependence,

one cannot put M = 0 asymptotically in (11.1*1) nor neglect the mass

derivative in the C.S. elation governing it: (cf. (11.39)):

b h + B(6) k + (-1"Y--2 (g))"i -T-+ y-&
" dg qQ q X 3M. qCf q

x C1(q2; g, M, v) = 0 (11.U3)
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i.e. the use of the homogeneous equation is essential in this case.

It follows from (11.1+3) that the exponential dependence on the

anomalous dimension y p in (11.U2) cancels a similar term stemming

55 q
from the t dependence of M.(M,t) with the result:

T ]
X 9M1 M1=0

M.
= " | c . (1; g'(g,t), 0) . (11.

And the coefficient in the divergent expression equivalent to (11.33),

i.e. (c\(i; g'(g,t),0) -> b)

6Sdiv = T ^ 7 " T Mici (1; g'(g't)« 0) ^

is in fact the same as found in (11.37) (cf. (11.39a)):

(55?q)|p> = <p|M(55?MR.<P|(5.5?.q.)B|p> = <p|Mu>(5.5?.qi)u|p»

Stated in another way: because the only nonsinglet scalar operators

- Xa - V Xa
q •5— q and iq 0 — q in the theory are related by the equation of
motion they cannot be treated as different in the short distance

2
expansion, and the asymptotic q_ dependence of the integrands in

Ci

(11.33) and (11.45) should be the same.

Thus comparison of Weinbergs approach with (11.33-37) above learns

that the operator (11.11) or in fact the ful l octet:

X
iif^q (11.

has no anomalous dimension.
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11.5. Remnants of the F.G.M. Ansatz in the color gauge model

As we have seen, one of the basic ingredients of the FGM ansatz,

the existence of bilocal operators, is not substantiated in a color

gauge theory. To some extent short distance expressions like (U. 12)

are still valid: As the coupling constant g'(g,t) approaches zero

for t •* » the coefficient functions in short distance expansions

return asymptotically to their free field values, cf. e.g. (11.23):

5^2>(ii g'(s.t), M1(M,t)) = S£2)(1,O,O) = 1 .

Therefore, when we ignore higher order terms in (g1) that give rise

e.g. to the ftT terms (cf. (11.30)) we get back the structure of the

expansion for the T product from free field theory for e.g. two

(conserved) vector currents.

Restricting ourselves again to the part symmetric in Lorentz and

internal symmetry indices we have:

Z-+0

x {0(2>aB(0) (exp / Y (s) (g'(g,T))dx) + V S }

c tr.

- gUV5(z) S j + .... (11.U7)

up to logarithmic corrections, (cf. (3.13), U.12), (6.11), (11.10,

11, 13)).

Here we have: D(z) = "1
 g -£— (cf. (6.3)) and t = -\ In z2\x2 in

(2ii) z -ie

position space.

Only the appearance of the anomalous dimension factor is new. But

the leading canonical singularity - precisely that of the "correction

term" in sect. U - and the algebraic structure are as before.

Unfortunately the arguments of the preceding sections only apply for

terms on the r.h.s. of (11.1*7) that are nonsinglet under the ordinary



hadronic synunetry group: i.e. c $ 0.

When one considers e.g. the contributions to the expansion of singlet

twist-U operators, there may appear besides the usual operator:

S i iq(0) -£?q(0) (11.U8)
o d

also operators, consisting entirely out of pluon fields:

that bear exactly the same quantum numbers. The rrgument that

operators like (11.U9) should have coefficient functions suppressed

by powers of (g'(g,t)) , as they do not appear in the free field

expressions, is invalid: The operators (II.I48, U9) are not separately

multiplicatively renormalizable, but "mix" under renormalization
(17)

(cf. ). Thus the highest eigenvalue of the anomalous dimension

matrix y.. is relevant for the leading short distance singularity .

To lowest order in g this eigenvalue was calculated for the case of

the mixing operators (11.1*8, 1+9) [51] :

2

(cf. (11.2U)). Thus the singlet term in the Cottingham formula

diverges like:

(28) A similar mixing occurs for the twist-2 operators; the highest

eigenvalue of the matrix y.. thus is expected to be zero (associated

with the appearance of the stress energy tensor) [5].
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This means that although still one subtraction is sufficient in a

renormalizable theory, it depends essentially on renormalization

effects of the strong interactions.

It appears that the assumption that the (diagonal) quark mass terms

in the Lagrangian u. , D (cf. (8.12)) belonging to the same0,3,o

representation ((3,3)© (3,3)) are responsible for SU(3) x SU(3)

breaking in the sense of the manipulations of sect. 8, is not

supported: The expression derived in sect. 8 for the o term (8.39)»

or even its existence seems to be suspect (at least with respect to

its singlet part).
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12. Conclusions

It has been shown that the FGM ansatz for the lightcone

commutator of two currents in general needs corrections (because of

current conservation) that are as singular as the leading lightcone

terms in the short distance limit.

These correction terms are essential to obtain:

a. consistency with the results of lightcone quantization

techniques;

b. the correct expression for the divergence of the Cottingham

formula for e.m. mass shifts;

c. e.g. the pion o-term.

The connection of the expressions b. and c. with deep inelastic

structure functions is rather loose in general, due to the appearance

of unknown subtraction terms. A small anomalous dimension of the

electron nucleon scaling functions does not imply finiteness of the

Cottingham formula (or vice versa).

As is known in the literature renormalizability of the divergence

in the Cottingham formula (AI = 1 mass shifts) can be demonstrated

in the context of a color gauge model of the strong interactions.

The (homogeneous) Callan-Symanzik equation is the important tool in

this case. It is shown explicitly that the logarithmic divergent

term of the Cottingham formula looses all connection with deep

inelastic structure functions. It is amusing to see that the operator

determining this divergence is not renormalized by the strong

interactions. Therefore the corrected free field expressions for the

short distance expansion for the product of two conserved currents,

that were found before, stay essentially valid in the context of

this model - at least for the part that is nonsinglet under ordinary

hadronic symmetries.
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C H A P T E R I I

ON THE PRODUCTION MECHANISM IN TTN •+ u>N

IN CONNECTION WITH E.M, MIXING EFFECTS
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13. Introduction

The same electromagnetic interactions causing nondegeneracy of mass

within an isospin multiplet are also responsible for the mixing of the

1^=0 members of different isospin multiplets within the same SU(3)

multiplet. This effect may be expected to be considerable if the

particle poles are close to each other as is the case for p°(T70) and

ID(78U). The mixing effect may be calculated from semiphenomenological

models relating to e.m. mass differences, or in turn be used as a

means of obtaining information on the strong production mechanism of

the neutral vector mesons. It is "considered in this and the following

sections in the last sense, as we discuss in this chapter the

reactions

r

with particular interest in the charge exchange (CHEX) reactions,

and mostly:

i + S + U + B 1 . (13.1)

As is briefly explained in section 1U the mixing effect manifests itself

in the process:

•n + N -> p° + N'

I + -
I ) IT TT

primarily through a change in the missing mass spectrum near the u-pole.

Experimentally this effect was found to be consistent with theore-

tical expectations, but without much information on the degree of

coherence between p and u production amplitudes. This problem should

be solved by considering the different charge modes of the process

(13.1),where the mixing effect should show up as a sizable isospin

breaking of (partial) cross sections.
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Presently available data on (13.1) have usually much poorer statistics

than those on (13.2). But apparently the magnitude of the isospin

breaking effects is, as we will see below, relatively small. This in

turn indicates a very partial coherence between p and ID production

amplitudes. A very plausible explanation of this feature and some other

characteristics of the data on TTN •* ION is obtained if one assumes that

the amplitudes bearing the exchange quantum numbers (a) = (+) (1=1)

are not negligible at all. We will take into account the contri-

butions of the corresponding Regge trajectory which we call the F tra-

jectory. Exchanges with these quantum numbers (sometimes called "second

class exotic") are usually neglected in phenomenological analyses

The reasons to investigate the importance of F-exchange in to production

are explained in sect. 15,16. Some "circumstantial evidence" concerning

this type of exchange forces is summarized in sect. 17.

In section 18-20 we construct a detailed Regge model for ITN ->• uN

and related processes, with the aim to estimate the relative importance

of F exchange and e.m. interference effects.

Results of a fit to CHEX vector meson production data are discussed

in sect. 21. A discussion concerning results for nonfitted data follows

in sect. 22.

Conclusions are formulated in sect. 23: Although p°-u interference

is shown to be a good "tool" to answer the question, how important

Fexchange amplitudes really are (or vice versa), only polarized target

experiments for irH -*• uN can confirm the conclusions from the model cal-

culations. (This is due to some inherent uncertainties in Regge models,

see in particular sect. 20). At the same time such experiments may help

to resolve some ambiguities in the parameters of p -u mixing.

Some technical details are described in a series of appendices,

mostly to keep the discussion as selfcontained as possible.

The possibility of an important F exchange contribution was con-

sidered by us before in relation to the "dipstructure" exhibited by

some ITN •+ u>N, uiA data at t * -0.2 (GeV)2 [18] .
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^h. p -u) mixing

1U.1. Let us summarize briefly the formalism for p-u mixing (see e.g.

[1J). The propagator function F(s) appearing in the spectral represent

ation of the vector meson propagator (s = q ):

d s .
q2-s-

= F(s)g v + s~
1 (F(o) - F(

may be written in the form

F(s) = [s - W(s)]"1

Here W(s) is the sum of the bare meson mass and self energy corrections;

for small variations of s it may be treated as a constant. It becomes

a matrix in the multichannel case: W is diagonal in the orthonormal

basis of pure isospin eigenstates: |v > = |l,I_> (]p > = |i,0>,

|u > = |0,0>) in the atsense of e.m. interactions. It obtains non zero

off-diagonal elements when e.m. effects are taken into account, but

stays symmetric (time reversal invariance). The physical states,

defined as the eigenvectors of W corresponding to the second sheet

poles of F are obtained by diagonalization through a regular complex

matrix C:

(z 0 \ /m - im r 0 \

P \ / P P P \

=l „ I (1U.2)
0 z / \ 0 i - it r /

d) / \ 0 ) 0 ) u>/

As the vector mesons are unstable W is not hermitian: The right eigen-

vectors | V>:W|V> = zv|V>
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are not identical to the conjugates of the left eigenstates |V>:

<V|W = zy<V|

tut as W is represented by a symmetric matrix, one has:

Co(c" 1)T .

normalizing accordingly:

<v|v> = a w , , I|v><v|=
V V

one obtains

s - zv

To lowest order in the mixing parameter e, the matrix C can be para-

metrized (cf.(iU.3)):

C = ( "£ ) (1U.5)• C ~e

or equivalently:

(1U.6)
|u> = |uo> + e|po> <to| = <«o | + e<Po |

Using (1U.2,5) e may be expressed in the t r a n s i t i o n matrix element W :
Pouo

w w
P^tt) P 0)

• T - H - * 2 ••"! TT • <«-T>
a) p m - m - i(m r - m F )

u p too) p P

The matrix W may be splitted in its hermitian (R) and skewhermitian

(-iE) part; because of time reversal both R and Z are real.

V o powo
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Th e (dominant) part R consists of transitions including at least

one virtual photon and is therefore related to |Al| = 1 e.m. mass shifts.

In analogy with the diagonal terms (R = m , etc.) one may write:
o o o

R
P u

 = ̂ p N • (iU-8)

o o

Depending on the model used to relate 6m_ to e.m. mass splittings in

the vector meson multiplet, one obtains a value 6m_ between - 2. and

- 1*. MeV ([1,3]) .

The contributions of physical intermediate states (ir ir~,Tr ir°Tr~,n y, . . . )

is contained in £ . These direct transitions are themselves of e.m.
p (1)

origin and therefore the coupling constant ratios appearing in:

goi 2TT
 g p 3ir

(cf. diagonal terms:£ = m r , etc.) are of order a. The different

terms in (1^.9) may be calculated but their relative signs are unknown

and uncorrelated. Fortunately one obtains |R I » | E I SO that
p in ' p (d

approximate values of e are related to e.m. mass shifts. This is true

in particular for the combination:

6mR

m - m - ~ (r -r )
ID P 2 a) p'

(1U.10)

(see below),where the first (largest) term on the r.h.s. of (iU.9)

cancels out. The parameter e1, or equivalently the partial width

r(u> •+ 2IT), can be obtained from experiments e e~ •*• IT ir~ [2].

Results are in reasonable agreement with the expected phase:

arg e1 = 102°; but the absolute magnitude of e1 is less accurately

known: A "world average" quoted from the Rosenfeld Tables [2] for

the branching ratio ID •> IT ir~ gives 1.3 +, .3%, or |e'| = 2.95 ± .35$.

From (1U.10): Snip = - 2.05 +. .25 MeV, in good agreement with the

prediction of Coleman and Glashow [3].

For definiteness we have used this value for the mixing parameter

and put e = e' in the present study.
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.2. r - e.m. mixing effect in processes:

A + B •*• + D (11*.11)

+ O -
IT IT IT

is easily obtained from (1U.U.6). In an obvious notation, suppressing

helicity indices, the production amplitudes for the (P-wave) two or

three ir-systems are to lowest order:

I . = T(p •> T T + O
(TTV)

- T(p - i V )

" T - eT
_^o %
S V " Zp

s v Z
P

5P 2IT
o

(iU.12a)

T . = T(ai-HT+iT0Tr~)
+ O/ + O — \

(IT TT TT )

T +
Pn

 KP 3TT_ ° - (£ _ -2__)
,-z. SV " \ SV"Zp ' go)3Tr

= T(ur>iT Tr°ir~)

T +

L SV " \ J

In (1U.2) s v = (missing mass) of the 2ir (3IT) system and the ratios of

the couplings (reduced matrix elements) are of order a. The approxima-
2

tions in (1U.12) are justified in particular if sv is close to m ,

because of the fact that T » T .
p u

It is obvious from (iU.12a) that the main p°-u) mixing effect in the

case of IT IT (P-wave, i.e. "p ") production is an interference pattern

in ŝ . near the <D pole. This effect has been confirmed by abundant

experimental information (cf. e.g. [1,k]) and is roughly in agreement

-with expected phases of the dominant (strong) production amplitudes
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There is however quite some uncertainty [k] in the determination of

the relative normalization of p , w amplitudes, because of:

a) less accurate data on « production (at the same energy)

b) the poorly known value of |e•|, or equivalently the branching

ratio for u> •* IT TT~.

(2)
For this reason the coherence between the p , u> production

amplitudes cannot be determined.

The counterpart is according to (lit.12b) an isospin breaking in the

effective strong production amplitudes in ir ir ir~ ("to") production.

As (partial) differential cross sections for p production are much

larger (at intermediate energies) than those for oi production - this

is true in particular for the longitudinal cross section - Achasov

and Shestakov [5] proposed that this effect might be very large at

small momentum transfer (|t| * 0.2 (GeV/c) ).

It will be shown, however, in sect. 15,16 that the relative magnitude

of this isospin breaking effect, that manifests itself in differences

between the charge modes of ITN -*• UJN, depends critically on the

coherence of the dominant reaction amplitudes in p , u production,

i.e. whether these have the same spin (helicity) structure. Therefore

details of the reaction mechanism in irN -»• (oi ,p )N are very important.

' The term coherence is here and in the following often used in a

twofold sense: coherence in phase between amplitudes with the same

helicity structure, and the degree to which amplitudes with the same

helicity structure dominate in both processes ("coherence in baryon

helicity flip") cf. sect. 16.
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15. Conventions; observable quantities and their interpretation

15.1. To discuss details of the strong production mechanism in

irN •*• (p ,O))N, and to see which observable quantities are sensitive to

p-oj mixing effects a convenient choice of spin quantization axes

(frame) for the spinning particles is needed. Polarization (density)

matrices are defined in the restframe of a particle and the use of

CM. helicity states is an obvious one: According to the Jacob-Wick

prescription [6] helicity states are obtained from the restframe

states by a pure Lorentz transformation (boost) along the z-axis

(= quantization axis) followed by a rotation over the Euler angles

corresponding to the direction of flight of the particle. I.e. the

helicity of particle a in CM amplitudes for the (quasi) two body

process:

a + b •> c + d

is identical to the spin magnetic quantum number along the direction

of -(p, ) , where(p, ) is the momentum of particle b in the rest frame
(3)

of a, etc. v .

A slight complication arises from the asymmetric phase convention

in the Jacob-Wick scheme for "second particles" (b,d) in two particle

helicity states, given by the direct product:

for the two particle (a,b) state; |p| = relative CM momentum, s ,m,(9.<f>).,

denote spin, mass and polar coordinates of the direction of flight of

the particles.

Here the first particle (a) state is defined as usual for a one

particle state:

|s,m;|p|,6,(f>;A> i U(e,<f>)U(Z )|s,m,p=O;X>
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Then the z-axes are fixed in the helicity convention. The second

(y-) axis may be chosen for all particles simultaneously along the

direction of the normal to the production plane in the CMS, i.e. in

the direction of (p x p )„.,„ ("Basel convention"),
a c UMD

This choice of a righthanded frame of axes in the restframe of each

particle defines the (s-channel) helicity frame.

= sinh -"-S
I!

where Z = exp (-iE|K ) with £ = sinh -"-S represents a pure boost along

the z-axis and R(e,<f>) = exp (-i(|>Jz) exp (-i6J ) exp (i((ij ) a pure

rotation.

The phase convention for the second particle (b) is different as the

bars indicate:

r + sh~\>
s. ,m, ; | p | , i r - e n , 4 > + I T ; V = U ( R ( e .4> ) ) ( - ) U ( R ( i r , o ) ) U ( z ) x

D D 9/ 9. D a EL p

The factor (-) is chosen such that by boosting along the direction

of relative motion to the respective restframes one obtains:

b b
= e x p ( - 2 i X t ^ a ) ( - ) | s b , m b ; | p a a b

in the restframe of b, as compared to:

I V V ' P I ' W V •*• |3a,ma;|p|=0,6a,*a;Xa>

in the restframe of a.

The azimuthal angle <f> (for first particles) can always be chosen to be

zero (reaction plane = XZ).

Then the factor (-) b ° causes some asymmetry between "first" and

"second" particles (and is omitted by some authors [29]).
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We follow the conventions of ref. [6] except for normalization:

The reduced T-matrix element is defined:

<f|s|i> = <f|i> + i(2ir)V(Pf- Pi) <f|Tp|i>

and the normalization of one particle states (labeled by fourmomenttan

p and helicity X) is defined by:

P i | P ^ 36 3(P-P')6 U, • (15-2)

For the quasi two body proces:

a (P a»
Xa ) + t ( pb' Xb ) •* c (P c'

Ac ) + d(pd'Xd) ( 1 5 # 3 )

the reduced T matrix element is denoted:

<f|Tp|i> = Mf. = <pc,pd;Xc,xd;Y
t|TplPa,Pb;Xa,Xb;Y> (15.Ua)

in a general reference frame (so-called generalized helicity amplitudes

cf. [9] and appendix B); Y>Y* refer to remaining quantum numbers.

In the CMS, with W = /s = total CM energy, p»p' initial and final CM

momenta

Mfi =

(k)

The normalization of the two pa r t i c l e CM s t a t e s in (i5.Ub) i s t h a t

of ref . [6] with a l l exp l i c i t dependence on the overa l l momentum P

factored out :

<e',<J. ' ;A',X' iY ' |e,4.;A X ;Y> = 6(cos6-cose')6(((.-((.1)6) . , 6 . . , « , •
c. I eL 11 2 2

(15.5)
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Or, putting the azimuthal angle <J> = 0 (reactionplane = XZ) and using

the particle lables i to denote the corresponding helicities as well:

Mfi = ̂ j

This notation will be reserved always for CM amplitudes.where b,d are

second particles in the sense of Jacob and Wick, and the direction

of the normal to the reactionplane is fixed by the Basel convention:

(pa x PC)CMS (see also appendix B).

In terms of the s channel helicity amplitudes (SHA) (I5.ta) the un-

polarized differential cross section is :

da = J p' 1 y iT(s) .
dfl " ^ 2 ps (2sa+1)(2st+1) a ^ c > d lTcdiabl

i .e . for the case of interest (0~ + 1 •*• 1~ + \ ):

where all quantities on the r.h.s. are expressed in GeV and the SHA

T,, , are dimensionless. The normalization factor is abbreviated
MyVj A

below:

£ mb (GeV)"2

128irp s

The helicities of the vector meson, final and initial baryon are

denoted by iiy,v,X. Kinematical quantities are specified in fig. 15«1>

All physical information, apart from ~ t is contained in the density
(5)matrix for the production process :

The factor (-)V~V ~ arises from compensating the Jacob-Wick

factors (-) - for the "second particles" (see ) .
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T ( s ) T ( s ) *

3 ( s ) p p ' _ pv ;X i ) ' v ' ; X '
X X 1 , v v 1 " v . , x -

,v-v'+X-X'

(15.8)

as a function of s and t . Parity conservation reduces the 12 amplitudes

to six independent ones, according to the familiar relation [6]:

-y-v;-X
u-v) (a)

yv;X (• .9)

= - 1 .

(s., r\. are spin and intrinsic parity of particle i).

The density matrix therefore satisfies:

( s ) -M-V1 _ , vp-p '+v-v '+X-X' ( s ) pp 1

P_A_X«, - v - v 1 " K~> P X X ' , v v ' (15-10)

s channel
= (q + Px)
= (CM energy)

t = (q - k)

fig. 15.1
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Only part of the density matrix p follows from the angular distribution

W of the decaying vector meson into 2ir (3n).

The familiar procedure to see this [io] is to write the overall process:

7T + N •+• V + N1

as a two step process, with the Breit-Wigner propagator

F(sv) = [sy - ^ 1

(15.11)

The angular dependence of the decay amplitude for e.g. the (strong)

ir ir~ decay of V in i t s restframe is known:

T(V(u) + i r V ) = Y J ( 6 V , < | ) V ) / | ^ <irVllTpIIV> . (15-12)

where 9 f(j) are the polar angels of the momentum of the decay -ir •

(For 3n-decay the normal to the 3T decay plane takes this role) .

It follows:

f >)lF(s ) \ x=
dt dsy dJ^ IT 3 i f v

x W(s,t;8v,((.v) . H dr+K-̂ V+M') . (15-13)

The decay distribution W:

w(s , t ;e v , ( ( . v ) = I P
( s ) y v ' ( s , t ) Y % V , * V ) ^ , ( e v , * v ) (15.1U)

U.u1

contains only the vector meson density matrix

which because of hermiticity and parity conservation has the form:
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(s)11 n(s)i0
P P

p(s)i0* p(s)OO

<.)1.-1 (8)1O

and Im p (i.e. the vector polarization of V) is not determined by
(6)

W

Without polarized target and/or recoil polarization measurements - that

as yet have not been performed - one then obtains a total of four

accessible measurable quantities out of a possible total of 11, that

characterize the six independent reaction amplitudes apart from an

overall phase.

The six independent amplitudes are conveniently chosen to be:

HU = T ( S )

Ob " Ov;X

with v = J , A = ± I and b = b = v - A = (s channel) baryon vertex

helicity flip (= 0,1).

The four observable quantities are the partial cross sections:

M*l , .<•>«> g . » I ^f ,„.„,
b=0,l

g = 2 N j (HN,U(2 (1S18)

(6)

For simplicity we have omitted here non-P-wave (e.g. S-wave TT TT~)

parts of the general density matrix.
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and the correlation:

Re p

Re I
(s)10 _ b=0,1

(15-19)

i=N,U

The labels U,TJ are explained below.

15.2. Presently measurable p-to interference effects are obtained by-

combining the formulae above with (1U.12): In the case of (P-vave)

2ir-production, the replacement: (i = {pv> H/U})

should be made (sv = (missing mass) ).

To incorporate the lack of knowledge on helicity flip / non flip (b)

at the nuclear vertex, one introduces coherence factors £-

effective relative phases $.:

(7)and

r H" 0 HP°I , Hib Hib
b=0.1

exp (15.21)

(T) g. measures the relative importance of amplitudes with baryon

helicity flip b =0,1.
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|2 _PThus t e rms |F ( S V ) | O. o c c u r r i n g in (15-13) a r e t o r e p l a c e d b y :

(15-22)

in processes like ITN + ( i i")_ N.
r wave

As stated above (sect. ~\h.2) the phases <j>. can be determined with

reasonable accuracy [k], but the coherence factors £. cannot be

determined in practice.

For the case of 3Tf-production one gets analogously from (1U. 12t>) the

replacement:

(15-23)

These quantities are much more sensitive to the degree of coherence of

PQ, in amplitudes E. ; partly because a.° » a.

cases.

in the most relevant
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15-3* Interpretation of observable quantities

As is wellknown at high energy and small momentum transfer (Regge)

exchanges in the crossed (t-)channel:

d + b -»• c + a

are expected to dominate the dynamics for the process a + b -»• c + d.

As the quantum numbers of these exchanges select helicity combinations

in the t-channel, the possible exchanges are rubricated with the help

of t-channel helicity amplitudes (THA), in our case for OT •+ VP :

The contributions of exchanges with definite normality are easily

disentangled (asymptotically)with the help of the so-called parity

conserving amplitudes (PCA cf. appendix A and ref. [7]):

T J^ : b = t-channel baryon helicity flip = v-X ^ 0
z u > 0 . (15-2U)

Particularly useful are the THA combinations (cf. table A II):

4 •*£*!« •**£'-

k
cose . s (15*25d)
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The labels N,U refer to natural parity exchange (n = + : NPE) or

unnatural parity exchange (n = - : UPE). These labels are in fact only
N U

asymptotically meaningful in the case of J,', in the Regge limit

(|cosB. | -»• °°).

The notation J \ is used, as these amplitudes, continued analyti-
P,bt

cally from the t- to the s-channel physical region, determine the

density matrix in the Gott fried-Jacks on frame (cf. appendix B, (B 25)

and ref. [1i]). In particular for the vector meson density matrix

in the G.-J. or t-channel' helicity frame p one obtains the

observables:

woo g . 2H j |,^,|« (,5.26,

, ) c , 2 ( 1 5. 2 T )

b. = 0 j 1 "t

bt-o,i "'V'
1

i=N,U

y,bt=0,1
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The C index indicates the analytic continuation mentioned. Note the

minus sign in (15.28) in comparison with (15-19). The reason for this

sign (reversal of the normal to the reaction plane under crossing)

is explained in appendix B.

The separation of UPE and NPE (up to order 1/s) is evident in the G.-J.

frame [11,12] for all processes 0~ g •*• 1~ I . Due to the form of the

crossing matrix (cf. table B II) the labels U(N) in (15.16-19) also

refer to dominance of UPE (NPE) contributions.

Actually there are two types of UPE possible in CHEX processes

ITN ->• (p°,(i))N'. This is easily seen when NN states with total angular

momentum J and definite normality (cf. (A3)) are considered in an

L-S coupling scheme. The possibilities are:

|JM ;

|JM ;

|JM ;

JM ;

JM ;

( X N ' X N ) n >

(i , !)_>

(J , -J)+>]

s

0

1

1

L

J

J

J±1

P = -a =

P = -a =

P = a =

G

-G

-G

(15-29)

, .j
In the last column the relations between parity P, signature a = (-;

and G-parity G = (-)L+S+I (1=1) are given.

From (15.29) one obtains table 15.1, where the dominant Regge trajecto-

ries exchanged are indicated by symbols corresponding to the physics!

states with lowest spins, belonging to them [2]:

ir(139), B(1235). p(7T0), A2(1310), and the (dubious) A^IIOO)

resonance. The symbol for the F-trajectory was chosen, as the F(15UO)

resonance seems to be a good candidate for its lowest spin state [i8j

(«T = 2~+; a 0~+ state is "second class exotic" and forbidden by the

quark model).
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Note that contrary to the case of strangeness exchange processes,

related by SU(3) (sect. 17), the mesonic vertex in CHEX processes

selects a definite G parity for the exchanged trajectories.

Table 15.1. dominant trajectories exchanged in TTN •* (p ,w)N'.

helicity

H U

H 0 0 '

HU
H01»

H 1 0 '

frame

H 10

HU

N

irN •*• p N '

(a) P G

A, ( - ) + -

IT ( + )

A2 ( + ) + -

ItN -*• u N 1

(a)

F (+)"+

B ( - ) + +

P ( - ) "

G.-J. frame

JSr Jii

J00 ' J10

jN jN

In table 15.1. only the leading trajectories (to order 1/s) are

indicated. Actually at very small momentum transfer |t| some of the

asymptotic approximations made become dubious. This is in particular

true for the limit |cos 8.| •> °° taken in (15.25 d,f) and the relation

o)j - (o. + IT used in table B II:
d D

At t = t . one has I cos 6. I = 1 and w, = w. exactly, but the t-region
min t ' d D • • "

in which deviations from the asymptotic expressions occur shrinks

with increasing s. The parametrization in sections 18-20 takes due

case of such effects, as we are primarily interested in the small

|t| region, for intermediate values of s.

The relevance of the trajectories listed in table 15-1 is generally

accepted, except for A^-F exchanges. The possibility that the corre-

sponding amplitudes are not negligible is discussed extensively in

what follows.

Table 15-1 should be interpreted with some caution in view of the need

of Reggecut corrections: Anticipating on sect. 20, we stress that

so-called "primary cut" corrections spoil a little the clean separation

of Regge pole contributions as given by Table 15.1:
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E.g. for the case of irN -* wN, cut corrections B (g) P, p (g) P will

modify amplitudes with B as well as p quantum numbers. The effect

of these corrections is expected to be largest for amplitudes with

net s-channel helicity flip n = 0:

n H |(a-b) - (c-d)| = |-X-(uv-v)| = |vv-bj (15-30)

i.e. for H!?'U.

The amplitude H.. (n=1, B exchange) is not much affected at small |t|.

According to the customary viewpoint that the elastic amplitude (P)

has no appreciable helicity flip component, cuts of the type B ® P ,

p ® P cannot "simulate" F exchange amplitudes.

To keep the discussion with respect to the possible importance of

F exchange as unaffected as possible by cut corrections, we concentrate

on the amplitudes for longitudinal vector meson production:

H Q Q (F, possibly F ® P ) and H Q ^ B )

that contribute to a..
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16. P°-ID mixing effects versus A..-like exchanges

16.1. Evidently knowledge of only the vector meson decay density matrix

does not allow for a separation of the two types of UPE that may con-

tribute.

Strictly speaking one can only find out about the relevance of ampli-

tudes with A , F quantum numbers (and their SU(3) partners of sect. 1?)

by target - and/or recoilpolarization measurements:

For e.g. a polarized target set-up the density matrix (15•15) is

changed into:

p(8)wi(-.t»i?i.e v - 1 <T!;?x(->;:
vXX1 '

where 6p, <f>_ are the polar angles of the polarization vector P in the

target restframe (defined by z = -(p )., and y axis according to the

Basel convention V J ; > v : " ) .

The decay distribution not only gives,the polarized target asymmetry:

(16.D

(where •(•(•!•) refers to target polarization up (down) with respect to

the production plane) but also the fractional asymmetries:

(- 2 im H?o H A - - ̂  ^ (16.2b)

(l6.2e)
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• • - N U

and similar expressions in the G.-J, frame. In fact A and A :

AUaU = ( s )
AJ

( s )aU +(s) AU( S) f fU =

= (t)Au (t)ou + (t)Au (t)au = _ pu au (i

are "frame invariant", i.e. identical in helicity and G.-J. frame [i3j.

The expressions on the r.h.s. of (16.2) are fractional contributions to

the recoil polarization P:

P. § = PU aU • PN a? . (16.3a)

Similarly:

A. g. = A
Ua U

 + A
N ^ . (16.3b)

The angular distribution for polarized traget experiments is heavily

constrained, as already 10 out of the total of 12 observable quantities

can be measured. A convenient parametrization of the angular dis t r i -

bution is obtained in terms of transversity amplitudes [13,11*] (or

Byers-Yang amplitudes [15])« Transversity frames are obtained from

helicity frames by a relabeling of axis [i3,i6]:

(xj. yT» z
T) = (zH» ^ yH) (i6.it)

in the restframe of each spinning particle, i . e . by rotating the

quantization (E Z -) axis to the normal to the reaction plane. It

appears that in a polarized target experiment, apart from the un-

determined overall phase, just one observable is not measured: The

common phase between amplitudes with final baryon transversity up

and down. (For i ts determination A- and R type measurements [17] are

needed). But the ideal of a complete "amplitude analysis" is closely

approximat ed.



The usual assumption that the contributions of A.-like exchanges

(i .e . those with quantum numbers P = -a = C and their SU(3) partners)

are negligible, can be tested in polarized target (or recoil pola-

rization) experiments as one should find (cf. table 15-1 and (16.2,3)):

F - 0 , i . e . A = P (to order 1/s)

16.2. As yet no CHEX vector meson production experiments of this kind

have been done. Thus for a separation of the two types of UPE one has

to rely on more indirect methods, and the p-u interference effect acts

as an important tool in this respect.

If A (F) exchange is indeed negligible (i.e. full coherence with

respect to baryon helicity flip of the UPE amplitudes) and the TT(B)

exchange amplitudes are coherent in phase, the Kaydalov - or Ringland

Thews relation [19] should hold:

which is a limiting case of the positivity constraint on the p matrix:

0 0 , 11 1 , - K o ) 1 0 , 2 . , _ 1G*2 , , , , .
p (p - p * ) » 2|p | > 2(Re p ) . (16.6)

To quantify deviations from (16.5) one introduces either an effective

phase <j>:

cos 14, = /2Rep10//P°V1-p1'-1)

or a quantity with the structure of polarizations [13]:

« _ ^Lp \v -v ) - <z\ne p i j r .s i
0 00 11 1 -1

P + P - P



- 1 1 5 -

which is moreover a frame invariant. Both quantities are a measure

for coherence of the UPE amplitudes both in phase and baryon heli-

city flip.

Data on p production are consistent with full coherence of the UPE

amplitudes ( i . e . |cosifi| = 1 or AQ = 0) over practically the whole

forward | t | range [65,66]. This is taken as evidence that A., exchange

is indeed negligible in comparison to ir-exehange.

Most data on co production have much lower statistics and some data

points even violate positivity requirements like (16.6), so that

no accurate determination of A is possible in general. Nevertheless

i t seems that the incoherence is large (A $ 1) at small | t | in this
_ o

case. Although other effects certainly may play a role in the ex-

planation of this effect (p- Eegge cut contribution to H.Q, p-ui mixing

effects, cf. sect. 21) it might be an indication that F exchange is

not negligible in comparison to B exchange. That this is plausible

theoretically even if A., exchange is negligible in p production,

is explained in sect. 19«3«

Another indication in the same direction is that experimentally

(cf. sect. 21,22) P in u production is large and increasing

towards smaller |t|: Note that the net helicity flip for the

amplitudes contributing to ° 0 : H (F exchange) and H (B-ex-

change) is respectively zero and one; thus the B-exchange contri-

bution, contrary to that of F exchange, has to vanish in the for-

ward direction due to angular momentum conservation.
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16.3. Implication for p°-(j interference effects

The main p°-u> mixing effect in u> production is expected to come from

interference of the B-exchange amplitude H 1
W° with the (very large)

it-exchange amplitude H IjPo . From ir-B exchange degeneracy (sect. 19.3

and ref. [20,21]) one concludes that these amplitudes are fully

coherent in phase; the interference effect changes from constructive

(IT n -*• up) to distructive interference (it p -* un).

Thus o_ is expected to differ strongly for both charge modes at

small |t| values [5] (by a factor 2, say, when integrated for

|t| « 0.2 (GeV)2).

As A1 exchange contributions to ivN-»-pTJ are very small any way, a sub-

stantial P exchange amplitude Hni supplies a non interfering

background, effectively lowering'the coherence factors £n (cf.( 15.21,
f \ TT

23))»and thus the relative difference in S oQ between different

charge modes will be reduced.

16.U. Thus, in a sense, F exchange and p -ui interference are competing

effects at small |t|. The model, constructed in section 18-20 is

intended to estimate their relative importance in w production - given

a certain amount of theoretical perjudice to limit the number of

free phenomenological parameters - by fitting CHEX vector meson

production data.

In fact a) production is one of the rare instances where A,.-like ex-

change contributions (i.e. those with P = C = -a) can play a relative-

ly important role, and where they can be separated unambiguously from

other effects (cf. sect. 17). If one takes the bold viewpoint [22]

that the detection of amplitudes with these quantum numbers is nearly

as important as the establishment of the corresponding resonances,

the question of the existence of A^like exchange amplitudes is very

important in itself.
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Some of the arguments in favour of the possible importance of F ex-

change in to production were used by us before in a slightly different

context (cf. and sect. 19«3 and 21.2).

In the next section we summarize experimental evidence from related

processes in favour of non zero A,.-like exchange amplitudes.
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17- Other evidence for A.-like exchange amplitudes

17.1. Strangeness exchange vector meson production.

In processes like K~p -»• (p°,(D,<|>)A,ir~p + K° A (or A replaced by £°)

one has the big advantage that the final hyperon, through its weak

parity non conserving decay is "self-analyzing", i.e. its helicity

is known. From the joint vector meson-hyperon decay distribution one

extracts the same amount of information, that would require a recoil

polarization experiment in CHEX vector meson production.

Thus the situation is similar in this case to that for a polarized

target experiment, sketched in sect. 16.- with the understanding that

the role of the target nucleon is taken by the recoil hyperon: The

possibility of determining ten out of twelve observables [13] has

given rise to the CERN-Paris-Amsterdam [23] amplitude analysis project.

The allowed strange trajectories are related by SU(3) to the CHEX case

[22] . At. however the mesonic vertex no longer selects a definite

G-parity of the allowed exchanged trajectories, the strange partner

trajectories of both the I = 1, G = + 1 trajectories in table 15.1.

may contribute:

To : J^n, J,_ contribute K = K K
UU 1U IT 13

to : J_., J.- contribute K., K_,

and to : J^o, J 1̂ contribute K = K* and KA = K**

(17.D

Indeed one finds experimentally that |j" | , |J^| ± 0 [13,22,23].

The separation, however, of A.-like exchanges (K , K_) from other

effects is not unambiguous:

a. It has been suggested [U7] that identifiable structures in

the Q region do not represent pure SU(3) states KA> Kg (i.e. the lowest

spin states belonging to C = - and C = + nonets) but mixtures of these

states that are no eigenstates of C parity and quite close in mass.
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This mixing may affect the corresponding trajectories as well.

b. The crossing relations (cf. table B II) do not "diagonalize"

asymptotically, because m^ # mA . The result (17.1) can therefore

(even if_ it is exact ef. sect. 19.2) not be generalized to SHA as

in table 15.1. In ordinary CHEX vector meson production A..-like

exchanges cannot be simulated by primary (Reggeon x Pomeron) cuts:

According to conventional (box diagram type) constructions of Regge

cuts (cf. sect. 20 and ref [33]) these cuts have the same signature

and C-parity as the corresponding Regge poles; this is equivalent

to s-channel helicity conservation of the convoluted Pomeron

amplitude in this case.

It is not true, however, for strangeness exchange processes, where

the crossing matrix does not "diagonalize" and C is not a "good"

quantum number in the crossed channel.

Nevertheless the experimental information: |J | # 0 ^ |j | is taken

as evidence for the strange counterparts of A.-like exchange forces

[13,32] that manifest themselves primarily by the fact that the

(recoil) polarizations PQ, P- (cf. (16.2)) are very different from zero.

17 «2. In the reaction Yp •* n p primarily the 1 = 0 partner trajectory

of F is relevant. Although the total UPE contribution is very small,

there seems to be some indication that polarized target asymmetry and

recoil polarization are not equal and in fact it follows from an

analysis employing finite energy sum rules {2k] that the A.-like

exchange amplitude is the dominating UPE amplitude. This analysis

does not employ, however, a simple Regge pole parametrization, but

the energy dependence typical for a Reggeon-Reggeon cut (+ fixed pole).

Note that in both cases the picture is blurred by a) ambiguities in

interpretation or b) the small total UPE cross section.

This is different in the process irN -»• uN. Therefore polarized target

experiments for this proces appear to be important in settling the

problem of the importance of A.-like exchange amplitudes.

Without this information the best one can do is to make an estimate,

using p-w interference effects in both ir~p ->• un, IT n ->• up as a tool.
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18-20 Construction of a Regge model for CHEX u),p° production

In these sections we describe the construction of a Regge pole model

(plus cut corrections) that is primarily intended to parametrize

the low |t| data on n n -> u>p, v p -*• inn. In these sections we con-

centrate on the production amplitudes irH -»• V N, where V = (u ,p )

(cf. sect. 1U) are the pure isospin eigenstates.

The p -u> mixing effects are build in lateron according to (1U.12)

(cf. sect. 19.5,21).

In sect. 18 the kinematical structure of irN -•• V N is discussed.
o

In sect. 19 Regge pole contributions are parametrized and in sect. 20

we discuss the calculation of Regge cut corrections.
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18. Kinematics

Any model to describe processes 0 - i •+ 1 + g should result in a

parametrization of the six independent SHA (cf. sect. 15); alterna-

tively one parametrizes the six Jackson frame amplitudes and uses

the crossing matrix. In a Regge pole model description the quantum

numbers carried by a trajectory exchanged in the t-channel select,

as stated before, t-channel helicity combinations at both (B'B and

VPs in B'+B •+• V+Ps) vertices and the last approach seems more direct.

Unfortunately the THA are singular at t channel threshoxds and pseudo-

thresholds. The origin of these purely kinematic singularities is

briefly explained in appendix C. In particular pseudo-thresholds

correspond in general to small positive t values, close the s-channel

physical region (t £ 0). Due care has to be taken of the kinematic

constraints between different THA at the singular points to prevent

inconsistencies (cf. appendix C and ref. [25])«

A convenient parametrization of the THA to incorporate the kinematics

is that in terms of invariant amplitudes B-:

where the vector M has the most general form:

Ma =

- YaB5 + * (PaB6 + k a B
7 " ̂ aB8) ' ( i 8" 2

(The conventions with respect to the B. are accomodated to those of

ref. [26]). Terms with B, „ vanish upon contraction with the vector
'•if

meson polarization vector. The notation for momentum, helicity and

mass is indicated in fig. 18.1.
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(P2>
m
2)

fig. 18.1 P =

(p1,tn1)X

The subscript '2' for the incoming baryon spinor in (18.1) indicates

that it has to be treated as second particle in the Jacob-Wick

convention [6] • The invariant amplitudes B. in (18.2), scalar functions

of s, t (u) by Lorentz covariance, are free of kinematic singularities.

This was shown by Ball [27] for the case m.. = m^. We verified that this

restriction is not essential by comparing table 18.I with relations

(C 15,17).

Instead of using asymptotic expressions for e.g. the crossing matrix,

leading to a Reggeization of direct (s-) channel amplitudes [35],

we prefer to calculate the Regge pole contributions to the invariant

amplitudes. In this way

i. the kinematic requirements are respected exactly

ii. some ambiguities of the s channel Reggeization approach at

very small |t| are evaded:e.g. a (non leading but substantial)
N

v - Regge pole contribution to a. that should be absent exactly

in irN -»• pN (cf. e.g. [6J4] )
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iii. connections between Regge pole residues and invariant couplings

at particle poles are easily made

iv. without explicit use of the crossing matrix the SHA are

obtained from the Beggeized expressions for the B. through

n(s)
; X

- 2{e*(py).QB2

with Q = - §(p.,+ P 2 ) .

To work out (18.1,2,3) take the azimuthal angle

plane = XZ); then the spinors are:

w(A,p) E w(A,|p|,e,4>=0) =
(2A)

'E+m x ( 6 )
A
: (e)

(18.3)

= 0 (i.e. reaction

(18.k)

X = ± I : x + (6 ) = l I I , X"(6)

\sin-/

Antiparticle spinors follow from [28}:

v ( x , | p | »e,<(i=o) = cw (x,|p|,e,$=c

with C = -

. 6
- sin -^

e
cos •£•

(18.5)

(18.6)

. 2
ia =

0

1 0
1 0
\ 1

0
0

- 1
0

0
1
0
0

-1
0
0
0

Second particle spinors are then obtained, following the Jacob-Wick

conventions:

,s-X
v(x,|p|,7r + e,o)
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where 9 is given by the direction cosine of - p, the momentum of

the first particle in the CM two particle state.

The polarization vector for the vector meson is given by

kU = (ai,ksin6,0,kcose)] (e (0) = - (k,u)sin8,0,u)cos8)

(18.8)

e*a(+i) = -7-

Using the conventions of Bjorken and Drell [28] for they matrices

and Lorentz metric, one obtains via a tedious calculation tables

18.1, II.

Table 18.1.

T ( t ) _
0 ;++

Relation

" 1

+ B T3 PSV

+ {2v't +

PSVP

_ T ( t ) )

between THA and

V m 2 2 r
' 2t TPSVLV

(m2 - m2) ( t +

- w 1 t (B
5

+B61

- l l \B +B

PSV P

invariant amplitudes ;m.. ^ mo

v' 2 2 2 T

v , Bg g g

6 2 2 J

M2 - u2)} x

+ 2(m1-mo)(Bc.+B^ ~~) 1l c 5 o 2 J
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72

7?<

(t) (t) 1
1 ;+- - i ;+- TK 1

1 i+- -1;+- TpsvTP

x [v'(t+M2-p2)

2
- {(s-u)t + (m2

Notation: cf. fig. 18.1.

v1 =

« S

The

(cf

m("t
11

TN>p S ft - ( .

= (s-u-m2+m2)/2

Kibble function = stu - s

, 2 2 ,,2 2, x „ 2
- u(p m +M m.; + 2p

' (m

B

r«

2
" m i

(v2

PCA for the last two combinatj

. table A I I ) :

+ - _ J T(t) __] T
= 26t 1 »+-" . 26t

cos — sin —

)- 1 (t) 1

cos ••=— sin —

(t)

(t)

1+m2

^ { 2 v

M2(m2

) (M 2 -

m2+M2

2 2 ,
l1m2 (

m1 "m2 2 2

•t+(m2-m2)(t+M2-p2)}]

^T2
s v-U r m 2)x

2 \ ! „ 1
U )} B + B/-$ 1

V ( c f . appendix C)

m2) - t ( p T l +m1m2) -

1 1 1 1 .
2 + 2 +

 M2 + 2 j

ons are slightly non trivial

_

2 2 TPTPSV 2t B1 + V" I

2 2v
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The most relevant case, that the baryon masses are equal: m.. = m_» is

directly obtained from tables 18.I.II. Kinematic singularities of

t channel PCA (cf. appendix C) can be read off from table 18.1 in both

cases. Kinematic constraints obtain from inverting the expressions for

PCA in terms of invariant amplitudes (see e.g. [.26]). For the case

m. f m one recovers the relations listed in appendix C (C16,17).

If m1 = nip the most important constraints are at t = 0:

These relations are similar to those at T = 0 (i.e. t = (m -m?) ) if

m1 ? m2, cf. (C 17b,c).
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Table 18

Notation

to

E1

• c

T0+;+

T(s)
V;-

rn * *

= k

= P

h

• • •

=

.11. Direct channel

amplitudes (m.

: (cf. fig. 18.1

0 I = \h ?1
1 2 ~ P2 h

cos(e /2)

M Lic2 c 3

cos(9 /2)
. . . .s. . . F (r \r

M L^2 'C :

- u -?.

- ( ? 1 ^

J2 sin —[{k(ti?-ti.

es
^= cos -g— sin6s[(t:

»̂ " cos ^-[{k(?2+e3

es

amplitudes T_ i#1 in terms of invariant

#m2)

)

= /(I
= /(E

){2k s

K B , ,

5 5

)fB H

) +10 ( 5 1 •

2H,)t

^m^fEg+nig) , £

1-nl1 ) (E2-m2 ) • ?

B2 " ( k n - 1 u c o s 8
s J

Bo - (kfi-qwcose
£l S

+ u) [B/ -k^ — (kJJ—q&)

m i + m 9 ?

2 "6 J

'U 1 2 6

3O+2B_) - {u(tio+Co

K U ) } ( B 1 + - ~ B 6 ) +

B2+2B3) - {uU 2 -£ 3

= /(E.+B

= /(E -i

2+ 3 ) }
Bg

)(B2+2B3)}

Bg

Bg

B5(C1-Cli)]

J+kCc^C^1

i1)(E2-m2)

l 1 ) ( E 2 + m 2 )

Bg)]}

+ Bg)]}

" Tiii;+

>C^ + B8)]

Bg
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19. Reggeization procedure; Regge pole contributions

19.1. To connect the expressions in table 18.I,II with the Regge pole

description of THA we need the Reggeization procedure for particles

with spin. This discussion may be considered to be standard, though

somewhat technical and is summarized in appendix D.

We quote the result (D28) for the contribution of a particular Regge

pole with signature oR and normality n_ to the (continued) t channel

PCA in the high energy limit:

R R 0 (19-1)

with v = ̂=2-

s. a scale factor

\ = ef-b;»O, p=c-aio, M = max (| x|,|p |) < 1.

and in this case a,b,c,d denote the particles (Ps,B ,V,B cf. fig. 18.1)

and the corresponding helicities.

Apart from the reduced residue function Y and the Reggeon propagator

in (19.1) the kinematic singular factor K and the ghostkilling factor

G appear. These are specified in section 19«2 and 19«3 respectively.

A parametrization in terms of invariant amplitudes B. makes sure that

kinematical requirements are respected; in particular the Y'S are para-

metrized such as to satisfy kinematic constraints.

i. The kinematic factor K has to be chosen such that factorization of

the residue function B is respected (cf. appendix D, (D22) and sub-

sequent discussion). It is shown in appendix D that the form:

0*3)

(p > 0, X > 0, n^ f m2)

is consistent with the factorization requirement.
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Here p+(p') is the t channel CM momentum at the baryonic (mesonic)

vertex and the factors T, T" are specified in (C 1U); in the relevant

case (cf. (C 1,11)):

T ,

and n is the relevant normality.

Adopting (D 23) also for the equal mass case (m..=mp) one obtains clearly

factorizing residues (cf. (D 20,22)):

o "1 "2

Dividing out this singular factor from the PCA (table 18.I):

M(t)n = $(t)n ; (RR }
pX ViX uA m.=m_

one obtains

- m

(Uso) f

h
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<"•„> • i;

Clearly this exhausts already the maximal singular behaviour that is
(8)

possible, except for t = 0 (last line in ('\9*k)) . We will see

below, that if one does not introduce conspiracy between trajectories

of different normality, one should put:

B(Regge poles) ^ t ^ ( 1 9 > 5 )

But Regge cut corrections need not satisfy the factorization require-

ment and do not obey (19.5) (cf. sect. 20)

ii. From table 15.1 we know that each of the six PCA in (19.*O corre-

sponds to one (leading) trajectory exchanged in p°,u) production.

Take for definiteness irN -+• toN. The asymptotic s dependence is

according to (19•1), using the symbols B, p, F from table 15-Is

..* a (t)

,.* aR(t)-1 (t)1

01

°h:'(t)"1 (s p ) TiV * * s P (s ' )
- m o-CtJ-i a (t)-2 , . a (t)-1 a_(t)-2

A similar complication occurs in the unequal mass case (cf. (C 16)

and subsequent discussion).
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The nonleading contributions in brackets in (19-6) stem from the

fact that the PCA with both A, u ^ 0 select only as ympt ot i c al ly

(|zt| -*• oo) a definite exchanged normality (cf. appendix A): In the

limit |z I •+ oo one has e.g.
t

5 %**•$*
T n a,; (a,-zt) " *

and similarly for F exchange. It is customary to neglect such contri-

butions , that are of the same order as those of very low lying tra-

jectories.

19.2. From (I9.1»k,6) we infer the parametrization of the reduced

residue functions y (i.e. Re

each trajectory separately.

residue functions y (i.e. Regge pole contributions to the B.) for

i. B-exchange

Except for T L~ (uy=0,1) no PCA receive any contribution.

From (19»*O one obtains

BJB> - B<B) = B<B) = B^B) = 0 . (19.8)

This implies

M(t)-(B) %

The reason for this behaviour is easily understood as a consequence

of the kinematic constraints (18.9) at t = 0, written in the form:

at t = 0
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In principle i t is possible to satisfy (19.9) with M Q~ both

finite at t = 0, but only by a conspiracy with the contributions

of some trajectory (vith the quantum numbers of F and an intercept

+ 1 ( s 1)) to M«i ~ and the non leading term in M ; / + (cf.(i9-6))

The amplitude u\n ' alone can also become finite at t = 0, if a
(t)+conspiring contribution to M^ exists, provided by a trajectory with

the same signature, G parity and intercept as B, but with opposite

normality, i.e. a parity doublet trajectory of B.

Both possibilities, in particular the last, have been discussed ex-

tensively in the literature (see e.g. [26,3^]) for the analogous case

of it exchange in irK •+ p°N. They have to be rejected. Satisfying (19-8)
(t)—B

by evasion one obtains M L~ ^ t near t = 0.

Thus the only contributions are:

vB^B) = bB(t)RB ; B B=b B(t)R B (19.10)

•a

where R denotes the Regge propagator:

R " i i r aR %
R* = r(-aR)(e R + a R ) ( v / s o ) R . (19.11)

Equivalents Y ^ ; + + O ^ ) = - f- {bB. (t+M2-p2) + bB

ii. p exchange

Ignoring the nonleading contribution to T:, (cf. 19.6,7)) one con-

eludes that only T]j U=O,1) are different from zero. Thus from (19-U)

\P (P) V (p)
B5 = " B6 2 B8 = °

(p) _ t+M2-y2 ^1
2 ~ " 2 " t ~

B(p)

J T c t
PSV
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B should be regular at t = 0 one requires (cf. (19-5)):

B< p ) = t £ < p ) . (19.1U)

This again is a consequence of chosing the evasive solution for the

constraint relation (19.9b). It follows from (19.1,3,h,6):

v»<p) = bP(t)RR » JB<;P) = bP(t)RP (19.15)

together with (19«13,1'*)» or equivalently:

mbp + bg) . (19.16)

Near the p pole the two residue functions b. , are simply related to
l ,0

the tensor and vector coupling terms in a Born term vertex function

for the N i p coupling (cf. also (D 25)):

v(p ,\ ) y Gv - io (P1
+P2^v ~2^\ wtp^i) • (19.17)

One finds

iii. F exchange

This exchange dominates the amplitudes T\ '" (y«=0,i) according to
V .

(19.6). This case is however slightly more complicated. Suppose we

choose again the evasive solution for the constraints (19-9).
(t)-(F)

Accordingly one has Mp1 ^ t near t=0; also the nonleading

F contribution to M;, ^ const near t=0, but, as the same residue
(t)-

function is involved in the leading contribution to M,, , one easily

sees from relations like (19.7) and (19.M: M ^ *** * also near t=0.

Thus the choice of an evasive solution implies that the total (̂  s *)

contribution of F exchange vanishes near t=0.
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This is unphysical, because the only s channel amplitude with no

helicity flip at either vertex, T^. (cf. table 18.II, 15-1) is

dominated by F exchange.

On the basis of angular momentum conservation this amplitude may be

finite in the forward direction, i.e. at t=0 asymptotically.

One can however satisfy (19.9a) formally by a modest type of conspiracy

[26] for the case of F exchange:

A trajectory (̂ (t) providing a conspiring contribution to M

in (I9«9a) should have the quantum numbers of B and a low intercept:

0^(0) = c»F(0)-1, to match the F contribution to M ^ (̂  s F cf.

(19.6)).

The same argument applies with respect to the second constraint (19.9b).

As observed by Diu and Le Bellac [26] - for the analogous case of A.

exchange in irN ->• p N - the first daughter trajectory of F can serve as

V (9)
We have adopted this alternative and neglected as usual the non
leading contribution to M^ (cf. (19>6,7)). This results in (cf.

B(F) = B(F) = B(F) = B(F) = Q

v B < F ) = b F R F | B ( F ) = b j R F (19.19)

or equivalently:

(19-20)

(9)

There is no need for a detailed parametrization of the daughter

contribution (as in ref [36]): a possible contribution to B_ of the

form i> t s r may be ignored.
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iv. The parametrization (19.19,20) appears quite "natural" when one

compares these results with:

a. the couplings in a Born term diagram

t>. the generalization to cases where m. ̂  nu.

a. The residue parametrization given has a direct connection with the

invariant couplings in Born term diagrams:

Consider the related case of a (resonant) A., meson pole in NN •* PIT:

The most general form for the invariant A.pir coupling may be written as:
P

(k+q,m.)v

p(jip)5ir) = (19.21)

f i g . 19.1

At the nucleon vertex:

T(N'(X2) (19.22)

f i g . 19.2

and the Born term amplitude i s :

TBorn ( I , W ̂ A ^ p i r ) =

r h ^ [2h - V ^ " + S2 ** (19-23)
mA-t

m.
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This result can be compared straightforwardly with the t channel

p.w. analysis (D 25) of the Regge pole amplitudes to obtain:

This ratio is connected to the ratio R. of longitudinal p's produced

in (resonant) A. decay to all; from (19«21) we find for this branching
«.. (10) 1

ratio :

(mJ+M2-u2) m 2]'

The connection is reconsidered in sect. 19***.

b. Suppose one takes into account thu small p-n mass difference in the

kinematics at the baryon vertex.

Or, more realistically, consider the strangeness exchange processes,

like K~p -»• toA, pA etc. These are analogous to the CHEX processes

considered sofar, but with unequal masses at the baryonic vertex.

G parity conservation cannot be used at this vertex, but the type of

pseudo vector coupling (19.22) should still be taken over for a Born

term diagram for the coupling of K. (the stange analogon of A.) to

AN (related up to an SU(3) Clebsch-Gordon coefficient).

Then the invariant amplitudes B_ o in tables 18.I,II are still

5,o

connected with the contributions of the K. trajectory. Thus i t i s

evident tha t , contrary to the CHEX case, amplitudes with no t channel

baryon hel ic i ty fl ip receive leading contributions from K exchange,

e.g.:

(10)
X(a,b,c) = [a2-(b+c)2][a2-(b-c)2]
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T00 * K " V S

Note that this argument suggests again (cf. sect. 1T•1) that a pure

separation of the contributions of both types of UPE exchange (ir-B

like and A.-F like) cannot be obtained from an amplitude analysis of

strangeness exchange processes.

The kinematic requirements hint in the same direction:

The kinematic constraint at t=0 (19.9a) now goes over in a constraint

at pseudo threshold t = (m. - m.J :

T
( t ) = - i T ( t )

0 ;++ 0 ;+-

(cf. (C 17b)) and is clearly satisfied by "conspiring" contributions
o

of K to both amplitudes. Thus the K. contribution at t = (m^ - m.,)

does not vanish in strangeness exchange processes. I t would be hard to

reconcile SU(3) for residue functions with the choice of an evasive

solution of (19.9a) for A1 exchange at t=0 in TTN -V p°N.

Therefore the formal parent-daughter conspiracy adopted above, appears

to be the smoothest alternative with respect to SU(3) breaking in the

external baryon masses .

19.3. Ghostkilling mechanisms, exchange degeneracy and SU(3) relations

Exchange degeneracy (EXD) may be used as a guideline in determining the

(minimal) ghostkilling factors G ,(oR) in (19.1)«

First consider the SU(3) relations between the six CHEX vector meson

production processes:

This conclusion contradicts the viewpoint in ref. [37J•
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Table 19.1. SU(3) relations among residues (helicity indices suppressed)

trajectory

—*D
Kp + K n

K+n -> K*°p

it p -> pQn

it n + p p

n p -*• u n

IT n •+ (i) p

72

7§

P A2

~~7?
B»

\
-"7?
\
-ft

B

6B
" 7 2

6B

"71

0

0

" 6 B

6B

P

- %

0

0

" B P

•p

-7 f
_ B F

0

0

-h

The relations among K induced or_ IT induced reactions follow from iso-

spin and C parity conservation in the t channel. SU(3) relates K and

IT induced processes. It has been assumed for B, p, F exchange, that

the u-(() mixing is ideal, or thit <|> has pure quark content XX, or

that a(irN -*• W ) is negligible; experimental support comes from the

small branching ratios for the decays B •* <t>ir, <f> -*• pir [2] .

From the duality concept one infers that the (imaginary part of [38])

reaction amplitudes can be vritten either as the sums of contributions

of direct channel resonances, OT_ as the sum of contributions of Regge

poles (and cuts) exchanged in the crossed (t-)channel [39]. The direct

channel K n -»• K p has a quark content (Xpnpn) that cannot be accommo-

dated in the qqq model for baryonic resonances (or eqrivalently: the

corresponding Harari - Rossner diagram p*0] is nonplanar).These

exotic quantum numbers imply the absense of direct channel resonances

and therefore real amplitudes. Thus the duality concept leads, e.g.
+ »°

in the case of HPE Regge amplitudes in K n -• K p to:
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*o 1 -iimA (t) -iiro (t)

= real

and therefore a A = a . Similarly ir - B and A..-F form exchange degenerate

(EXD) pairs. The (strong) EXD requirements also implies the equality

of residues: 6A = 6 • Therefore the ghostkilling factors for EXD pairs

are supposed to be the same:

i. Ag-p exchange:
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ ^

The Reggeon propagator: R = r(-a)(e +1) (v/s ) (a H a. (t) =
° 2

= a (t)) contains a pole at a(t) = 0 for even signature (A?)

exchange, where it is a right signature point. If this pole occurred

at t > 0, it would have to be interpreted as a state with quantum
PG +— "•

numbers J = 0 , that does not fit in the qq model for mesons.
The A_-p trajectory has a positive intercept, however:

o(t) « I + a't a1 = (2m2)"1

P

and a = 0 corresponds to t = - 0.6 (GeV) , i.e. in the physical s

channel scattering region: The ghost pole has to be killed in all

amplitudes, the simplest mechanism [Ui] being the "choosing nonsense"

mechanism (i.e. & ^ a, 6 i> /a, 8 t- 1) so that (cf. (D 29)):
ss sn nn

G (a) = a independent of \,]i . (19«26)

It follows that all p-exchange amplitudes in e.g. irN -*• wN contain a

nonsense wrong signature zero (NWSZ); this leads to an old problem:

experimentally not much structure is observed in a- around t = -0.6(GeV)

(cf. sect. 20,21).

i i . TT-B exchange:
o

This trajectory has a negative intercept: a( t ) = 0 at t = u . The sense-

sense amplitudes ( i . e . Tn ~ ) should contain the TT pole (in irN ->• p N),
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but this pole must be absent in sense-nonsense amplitudes (i.e. T^ ,++)«

Therefore the ir-B trajectory is supposed to "choose sense" [M] (i.e.

B ^ 1, 6 ^ *̂cTi 6 ^ a); that means:

0; 5
B - 1 O ^ - a . (19.27)

iii. A.-F exchange:

The Regge propagator has a pole for even signature (F exchange) and

a = 0 is a right signature point in that case. Here one expects an

intercept o(0) = 0 for a linear trajectory (see sect, 21 and below).

If the F trajectory has a negative intercept, a pole at a(t) = 0 (t>0)

is not wanted: a particle with quantum numbers <T = 0 is not known

and would be a "second class exotic" state in the qq model. It is

therefore suggestive to assume that such a state (as in the comparable

case of the Ap trajectory) is transformed into a ghost state, the

trajectory having a (small) positive intercept [i8]. But in either

case (cu^O) > 0 or< 0) a pole at a_ = 0 has to be cancelled in all

amplitudes. The minimal mechanism to achieve this is again the

"choosing nonsense" mechanism, i.e.:

A ,F
G x (a) = a independent of u,X . (19-28)

Although we will adopt this alternative here, it should be stressed

that mere complicated ghostkilling mechanisms cannot be excluded: In

particular in the nonsense choosing mechanism (ft >v. 1) the pole at

a = 0 is only cancelled in the leading order term in z (cf.(i9»7) and

ref. [31]). Therefore some compensation by a low lying trajectory of

the non leading contribution (to T ) has to be assumed, or one

has to take refuge to e.g. the "no-compensation" or the "Chew" mecha-

nism [Ui] .

We did consider the last alternative before [18] in connection with

the dipstructure in UPE observables, observed in (some) experiments

for irN ->• uN, u& at t ' - 0.2 (GeV)2.



This possibility is reconsidered in sect. 21.

iv. Note that strong EXD requirements in connection with (19.27,28)

imply a large difference in the relative importance of A. exchange in

ITN -*• p N and F exchange in irN •+ coK:

As suggested by EXD considerations, generalized to other processes

\h2\, we assume for simplicity: a = ap = a = a = a . Then one has

near t = 0, i.e. near a = 0, in the case of p° production:

but in a) production, with opposite signature:

l * M F ) ! l ^ ^ l f a l . i . (1 9.3O)

Thus A exchange is heavily suppressed at small |t| in p° production

even though F and B exchange may be of comparable importance in 10

production.

The situation is characterized by an observable quantity to be measured

in polarized target experiments (cf. (16.2) and appendix B) in the

Gottfried-Jackson frame:

(t) u (t) u] [ _ , , T u U h f T
U ( A i \ *Ao CTo - o = 2K r m(Joo \ (Joi }

JIT p+p n L

00 'c
J

(19.31)

The equality sign in (19«31) derives from strong EXD. But as ir-ex-

change dominates anyway in irN •*• p N one has:

IT p+p n L JIT p*un
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as is true experimentally at intermediate energies for small |t|.

Thus A1 exchange amplitudes will be very hard to detect even in

polarized target experiments ( A- = 0) in contrast to F exchange

amplitudes in co production (| A_ | *v» 1).

19.U. Vector mesons produced off conserved currents

Some simplifications of the parametrization of residue functions may

he obtained from vector meson dominance (VMD) arguments, that connect

processes irN •+ (p°, a>, <ji)N to photo pion production (p°, u ->• y) where

the hadronic e.m. current is necessarily conserved.

The requirementthat also p , u are produced off a conserved current

reads in terms of Bj (cf. (18.1)):

B 5 + | B 6 + ( t - y 2 ) / = k 2 ( B T + ^ )

vB2 + (t-u
2)B3 = - k2(B1+mB6-B3+2B(t)

2 2 2
k = M = (vector meson mass) . (19.33)

i. The only implications are for B(IT) and F(A.) exchange amplitudes

(cf. (19.10,19) that may be parametrized

vB<,B) - (/-t) B<B)
 + M

2vB(B)

p(F)

or equivalently:

b* = (y
2-t) b B + M2 b B

*5 • (U2"t) bg + M2 b^ (19.3U)
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One easily checks, that with this reparametrization the SHA T!L -+

become analytic in the external mass M in the vicinity of M = 0

(s > (u+m) ) as should be the case for a smooth (VMD) connection

with photo production amplitudes.

The reparametrization (19>3h) conveniently lowers the degree of the

explicit polynomial t-dependence of the reduced residue functions

(cf. (19.12,20)):

Y0 ;++ G00 ( aB ) = "

2/2 t[(y2-t)b^ + M ^ ] . (19-35)

From the discussion in sect. 19.3 one infers for the EXD IT residues in

irN -> p°N:

This requirement i s most easily implemented by putting in (19.35)J

b j = 0 „ (19-36)

and similarly for B exchange in ifN •+• oiN from EXD. The t-dependence of

the reduced residue funtions obtained in this way:

Y * / (— Y ' .a) = —rs- (19.37)
0 ;++ '1 ;++ v2 2

follows also from dual resonance model vertices [l*3J.

This is not surprising: We checked that also for higher spin states:

a. that are produced off conserved currents

b. if the kinematical requirements are obeyed

c. for which the absense of ghost couplings in nonsense amplitudes

is assured, in combination with EXD
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the t-dependence that derives from dual model vertices (IT induced
(12)processes ) is reproduced, if one sa t i s f ies these constraints

with the lowest possible polynomial t-dependence of the residue

functions.

ii. The parameterization (19.35,36) is in reasonable agreement

with the experimental observation that the polarization of the u mesons

in the decay B -»• <uir is dominantly transversal; the branching ratio

RB (cf. (19.25)) for ID'S with longitudinal polarization is [2,UU,U5]:

R., = 0.13 + 0.0U

The connection with the ver tex function i s (cf, (19.21+)):

/ B / B \ 2

and with b = 0 (19.36) one obtains R_ = 0.26.

Hote that for K* production (19.36) cannot be maintained exactly,
2 2 2

as y = pK $ p^. The argument of conserved current amplitudes i s less

compelling in this case; so to preserve the ghostkilling factor in the

sn amplitude and the kinematic requirements, one has to allow for an

SU(3) breaking:

^ b ! > B ( K * ) . (19.38)
vr 3
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(13)
The agreement is very qualitative and the prediction rather

speculative in view of the large t range involved in the extrapolation.

One may deviate from (19-36), still in agreement with the ghostkilling

mechanism (19.27)» with

iii. In analogy to (19-35) one obtains for F exchange:

Y0;+- G01 ( aF ) =

^ ] . (19.UO)

-F
There is no good argument to require to = 0 in this case. All amplitudes

j """^~

should contain a ghostkilling factor in this case (cf. (19.28)), i.e.
-•T? I*1

both b_, b Q contain at least one factor a_(t).
5 F 1 ?

The ratio RA (19.25) predicted by putting b = b = 0 is ( m - 1.1 GeV/c )

R = 0.28

Experiments not only determine the absolute squares of the reduced

matrix elements T. :
Ad)

<8 ,4 ;X O;onr|T|j = 1, X ;B> = Vf-L, .
•0(0 (0

but also their interference term, or equivalently the D/S wave ratio

Experimentally [2]: D/S = 0.25 ±_ 0.06, as compared to the prediction

D/S = 0.08 from (19.36).
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There is no experimental information available in this case and the

resonance character of the known A structure is dubious [2]. There

exists, however, some theoretical prejudice [1*6] in favour of a

dominant longitudinal decay of the A. resonance into pir:

RA - 2/3

which corresponds in our parametrization to:

b^/bg = 2.31* (19.1*1)

ising EXD.

19«5« Parametrization of Regge pole contributions (irN + V N )
g n r o

Collecting the results of sect. 19•2—U, and choosing the scale factor

in the Regge propagator for convenience to be: s = (o')~ , where a1

is the ("universal") trajectory slope, we parametrize the residues

in the conventional form:

a.t
bi = Yi e *

with y., a. constants. Partly for the sake of economy we take the

exponential t-dependence (a.) to be the same for all amplitudes to

which a certain Regge trajectory may contribute. Appropriate factors

of JaJ are extracted to make the parameters: yp, Y £ , y , yjL y , Yo

dimensionless.

It follows:

i. p(Ao) exchange:

at VBy . a.t
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together with (19.13,14) and (19.18):

ii. B(ir) exchange:

a t
vBB = a£{(u2-th3 + M2aBY^}e

 B RB

BB = a£ y^e^ RB .

iii. F(A.) exchange:

VBS

where R stands for the Reggeon propagator:

(19.U5)

R iifOL Op

R R = r(-oR)(e ^ + OjjHa'v)*

The most transparent way to stunmarize this discussion and the para-

metrization (19-42-U5) is to quote the really asymptotic expression

for the direct channel amplitudes (cf. table 18.II, m.=nip=m)

TT1 * ° '

0+;H

Yg + Y5)

RF - Y£ e ^ ' ap
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ap

T?K
(19.U6)

H B + 1 V - s(7 B3 - F"} + s r
SLt „ a t

- B TJ B p p ^p,
<Y3 e R - Y^ e a RK}

The full parametrization takes care of corrections, that are in

principle of order s~ , hut vary rather rapidly with t at inter-

mediate energies.

Thus nine parameters determine the Begge pole contributions to

nH •* to K; the signs quoted for the Y'S in (19-1*2-U6) refer to the

case IT n ->• a) p (cf. table 19-1).

Similarly, with opposite signatures, the pole contributions to

TTN •* p N are described in terms of 9 parameters - that equal those

for n n -»• u) p in the limit of strong exchange degeneracy.

The full parametrization of the amplitudes for irN •*• (u ,p )N should

also imply Regge cut corrections, that for small |tj affect primarily

the invariant amplitudes B..(a) ,p ). The way in which these corrections

are calculated is described in the next section.
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I t i s understood t h a t for the f u l l amplitudes for the different charge

modes of irN-*ti>N, t he p-w mixing ef fec ts have to be taken in to account,

according t o (iU.12b) (cf. t ab le 1 9 . I ) :

T^T^n -»• up) = T i(ir+n -»• a)Qp) + eT^irN -»• PQN) (19«U7a)

T.(ir~p -> un) = -T.(ir n •*• u p) + eT.(irN -* p N) (i9.U7b)

with T.(TTN •* p N) = T.(TTN -+ p°N) . (19.1*TC)
1 0 1

^o ĵ o

Similarly, with the help of SU(3) one predicts for K , K production

(cf. table 19.1):

i(K"p •* K*°n) = - T i(ir+n -* ioQp) - ^(TTH -V P Q N ) (19.U8a)

.(K+n -* K*°p) = - Tjdr*!! -»- o>op) + T.(irN -»• PQN) (i9.U8b)

apart from some kinematical SU(3) breaking, i . e . subs t i t u t i ng physical

masses p 9 Mjf*» and taking in to account (19.38). These kinematical

effects are eas i ly incorporated, as our basic parametrizat ion concerns

the invariant amplitudes B . .
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20. Regge cut corrections

A parametrization, involving only Regge pole contributions is known

to be incomplete.

Theoretically it has been shown, that under certain conditions formu-

lated by Mandelstam [U8] unitarity leads to the existence of Regge cuts.

i. Phenomenologically various types of Reggeized absorption models

have been used to calculate Regge cut corrections. The reason why one

takes recourse to arguments of the optical type to calculate corrections

to Regge pole amplitudes may be illustrated by the following example:

If one tries to describe the process ir~p •+ p n by elementary pion ex-

change (Born term) one obtains a notorious violation of (direct channel)

unitarity Q*9] as the p.w. cross sections exceed their unitarity bound

considerably for the lowest partial waves. Absorption models \h9]

provide a prescription to reduce these, and thus "peripheralize" the

reaction amplitudes.

The reason for the defect is directly connected to the forward behaviour

of the pole contributions to the SHA'with net helicity flip n = 0 (cf.

(15.30)) i.e. to n[SJ\
IT,—

Just like the Reggeized amplitude (cf. (19.U6)) the Born term amplitude

does not have the small | t | behaviour, allowed by angular momentum

conservation, i . e . :

T ( s ) . <x- / = F n (= /=tn for s - «.) (20.1)
VV;A

*' 5 *"tmin ; n = l-x-(KV~
v)l (cf. (15.30))

Instead one has:

As pointed out in sect. 19.2 (cf. also (19-5)) this t dependence is

dictated by factorization and an evasive solution to the kinematic
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constraints at t=0 for the (Reggeized) ir-exchange amplitudes; equi-

valently: parity conservation in the crossed channel relates both

(n=0 and n=2) ir-(Regge) pole amplitudes according to (20.2).

At small |t| Reggeized ir-exchange amplitudes resemble those for

elementary pion exchange, and we may ignore other contributions (due

to the very near pion pole). Thus from (19*U6) (YO = 0):

r
r0+;-

1+;-

i)ir _

-t

u -t

IT
Y3

(20.3a)

(20.3b)

(20.3c)

The high s-wave in the nonflip amplitude (20.3b) (i.e. the constant

term 1.) is unphysical: Removal (absorption) of this s-wave restores

the forward t dependence, allowed by angular momentum conservation.

This procedure - with no changes in the other amplitudes - is

essentially the Williams model [50] , that supplies the traditional

(qualitative) explanation of the experimental features:

N
1. a forward spike in a •»»

2. a minimum at
2 ,2
2 ,

t = -\i in a. "v (^—I
-t /

2 .
i

2 .
3. a change in sign at t - - v in:

Re dt

(20.U)

(u2-t)2

k. a forward dip in cQ according (20.3a)

i i . In general the construction of Reggeized absorption models proceeds

in much the same way as for absorption models with elementary particle

exchange [33]; the essential difference is that the s channel p.w.
J(R)

projections f of the Regge pole amplitude act as"Born term" in
the Sopkovitch prescription
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J _ f J(el)l5 J(R) f J(el)]l , 2 0 c)
fcd;ab " [Sab;abj fcd;ab[Scd;cdl ' ( 2 ° * 5 )

The p.w. S matrix element for elastic scattering in e.gt the initial

channel (a+b -*• a+b) is defined:

SJiell = 1 + 2i ^ fJiell . (20.6)
ab;ab 8TT/S ab;ab

Expansion of the square roots in (20.5) gives:

J _ J (R) ^ a b J(e l ) J(R) J(R) i pcd J(el) , >
cd;ab " cd;ab 8n/s" ab;ab cd;ab cd;ab 8ir/i" cd;cd " "

where p . (p .) denote CM momenta for the elast ic process a+b •* a+b

(c+d •* c+d) .

The last two terms in (20.7) are the p.w. projections of a Regge cut

with branchpoint position and phase, as expected from general arguments

[33]. The physical picture behind eqs. (20.5-7) may be represented

diagramatically as in f ig. 20.1.

d b d b d

fig. 20.1

I.e. modifications of the pole amplitudes occur due to elastic re-

(U)(lU)

scattering in the initial and final channel . The elastic amplitude

is at least dominantly imaginary, and most important at the lowest

partial waves.

This formulation is rather dubious, because it also applies for

the spurious cuts of the so-called AFS type [33].
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Thus the lowest p.w. projections of the bare Reggeon contributions are

reduced, corresponding to absorption into other channels than the

specific inelastic channel (a+b •*• c+d) under consideration.

iii. For convenience of calculation one often replaces at large s and

small |t| the p.w. projections by the Fourier Bessel transforms:

(20.8)

Here J (b/^t) - d. (8 ) is a Bessel function and the connection betweenn AU s
angular momentum J and impact parameter b i s :

J + * = ^abPcd ' b * ( 2 0' 9 )

The inverse of (20.8) becomes:

abcd n Tcd!ab(s'b) ' ( 2 0- 1 0 )

For the sake of illustration, parametrize the elastic amplitudes in

terms of a "naive" pomeron Begge pole:

where cp depends on the pomeron trajectory slope aJ, (> 0) and the ex-

ponential residue parameter Bp:

otp.s - i |) + ep . (20.12)

Then one obtains:



ab 2

^ ( *) (20.13)

and the "absorption profile function'1 f(b) that modifies the Regge pole

amplitude obtains a Gaussian shape in impact parameter space:

with

a. . , 2
_ / . \ tOX / D

a a b + acd

tot tot
atot 2

One obtains the socalled "primary" ( K § P ) Regge cut amplitude:

^J i R ),f) /bdb J (b^t) Jn

0+

exp(c t)
* 0

where I is a modified Bessel function of the first kind.n

(20.15)

iv. The primary Regge cuts generated in this way interfere destructive -

ly_ (cf. the sign in (20.13)) with the corresponding Regge pole contri-

butions, and have the same signature and (t-channel) G parity as the

corresponding poles [33].

For the case of most interest to us, irN •+ <DN. this means e.g. that one

has B ® P , p ® P cuts contributing to amplitudes with either B or p

exchange t-channel quantum numbers (pv ? 0).
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Thus the significance of the t-channel normality separiation is some-

what reduced (see sect. 15.3 and appendix A). Note however that

these primary cut contributions do not affect amplitudes with t-channel

quantum numbers corresponding to F exchange. The same result follows

in this context from direct channel helicity conservation of the

elastic amplitudes [52]•

v. The prescription for Regge cuts (20.7 ff) obtained from absorption

models is, however, far from satisfactory:

1. It does not clearly satisfy the Mandelstam requirements to

discriminate against spurious cuts of the AFS type [33.U8].

2. On the one hand we note that Regge pole amplitudes already

have a non vanishing phase, and therefore account themselves for some

absorption; absorption model prescriptions might give rise to double

counting. On the other hand other intermediate states besides the

elastic ones (ab,cd) in fig. 20.1 are of relevance; in particular Regge

recurrences of these particles, that can be produced diffractively [53] •

To take these effects into account one may argue [53] that the absorption

profile function from elastic scattering f(b) should be multiplied by

an enhancement factor Xj for no good reason at all this factor is

usually taken to be independent of s and b. Relatively large values of

X (1 $ X £ 3) are needed in some cases, such that the effective

(mainly) real profile function X.f(b) becomes larger than one at small

b. This means (cf. (20.16)) that the low p.w. contributions of a Regge

pole amplitude are not reduced, but rather reversed in sign [5*] - a

feature quite incompatible with intuitive ideas about absorption.

3. Hothing prevents the enhancement factors X to be helicity

(flip) dependence [53]. In fact it appears phenomenologically that

Regge cut corrections needed are quite small for single flip (n=i)

amplitudes, but not for nonflip amplitudes [56,57,58] - at least if

one allows for nonsense wrong signature zero's (NWSZ) in the pole
(15)

residues .
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k. Absorption models with an essentially real profile function

modify real and imaginary parts of pole p.w. amplitudes in a

proportional way. A comparison of amplitude analyses of 0 5 -»• 0 s

processes [58] with a description in terms of leading Regge poles

plus cuts shows that this characteristic of simple absorption models

is wrong. Empirical modifications of absorption models have been

proposed involving a counter clockwise rotation of the absorption

amplitude [59]« Changing the phase of an amplitude implies a change

in energy dependence as well. It appears that the energy dependence

of modified absorption prescriptions is inconsistent with finite

energy sumrules (FESR) for n~p -•• ir°n [60].

This brief summary indicates that at best "absorption" may be a crude

description of some more subtle process. The lack of a reliable theory

to calculate Regge cut corrections in general adds considerably to

the uncertainties about Regge pole residues in phenomenological models.

vi. A restriction on the t dependence of the total (pole + cut) ampli-

tudes arises from duality and the dominance in the direct channel of

peripheral (j ̂ v^) resonances [38,61]:

Regge cut corrections should modify pole amplitudes in such a way

that they become peripheral, i.e. peaked in impact parameter space

around a characteristic hadronic radius b = 1 fm. The (weak local)

duality argument then restricts the t dependence of the amplitudes

to be given qualitatively by:

I m Tcd;ab * Jn ( bo / I* ) ' ( 2 0' 1 7 )

We disregard here Regge cut models of the "Michigan" type [53]

that give up the usual exchange degenerate signature factors and

generate dips by pole-cut interference.
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This behaviour is confirmed in a number of cases for vector meson

(p,w) exchange. In these cases it gives approximately the same results

as Regge poles with WWSZ for n = 1. Predictions for real parts of

amplitudes are less clear, and there are indications that (20.17)

may be wrong for tensor exchange. So in our case, where pseudo scalar

(IT) and tensor exchanges (F, A_) play an important role, the "constraint"

(20.17) can only be of moderate importance.

vii. Phenomenologically one needs corrections to the Regge pole

description in irN •*• p°N to explain-the features of the experimental

data mentioned above (20.U). Mainly the n = 0 amplitude i\.m is

concerned (cf. point v.3 above). The same is true for irN -»• uN if one
N

wants to fill in the NWSZ zero in the NPE cross section a, at

t = -0.6 (GeV) due to the P trajectory, by Regge cut (p <g> P, B

contributions

Therefore we use the absorption model in a hybridie sense;

It is only used to calculate Regge cut corrections to T ^ | ignoring

corrections to other amplitudes.

The simplest alternative would have been to parametrize Regge cut

corrections empirically in terms of effective pole contributions [U5]•

Apart from an uneconomical increase in free parameters such a para-

metrization implies that it becomes difficult to keep track of con-

straints of exchange degeneracy.

In more detail: Absorption corrections are calculated from the p.w.

analysis of the asymptotic expressions (19.^5) for (IT, Ap) and (B, p)

amplitudes.

* ' Alternative explanations for the absence of the expected dip in

a, depend on the Mandelstam-Wang mechanism [62] or the introduction

of a p1 trajectory [63]. The first alternative is hard to quantify

and the model of ref. [63] seems to conflict with the observed energy

dependence.
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These p.w. amplitudes are multiplied with a profile function - f(b)

(b = (J+5)//pp*); then the p.w. expansion of the cut amplitudes is

resummed and the results are fed into the invariant amplitude B.

(cf. (19.1*6)). Due to the exponential character of the profile function

only a finite number of partial waves is needed in practice (J 4 50j);

therefore this procedure appears to be simpler than evaluation of

integrals like (20.15) at different t values.

Worden [5U] introduced in fitting photo production with FESR,

empirically a profile function that produces strong cut corrections

without "overabsorption" (cf. the remarks under v.2 above): all partial

waves below a certain impact parameter, corresponding to a characteristic

hadronic length = 1. fm, are more or less completely absorbed. We have

used the simplified version of this idea,(cf.Field and Siddhu [6Uj )

that has the "black disc-grey fringe" form:

f(b) = 1 (b<bQ)

-(b-b ) 2

f(b) = 1 - exp ( p^—) (*>>b0) (20.18)

with b Q = 3 (GeV)"
1 A = 0.5 (GeV)2.

(cf. fig. 20.2 computed at p = 6 GeV/c. Compare the "naive" flat

pomeron result

f(b) = ! i | exp g ! (20.19)

with ap ~ ° 6p =

also shown in fig. 20.2)
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7 b (GeV/cl'l

-1.0 -

1/2

fig. 20.2 Profile function f(b) used to calculate

cut corrections (pL , = 6 GeV/c); dashed curve: the

"naive" flat pomeron result (with no overabsorption).

viii. One might expect (cf. point v.3. w v e ) that cut corrections to

the only other nonflip amplitude in oux case: T^. +
 1 * are

relatively strong.

Because in this case the pole amplitudes do not have an "anomalous"

small |t| behaviour as in (20.2), the strong absorption according to

(20.18) does not apply. (It was invoked originally for amplitudes

with IvU = 1 only (photo production), and, if applied in this case

too, it only leaves an amplitude T^] | F + F ® P ) with the form of a

very narrow spike at small |t|).

In first instance we may consider the F-A1 trajectory as an "effective"

trajectory (its position is not very sharply determined) and ignore

cut corrections.

ix. In summary: Apart from the case in which conspiring cuts are

expected to be essential at small It], already for kinematical reasons

(i.e. the contribution to B1 cf. (19-5.^6)) we argue that these
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corrections may be disregarded in all other amplitudes, if we confine

ourselves to small momentum transfer: say |t| < O.k.

It is precisely in that t-region that the effects of p°-<D interference

and of F exchange are important for the longitudinal (u^ = 0) ampli-

tudes in itN -*• tivN (cf. sect. 16). Model predictions at larger momentum

transfer are much.more sensitive to cut corrections, that tend to

dominate over pole contributions at large |t| due to the fact that

their "effective trajectory" is much flatter than that f the

corresponding poles [33J . Such predictions therefore should not be

taken too serious.
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21. Fitting procedure

21.1. T~p -*• P°n

A fit to P -production data is necessary

i. to provide a parametrization of the amplitudes that produces the

charge symmetry breaking effects in irN •+• <uN through P°-<D interference

ii. to obtain constraints by means of EXD on the residue parameters to

be used for *N -*- uN

iii. to test the procedure to calculate Regge cut corrections.

The weaker energy dependence of Regge cut contributions makes fits to

data at higher energy and larger momentum transfer increasingly sensitive

to shortcomings of the prescription to calculate Regge cuts. We fit the

hi^h statistics data of the C.E.R.N.-Munich experiment at the relatively

high energy p ^ ^ = 17.2 GeV/c [65] in the forward t-region

We assume that A. exchange is negligible (if present at all) for small

|t| (cf. sect. 19.3):

A1 A1
Yg = Y 5 = 0

Trajectory parameters are fixed as follows:
An EXD p-A_ trajectory passing through the particle poles gives:

o. (t) • a (t) = 0.5 + 0.8U t . (21.1)

A2 p

The it-trajectory with the same "universal" slope i s :

a (t) « 0.8U (t-v2) . (21.2)
IT

a (
IT

Restrictions on the remaining parameters can be made:

a. The Chew-Low extrapolation [66] relates the ir-pole residue2of the

sense-sense amplitude T* .++ to the wNH coupling constant g(|̂ f = 1U.0)

and the decay width r(p + ir%") (= O.1U3 GeV):
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t=Jl

explicitly [U5] vhere the isospin Clebsch-Gordon coefficient Cj * 1 and

J - Jp - 1.

This gives:

„ = 53.2 (21 A )

and fixes the normalization of the data.

b. On the basis of strong EXD one expects (cf. (19.^3)):

Y,2

(21.5)

The last quantity is expected to be 3.7 at the p pole from VMD arguments.

Fhenomenological analyses of pseudoscalar meson-baryon processes

indicate values up to 9. (t < 0). According to the most recent analysis

this ratio probably settles at [67]•

(G T/G y) p = 6.0 + 0.5 (t s 0) . (21.6)

c. We do not impose the dual vertices constraint yj • 0. (It produces a

fit that is a little worse). Note that ve have effectively only five

free parameters left to describe t- and s-dependence of four observable

quantities.
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The values of the free parameters resulting from the fit are tabulated

in table 21.X. The fit is compared to the data represented in the form

of the amplitude analysis of ref. [65J in fig. 21.1,2:

( s V ° . f - |P0l|Pjcos* . (21.8)

If contributions of A. exchange are negligible the first two

quantities (P. ) are essentially the absolute magnitudes of singleu,-
IT(+ cut) exchange amplitudes and $ measures their relative phase.

We see from fig. 21.1,2, that the agreement obtained is rather quali-

tative as far as the amplitudes for production of transversally

polarized p's are concerned. In particular the smallest fraction

°* (or P ) is poorly described for |t| fc 0.3. The poor description

of the effective phase $ (fig. 21.2) becomes even more clear, vhen

we compare effective trajectories computed from the model to those

obtained from the data (fig. 21.3) (cf. ref. [70]) ^i8':

(17)

This assumption is in fact connected to the way in which S and P

waves in the final (» »") systems are separated. Though the experi-

mental results are consistent with it [68j, the possibility of non zero

A.-exchange contributions adds considerably to the ambiguities in this

separation [69]•

(18)
v ' The usual parametrization for each partial differential cross
section is:

where p. is some normalization constant.



-t'(GeV/c)2

0.05 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

U N — P N
17.2 GeV/c

s chonnel heliciiy
amplitudes

fig. 21.1. Fits to the "amplitudes" obtained in ref. [65,1*5] ;

curves: see text;

(As P_ is close to zero at t = -p2 ve plot (-P ) for | t | > u2 ).
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The energy dependence of the longitudinal cross section is well

described. The t-dependence of the effective trajectory for the NPE

fraction a. is easily understood: at small |t| the Regge cut amplitude

(dominated by IT ® P ) is most important, at larger |t| Ap-exchange

(also via the NPE single flip amplitude) becomes dominant. A similar

behaviour for |t| fc 0.25 is predicted by the model for the effective

trajectory for the UPE cross section »1 (or P ), clearly at

variance with the data.

Apparently the model prescription for Regge cuts fails at increasing |t|

Modifications within the framework of absorption models do not result

in an essentially better fit.

We tried e.g. (not shown):

1. variation of the profile function parameters b and A (cf.

(20.18)) within 2OJ5.

2. inclusion of cut corrections to the double flip amplitude

T ' , that are according to absorption models increasingly important

at large |t|.

3. use of the naive flat pomeron parametrization for the elastic

amplitude (cf. (20.19)) instead of (20.18), leaving the enhancement

factors XQ, X 2 (cf. sect. 20) free parameters.

As is evident from the phase diagram fig. 21.U the Regge cut contri-

bution dominates according to the model the amplitude H... at t = -0.3,

causing a phase difference $ = 90 relative to the IT pole amplitude

HQ1. This is the origin of the bad predictions in this t-region (poor

description of Re s p or cos $ and incorrect energy dependence

of ( s )o«).

* Accordingly (Im p ) i s predicted to be relatively large around
t = - 0.33, whereas i t is known experimentally (from the positivity
requirements on the density matrix [68]) to be very small in the whole
range | t | 4 1.0 GeV , except for | t | * u .
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f i g . 21.2 . F i t s compared to cos(<j>), cf. (21 .8 ) ;
17.2 GeV/c; data from re f . [65]; curves: see text

EFFECTIVE TRAJECTORIES FORlfp —P°n AMPLITUDES

-1

fig. 21.3. Dotted lines:
curves: see text.

O.8U(t - y ) , « A = 0.5 + 0.8U t;
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fig. 21.U. Phase diagram, vhere H * (x) represents the
U, I ,D

pole/cut contribution x to that amplitude according to our

model; the normalization is such, that N=s in (15.17,18);
pLab = 17'2 GeV/cl t = ~ °'33 (° e V / c^ •

The A_ ®TP cut contributes considerably to these defects

Thus Reggeized absorption models are not reliable for |t| %. 0.3, as
(21)they predict too large Regge cut amplitudes . We might resort

to a more flexible parametrization of the cut corrections in terms

of effective Regge poles (as e.g. in ref. [&5]). But this requires

the introduction of more free parameters and is prohibitive in

tracking the constraints of (strong) exch age degeneracy.

This is embarrassing: The A2<g)P cut explains according to

absorption models some h0% of the forward spike in o.| for |t|̂ |i

(see e.g. (6oJ). Moreover the only known possible explanation for

the dependence of the overall cut strength on the effective mass of

the U+it~) systems (cf. [71]) relies on the dependence of the Ag

couplings on this variable, as indicated by considerations based on

"missing mass duality" [72] .

^21' This defect is also reflected in tine rather large value for

"(GT/GV)A " = 8.25 cf. (21.5,6).
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Table 21.1,11. parameters resulting from fits to n~p •+ p n.

IT

IT . IT

Y2/Y3

aW2)

, A 1 A 1

A ? Pa 2(GeV2)

Y8

A A

A1 - 2
a (GeV~ )

aC(GeV-2)

X per data
point

I

52.U

0.U2

0.7U

7.6

8.25

0.33

[0]

[0]

[0]

6.9

I I

52. h

0.1k

7.7

7.6

0.3U

[0]

Lo]

[0]

0.75

5.9

Values in brackets are kept fixed in the fit.
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If we introduce an ad hoc suppression factor exp a .t multiplying the

total Regge cut amplitv.de, better agreement with the data may be

obtained (The tendency is indicated in fig. 21.1-3, dashed curves, and

table 21.11). Such a factor cannot be explained, however, in the

conventional theory of convolution-type Regge cut corrections.

Our main interest is in the amplitudes for production of longitudinally

polarized vector mesons. Thus our model suffices vith respect to

criteria i and ii, mentioned above, provided we take any predictions

for It| » 0.3 GeV . that depend heavily on Regge cut corrections, not

too serious.

21.2. nH •» taN

i. data used in the fit

Data on the differential cross section for this process exist up to

high energy [73], but most data concerning the density matrix elements
(22)are confined to a rather narrow energy band around p. . = 6 GeV/c

(cf. the compilation in ref. [jV]). In our fit we use data on ir n •*• up

at U.O, 6.0 and 6.95 GeV/c ((jU ,75,76] ) and on ir~p -*• ton at U.5 and 5.5

GeV/c [77].
Some authors [U5] have considered the relatively large values of

* p 0 0 at small |t'|, measured in the ir+n -»• up experiments (particular-

ly at 1».O and 6.0 GeV/c), as sufficient indication for the importance

of the nonflip amplitude (i.e. F-exchange, cf. sect. 16).

Unfortunately the forwardmost data points in these experiments are at

variance with positivity constraints on the density matrix:

00 „ 11 1,-1p & 0 p + p * 0
(21.10)

00 , 11 1,-1.

Data on ir"p + un at 8 and 12 GeV/c (J9]were published after

completion off the fitting work; they are included however in the

Quoted total x and in figures 21.6,7.
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Some variation in the overall normalization of cross sections orginates

in different methods of e.g. background subtraction (cf. ref. [T1*])-

As we are interested in charge symmetry breaking effects at small |t|,

the most important complication in this respect is due to the role of

the "spectator-proton" in it -deuterium experiments. Approximative

corrections for this Pauli-effect depend on the baryon spinflip/nonflip

nature of the reaction amplitudes, and their application therefore

presupposes some knowledge of the reaction dynamics. Experimentally one

quotes some bounds for these corrections on the differential cross

section, that affect primarily the lowest |t| bins [78]; no attempt

has been made to include this effect on partial cross sections or

density matrix elements.

If our idea is correct, that F-exchange plays a dominant role at small

|t|, experimental analysis is likely to underestimate e.g. p for

deuterium experiments by some 20^ for |t| s 0.1.

The corrections applied are usually combined in various ways with

other corrections to the raw data. Using, published data we find it
2

impossible to take them into account properly. Evidently the x

resulting from our fit may be overestimated due to these effects.

Note also that the data on w~p + «n, that we use in the fit, are

restricted to |t| » 0.05 [77].

ii. trajectory parameters

The p trajectory chosen is rather standard:

o (t) = 0.5 + 0.8U t (21.11)

_£

EXD with A2 (cf. (21.1)).

B-trajectory: Simple EXD requires cu, = a . This seems to be roughly

consistent with experimental determinations of the effective trajectory

for UPE in ir» -• oiN.wA (e.g. [7U] ) .

Effects of p-di interference and F exchange can of course not be

separated th is way.
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An EXD trajectory passing through the n and B poles has an exceptionally

small slope:

a(t) = - 0.01 +0.66 t . (21.12a)

But arguments of EXD breaking tending to effective n-B degenerary [8o]

result into:

e»(t) = - 0.2U + 0.81 t . (21.12b)

(23)
Our choice is a compromise between these alternatives :

a_(t) = - 0.129 + 0.738 t . (21.13)

F-trajectory: As no well established states belonging to this

trajectory are known, the situation is even more obscure. A trajectory

passing through F^isUo) and the dubious A1(i070) [2]:

a(t) = 0.06 + 0.82 t (21.14)

has a small positive intercept. This possibility can certainly not be

excluded (cf. sect. 19.3). We have advocated such a trajectory

(oF = 0.12 + 0.8U t [18]) to explain the dipstructure in UPE observ-

ables, seen in (some) experiments on irN -*• wH, uA, in terms of the

ghostkilling zero's of traditional Reggeology (assuming the socalled

"Chew mechanism"). This structure at t = - 0.2 is however not manifest

in all data; optical ideas about the effect of destructively inter-

fering F ® P contributions can procedure similar structure in T*" .
U+J+—

(23)
The possibility that the B trajectory might be located above

the ir trajectory seems improbable; a trajectory aQ(t) = 0.1 + 0.6 t

was assumed in ref. [Si] to explain the dipstructure in wN •+ OJN, UA

by means of the NWSZ point at ofi • 0.

cf. sect. 20.vi: the first zero of JQ(hQ/^t) for bQ « 1 fm.

occurs at t = - 0.2 (GeV/c)2.
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We keep to the safe side assuming:

ap(t) * 0.0 + 0.8H t - aA (t) (21.15)

All trajectories used are represented in the Chew-Frautschi plot fig.21.5.

2.0 t(6eV/c)2

fig. 21.5. Trajectories used in our model.
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iii. Constraints on residue

The value of " ( G
T /

G
V ) A " in table 21.1 deviates too much from the

expected value (21.6), to impose any constraints on the p-residue

parameters from those obtained for A_ in irN •+ p°N.
B B TC IT

We fix the ratio: Yg/Y, = Y 2 / Y , • 0.U2. From extrapolation to the

B-pole one finds a corresponding D/S wave ratio for the decay

B •*• low: D/S = 0.12; this serves as a compromise betveen the experi-

mental value, and the extrapolated prediction of dual vertex consi-
B F F

derations ( Y 2 = 0), cf. sect. 19.U. The ratio Y,-/Yo appears to be

rather illdetermined by the fit, except that the contribution of '

F-exchange to o is small. Therefore we fix it according to the

theoretical prejudice of ref. [U6] : YC/YQ = 2.3U (cf. sect. 19.*0.
iv. p-o) mixing parameter c
As the data sample used (cf. i) does not allow us to treat e as a free

(25)parameter we fix it according to the "world average", cf. sect. lU:

|e| = 2.95 % , arg. E = 102°

or = - 2.05 MeV (21.16)

With the help of the parameters of table 21.1. to parametrize the

p -u interference effect we obtain the parameters listed in table

21.Ill: Comparison with table 21.1 shows that we obtain only small

deviations from EXD, particularly for the exponential slope para-

meters a1.

We use Mu = T83.8 MeV, M o = 770 MeV, 1"̂  = 9.8 MeV, r o = 1U3 MeV.

The value of |e| used is appreciably lower than that inferred by

Achasov and Shestakov in their earliest publication \Jj\ from the Orsay

results [82] .
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126)
Although we obtain some breaking of EXD with respect to p-Ag , it

is gratifying that the value of (GT/GV) agrees with the expected value

(21.6). Note that the signs of B,p residues are fixed by EXD; the sign

of YQ is essentially undeterminedr There is asymptotically no inter-

ference between F-exchange and other amplitudes, that may affect

presently accessible observable quantities.

Our fit is confronted with the data in fig. 21.6,7 where we rescale

data for p., . ? 6 GeV/c according to the energy dependence of our model:

>*t) J

f(s)
I(•Lull1 d o . _ , . J _ I p • dt

p ' dt ( plab" 6>*t) " f(s) uv1 do
J p ' dt

In this way one gets some idea of the spread of the data. The general

agreement is seen to be fair except for predictions on p *~

that show too much structure for |t| I O.I*. Note in particular, that

the small difference in p between both charge modes is in

agreement with the data.

To check that the F contribution found in our fit is not excessive,

we verified that our fit to *N •• p°N at small |t| is not affected

appreciably, if we assume an A1 contribution strongly EXD to F in

ITH •*• w N .

It may be, however, that such an A. contr^i-^ion (possibly modified

by A1 ® P corrections) has something to do with the low plateau for

1*1 >- O.« in {s)aVQ (»~p * P°N) [6U.65].

(26)
p A exchange degeneracy is known to be not exact in pseudo

scalar baryon interactions, cf. e.g. [67].

Some systematic deviations in — are probably due to the effects

mentioned in sect. 21.i.
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Table 21.Ill, IV, V parameters resulting from fits to wN •+

B
Y 3

B. B

aB(GeV"2)

ap(GeV"2)

F

F F

aF(GeV"2)

aC(GeV-2)

parameters for p -u
mixing effect

2
X per data point

I I I

73.3

[0.U2]

0.73

11.8

6.5

o.Uo

8.09

[2.3U]

0.20

table 21.1

2.18

IV

79.9

0.32

0.73

11.7

6.5

O.UO

[0.0]

[0.0]

[0.0]

—

table 21.1

2.77

V

68.5

[0.U2]

0.73

12.U

6.U

0.U0

8.30

[2.3U]

0.20

[0.75]

table 21.11

3.02

Values in brackets are kept fixed in the fit
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0.8 -t'IGeV/c)2

fig. 21.6a. Fit to data on the differential cross section;

parameters: table 21.Ill; IT n •*• wp.
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fig. 21.6b. Fit to data on the differential cross section;

parameters: table 21.Ill; w~p -»• un.
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0.9

o.a
0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0

O.i

0.3

0.2

0.1 ft
0.0

-0.1

-0.2

0.2

0.1

0.0

-0.

-o.;

n*n -*up
6 GeV/c

4 GtV/c

6.95

i " ' T T T t ^

0.2 0 4 0.6 0.8 -t'IGeV/c)2

fig. 21.7a. Fit to density matrix elements (s - channel

helicity frame); parameters: table 21.Ill; n+n -»• top.
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0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0.0

-0.1

-0.2

0.2

0.1

0

-0.1

-0.2

n-p-»un
6 GeV/c

4.5 GiV/c

5.5 .,

B

12 .,

1}

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8-t'IGeV/c)2

fig. 21.Tb. Fit to density matrix elements (s - channel

helicity frame); parameters: tafcle 21.Ill; ir~p -»• un.
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22. Results and discussion

22.1. Although we obtain a fair agreement vith the data, it seems that

their quality is not sufficient to prove that F exchange should be taken
(28)

into account . To illustrate this point, compare the model pre-
dictions on charge symmetry breaking in oo with the data [7V] in
fig. 22.1. The ratio of this quantity for both charge modes of irN •*• uN

(29.)i s well described by cir model, but seems also consistent vith no
F exchange and strong ir-B exchange degeneracy.

2.0

1.8

1.6

U

1.2

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

n n

lslPooaTtirp-<i»n

wpoo3f(Tt*n—up
(PLob=*OeV/e)

i

1—

1

—1

1

. — •

1

• / l

1
1 1 i l l I

0 0 0.2 O.t 0.6 0.8 1.0
-IIGeV/el2

f i g . 22 .1 . Drawn curve • our model, F-ffTe>>ang«» included;

dashed curve: no F-excKange, strong ir-B EXD.

(28) 2
' The f i t without F exchange (table 21.IV) produces a worse X .

(29) Note that by plotting this ratio one does not take into account

properly the kinematic constraint on the helicity flip B(ir) amplitude!
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Fortunately the more recent ANLdata [83] on *~p -»• am with much higher

statistics are in remarkably good agreement wit i our model , cf.

fig. 22.2. Note the following characteristics:

1. The partial differential cross sections are very well described,

except for the smallest fraction ^s'a^ (fig. 22.2 c,i) ( . Just as for

P° production this discrepancy should be blamed on the poorly understood

Regge cut corrections (cf. sect. 21.1). The traditional explanation of

the absense of a P NWSZ dip in o!J (fig. 22.2 g) at t = - 0.6 is

according to Reggeized absorption models (cf. e.g. [6U]) a fairly large

(primarily B-) cut amplitude, that fills in the dip. As we found in

sect. 21.1, that Regge cut amplitudes when calculated according to

these models, tend to become too large, we also compare the data with

a version of the model, where the cut amplitudes are suppressed with

the same ad hoc factor , used in table 21.11 (cf. 21.V and dashed

curve in fig. 22.2 g): A clear dip emerges, not confirmed by the data.

Thus the conventional explanation for the absence of structure in 0^

is at best qualitatively correct.

2. In particular the longitudinal fraction (fig. 22.2 b,h) is very

well described. For comparison we draw the prediction of a fit, neglect-

ing F exchange (dash - dotted curve in fig. 22.2 h; cf. table 21.1V).

To ascertain that the defect is not to blame on our choice of the

B-trajectory (21.13) we also draw the prediction of strong exchange

degeneracy (B parameters equal to those of ir-exchange, table 21.1,

dotted curve in fig. 22.2 h). Both curves clearly underestimate

the data, and despite the deformation due to destructive p-w inter-

ference, show a clear forward turnover in contrast to the data.

3. The small coherence between UPE amplitudes, predicted by the

model is nicely confirmed by the behaviour of the effective phase $

(cf. fig. 22.2 e and sect. 16.2).

The x Per data point estimated from the plots in ref. [83] is

- 3.2 for |t'| < 0.U; regarding the very close |t| - bins used in

ref. [83] this is very reasonable.

In this way we save the duality prediction that the amplitudes

for the exotic channel K+n*K° p should be real (cf. sect. 19.3),

provided the Regge pole contributions satisfy strong EXD.
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fig. 22.2. Comparison of our model with high statistics data (not fitted); P L a t
 = 6.0 GeV/c.

(densitymatrix elements: s - channel helicity frame).
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!». The energy dependence of our model is checked in fig. 22.2 j

by comparison to it~p •+ con data at an average momentum of 35 GeV/c

Ij'O (drawn curve) and to the highest statistics data available

on i»+n + up (l» GeV/c [75], dashed curve in fig. 22.2 j ( 3 2 ) ) .

The characteristics 2 and 3 give strong support to our hypothesis of

nonnegligible F exchange amplitudes.

22.2. Charge symmetry breaking; polarizations

It is useful to compare predictions vith and without F exchange (cf.

table 21.Ill,IV) with respect to charge symmetry breaking in a.

(fig. 22.3). Although the absolute size of the difference in cross

section is about the same in the two cases, its relative importance

changes tremendously from:

&• = 11 % to 42- = 70 J6 (22.1)

where we compare ( T = 0.2 (GeV/c) )

Aa . 1 0
o ~ 2 T

( 2 2 l 2 )

Thus measurement of the p-u mixing effect in vN •+ uN allows us for a

determination of the mixing parameter |e| only provided:

i. The experimental situation is symmetric for both charge modes,

i.e. one has to use a deuterium target for both reactions (cf. sect.

21.2 i) ( 3 3 )

(32)

Due to the small energy gap and the change in sign of p-u inter-

ference effects between both experiments this "effective trajectory"

quoted in ref (83], is highly model dependent.
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°Jf mb/|GeV/c)2

n*n-»iup

0.2 0.3 -l'lGtV/c!2

fig. 22.3. The main charge symmetry breaking effect with (left)
and without (right) F-exchangeJ p L a b = 6 GeV/c.

ii. Some information on the reaction dynamics is presupposed,

leading to a parametrization:

(22.3)

in symbolic notation, where B(ir) stands for the helicity flip and P

for the nonflip amplitude.

iii. Target- or recoil polarization data are used to support a

parameterization of the form (22.3)•

Very preliminary data quoted in ref. [83] ( ~ - 20% for T = 0.1

(GeV/c) ) appear to be in good agreement, both with the size of F

amplitudes resulting from our fits, and the assumed mixing parameter

(21.16).

Use of a deuterium target slightly enhances the difference in

cross section, as the noninterfering F contribution is more suppressed

by the Pauli effect (cf. sect. 21.2 i).
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In fig. 22.U we plot the prediction of our model vith respect to the

polarized target asymmetry A. (cf. (16.2)). Note that this asymmetry

is expected to be large. and very sensitive to p-w mixing effects

0.3 Ok-UOMM*

fig. 22.U. The weighted polarized target asymmetry
(pLab = 6 GeV/c).

22.3. p-<i) interference in TTH •» (irir)N

Experiments at U.O [8U] and 17.2 GeV/c [U] determine the quantities
(cf. sect. 15.2):

o o

and • i (22.U)

from w"p •* U~w+) n; the index i equals O('s'ojj), - (^'o^) , or
„ J)^f 3VC U 1

+ (a.) in the notation of ref. [U].

(3lt) (s) U

The sign of AQ is essentially undetermined by our model, as the

sign of the F amplitudes is unknown. The prediction in fig. 22.k is

rather qualitative as the nonflip amplitude HI may be distorted

appreciably by F ® P interference at larger |t| values, with a possible

zero at t = - 0.2 according to optical ideas; cf.
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Fixing |e•| = 2.95 %, we plot these data in fig. 22.5,6. From strong

EXD one expects (cf. sect. 19.3) in the absence of F-A exchange

f = i tg | Oii , aw - 0.8U (t-u
2) < 0 (22.5)

i.e.

V -2. - - tg | a , * = 270° (22.6)
a
o

represented by the dotted curves in fig. 22.5 a,b,c.
Similarly, ignoring cut corrections, p-A? EXD gives:

-£- = i tg | op , op = 0.5 + 0.8U t > 0 (22.7)

i . e . :

(22.8)

represented by the dotted curves in fig. 22.5 g,h; 22.6.

Model predictions are represented by drawn curves (table 21.I,III);

an A1 exchange contribution to irH -»• p H is included, that is strongly

EXD with F exchange in itN -»• uN (i.e. A. parameters identical to those

for F exchange in table 21.III).

We concentrate first on the longitudinal fraction (fig. 22.5 a-d).

Owing to the suppression of B exchange relative to it-exchange ampli-

tudes (cf. (22.5) and sect. 19*3) at small |t|, p-u interference

effects are comparatively small; the measured phase A is in rough

agreement with (22.6).

Note that the effect of F-A1 exchange is mainly a decrease in the

coherence factor £ , shown in fig. 22.5 d. The magnitude of this

effect predicted by our model (? = 0.5) is very well consistent with

the data: In fig. 22.5a we compare model predictions with the

effective ratio of amplitudes for longitudinal u>, p production, as
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fig. 22.5. Effective phases and amplitude ratios, as determined

from p -u interference in TTN •*• (TTTI)N (solid points; data from

ref. |_8UJ ); open points: "amplitudes ratios" as determined

directly from nN •*• u,p°N; curves: see text; pL . = U.O GeV/c.
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obtained from p-u mixing data (solid points); in fig. 22.5c we compare

with the ratio of longitudinal cross sections measured directly (open

points).

To estimate the possible effect of A. exchange in irN •+ p°N we also show

model predictions with no A., exchange taken into account (dashed curves

in fig. 22.5 a-d). Even at this low energy the difference is clearly

too small to give effects that are measurable with the current experi-

mental precision. Moreover the phase of the small A..-exchange amplitude,

obtained from A--F EXD might be distorted by any A.. ® P cut corrections.

We conclude that these data are insensitive to F exchange contributions,

except for a reduction of the coherence between p and u production

amplitudes.

The predictions on the transversal fractions (in particular a =0.)

are not so good (cf. fig. 22.5 e-h). Evidently these are very sensitive

to the details of Regge cut corrections. As we have seen repeatedly,

the crude prescript of absorption models to calculate these is not very

reliable in detail. Qualitatively one can understand why the effective

phase <|> (fig. 22.5 h) tends to 270° at small |t|: Here the ir@P,

3 ® P cuts dominate which are both about 180 out of phase with the

corresponding pole amplitudes; thus the relative phase <|>+ should again

be given by (22.6).

In fig. 22.6 we also compare with data at 17.2 GeV/c [U]. We restrict

ourselves to the data on the HPE partial cross section.

Only in this case the p-w interference effect is appreciable. This is

easily understood as the NPE fraction in irN -»• (p°,w)N should increase

with energy, due to the difference between the p-A- and B-ir (F-A.)

trajectories. We find that the predicted phase <j>+ is very wrong at

small |t|. Probably our A p ® P , p ® P cut contributions are responsible

for this defect.

We conclude that, due to the poorly understood Regge cut corrections

our model fails in giving more than a qualitative explanation of the

p°-u mixing effect in TTN -»• (irirN) with respect to the transversal

fractions.
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0.1 0.2 03 0.1 0.1 02 03 01 .||G<V/c|2

fig. 22.6. The same as in f ig . 22.5; hut only for the NPE
fraction; data from ref. [h\; p = 17.2 GeV/c.

'Lab

22.U SU(3) predictions on K~p + K*°n, K+n -» K*°p.

For completeness we compare the predictions of our model with CHEX K

production data, available at k GeV/c, using the kinematically broken

SU(3) scheme, described in sect. 19 (cf. (19^8)).

Again one expects little effect from F-A.. exchange asymptotically:

Even though one gets from our model:

ilsLU,
1 00^

20 % at t = - 0.2

this will not affect appreciably the presently accessible measurable

quantities, as F-A.. amplitudes add incoherently

Their presence may affect, however, to some extent an amplitude

analysis as in ref. [85J, based on "spin coherence" at the nucleon

vertex between the UPE amplitudes for the S- and P- wave (K*ir+) system,

i.e. absence of F-A.. exchange.
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On the other hand these pocesses are very sensitive to effects of

breaking of ir - B EXD and Regge cut corrections - the traditional

explanation of breaking of line reversal symmetry. Note in this context

that the differences of K ,K amplitudes are essentially proportional

to the cosines of relative angles of os,p production amplitudes, cf.

(19.U8): in the approximation arg e = 90° (cf. (21.16)) the charge

symmetry breaking in irN -»• oiN is proportional to their sines. If the

concept of EXD has any approximate validity one expects these angles

to be close to 90° or 270° (cf. e.g. (22.6,8) and fig. 22.5 b,f,h).

Thus the p°Mi) mixing effect in irN -* uN is rather insensitive to small

deviations from EXD, in contrast to line reversal symmetry breaking in

K production.

Compare the data on the longitudinal "amplitudes" in the s-channel

helicity frame, fig. 22.7 • If we assume that these amplitudes

are dominated by ir-B exchange (plus a noninterfering F(A.) contribution)

we get:

PO(K*) - PO(K*> * sin \ (a,- «B)

Thus the data seem consistent, at least qualitatively, with our

assumption of broken ir-B EXD: o > aB(cf. fig. 21.5). The curves shown

in fig. 22.7 represent model predictions, assuming an A^ exchange

contribution according to strong F-A. EXD. In view of the expected

ir-B pole dominance it seems puzzling that the difference of the

amplitudes changes sign at the "crossover point" t = -0.16 (GeV/c) .

The position of this point appears to be eve^ dependent on the

small A. exchange amplitude (not shown) !

We follow here the normalization convention of the amplitude

analysis in ref. [85]; it differs essentially from (21.8) by the

replacement:

pLab * Pi "*" Pi (i = °*+»~* ' (22.9)
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This seems embarrassing as F-A, exchange should add incoherently.

Note, however, that this is only true asymptotically: At the rather

low energy, considered here, non asymptotic NPE (Ap-p) contributions

and particularly Regge cut corrections of order (1/s) give rise to

appreciable interference. Obviously such implications of our model
(37)

should not be taken too serious . Nevertheless we can draw the

following conclusions:

(i) To unravel the origin of line reversal symmetry breaking one

needs data at higher energy to get rid of interference effects with

nonleading contributions.

(ii) If F-A.. exchange indeed contributes appreciably to the line

reversal symmetry breaking effect at low energy, the assumption of

spin coherence, made in the amplitude analysis of the data (cf. ),

is basically incorrect.

One does not expect anyway a simple picture of line reversal symmetry

breaking at energies around p1 , = k GeV/c. As is clear from fig. 22.8

our model does not account for the details of the data; in particular

we are not able to reproduce the remarkable equality of the longitu-

dinal cross sections for both reactions in the Gottfried-Jackson frame

(i.e. ^0(K >K )). It is very hard to achieve such an equality by a

detailed cancellation over the whole t range 0 < -t < O.h between

effects of breaking of ir-B exchange degeneracy and Regge cut correct-

ions , including non asymptotic terms. This has induced the authors

of ref. [85] to propose an effective parametrization, assuming exact

TT-B exchange degeneracy, and cut corrections contributing only to

UPE and NPE transversal amplitudes in the t-channel helicity frame. This

proposal is clearly at odds with ideas from Reggeized absorption models,

that are based on direct channel helicity amplitudes (cf. sect. 20) .

(37)
Note that these model dependent interference effects from non

asymptotic contributions are unimportant in the case of charge symmetry

breaking in 7rIJ -*• wN, as these contributions enter there, rotated over
+ 102°.
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o.o
0.4
-t(GeV/c)a

fiR. 22.7. SU(3) prediction from our model for the
longitudinal "amplitudes" (s - channel helicity frame)
for CHEX K °,K ° production, compared to the analysis of
the data in ref. [85]; pT_^ = fc.O GeV/c.

We conclude that our model may fail to give an adequate description of

the poorly understood Regge cut corrections (including 1/s effects).

This defect seems, ho-rever, to interfere hardly with our central

problems: the description of p -u mixing effects and the existence of

P(A-) exchange amplitudes.

Even the accepted idea, that pole and primary cut amplitudes are

roughly 130° out of phase at smail |t|, is not consistent with this

ansatz: Crossing back to the s-channel helicity frame one obtains cut

corrections to the longitudinal amplitudes P_ proportional to - sinx,

where x - - w = - <<V* is the crossing angle (sinx > 0, cf. appendix B,

table B I,Il). The result is that the cut corrections, responsible for

the breaking of line reversal symmetry in S PQ (fig. 22.7), are

essentially in phase with the corresponding pole amplitudes!
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120°

-KGeV/c)J

fig. 22.8. SU(3) prediction from our model for the

"amplitudes" in the Gottfried - Jackson frame for CHEX

K , K production, compared to the analysis of the

data in ref. [85]; U.O GeV/c.
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22.5. Existence of reaction amplitudes with the quantum numbers of

F exchange does not prove that the underlying mechanism is exchange

of the corresponding Regge trajectory. Here we indicate why an

explanation in terms of Regge-Regge cuts does not account quantita-

tively for the observed forward differential cross section (cf. sect.

22.1, fig. 22.2 h)

^ i J T J T O u b t G e V / e r 2 . (22.10)

Double Reggeon exchange contributes according to the usual theory [33]

via the box diagram of fig. 22.11.

R'

b f d

f i g . 22.11

In straightforward analogy with the procedure sketched in sect. 20 one
2

obtains, ignoring corrections of order m /s asymptotically:
e,t

J(Rg)R') = J_ y J(R) J(R')
cu;ab Sir i . ef ;ab 1cdjef

for the p.w. projections of the Regge-Regge cut amplitude. If only one

amplitude contributes in each step of the process a+b -*- e+f -»• c+d

one easily deduces that the ccntribution to the (partial differential)

cross section is [86]:
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in terms of those for the subprocesses:

exp (22.13)

The formula (22.12) holds provided:

(i) the amplitudes for the subprocesses correspond to zero net helicity

flip

(ii) effects of NWSZ and nearby poles are ignored,

i.e. the Regge pole amplitudes are crudely parametrized:

if
±i

+ a'lna's (22.1U)

In the sum over intermediate states (e,f) those contributions may be

neglected, where R, R1 involve baryon number or strangeness exchange;

they are suppressed energetically. High spin states contribute less

due to partial overlap of the spin density matrices [86]. The dominant

contributions will be due to the nonstrange SU(3) pai-tners of (a,b),

(c,d), in the case of interest: (e,f) = (ir,N), (n,N), (p,N), (u,N).

A typical contribution to the amplitude Tr°;' * "^ arises from the

diagram in fig. 22.12a. Formula (22.12) is not applicable, as both

Regge amplitudes in the convolution integral involve helicity flip:

H If (I) IT p (I)

N

fig. 22.12a

N

fig. 22.12b
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=^.fJ(p)+(irHH.irH) fJ^JirH^ulf) . (22.15)

But one obtains the crude inequality:

The differential cross sections are experimentally bounded by

aLll(*~P**°*) S k0° Ub(GeV/c)"2, ( s ) ^ B 2 (TrN-*a)N)s 80 yb(GeV/c)"2
inax u ,max

and the exponential slopes may be taken:

A * A_ i k GeV"2

P B

This results in:

(s)

which is in fact a generous upper limit: if we take into account the

pFVSZ at t = -0.6 it reduces to 0.U yb(C-eV/c)~ .

Note that all relevant contributions involve a convolution between NPE

and UPE Regge poles. Neglecting systematically F exchange and its EJUJ

and SU(3) partners, one finds that the only other relevant diagram is

given by fig. 22.12 b. The ir-exchange amplitude for longitudinally

produced p's is huge, but the A- exchange amplitude T Q^ _+(pU*wN) is

experimentally unknown. The approximate formulas in this section do

not apply for ir exchange due to the nearby ir-pole. A numerical estimate

(assuming the A o couplings to be of the same order as in photopro-

duction of transversally polarized u's) indicates that the ir @ A 2 cut

alone does not contribute more than 1 ub(GeV/c) to
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Thus, even if we allow for some coherence in phase between different

Regge-Regge cut amplitudes, their contribution according to the

conventional theory is some two orders of magnitude smaller than the

experimental result (22.10).
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Mote added in proof.

Preliminary results of a polarized target experiment for the reaction

w~P "*" (* if~)n have been published recently (CERN - Munich collaboration;

G.Lutz in the Proceedings of the XVIIIth. Int. Conf. on H.E.P. at

Tbilisi 1976 (Dubna 1977), Vol I, C 27.).

Here we discuss briefly the implications of these data on the subjects

considered in Chapter II.

"The strong nucleon polarization affect found in a kinematic region

which was supposed to be dominated by one pion exchange was completely

unexpected."(quote from G.Lutz.)

Indeed the polarized target asymmetry at small |t| (0.01<|t|< 0.2

(GeV/c)2, p L a b = 17.2 GeV/c ) is found to be large:

A U= -0.35

If interpreted in terms of an A Reggepole exchange contribution, this

result fixes the as yet undetermined sign of the A. (F) couplings to

be negative; it

from our model:

be negative; it should be contrasted with the strong F - A EXD result

0> AU > -0.10

in this t-range (cf. also fig.22.U). Actually we did however not

determine directly the size of the A. exchange contribution, and as

stated on p. 17^,187 this "prediction" cannot be taken too serious:

a. It is very sensitive to small deviations from EXD, and depends

strongly on the exact intercept of the A. trajectory; if we take e.g.

a (0)=-0.10 we obtain in the same t-range:
1

-0.05> AU > -0.16

b. Regge cut corrections, that are expected to be strong may modify

in this case the pole contribution entirely, particularly at small |t|.

(cf. e.g. [6U] ).
Moreover some characteristics of the new data suggest, that the large

polarization effects might be due to final state interaction. It will

turn out anyway to be hard to isolate any A1 pole contribution.

Note that these new results justify considerable doubt with respect
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to current amplitude analyses for 11N •+ (irir)N and KN+K^N CHEX, based

on spincoherence at the nucleon vertex.

The main results in chapter II (the size of p - u mixing effects

and the F - exchange contribution in TTN •+ uN) will not be affected

appreciably: The F - exchange amplitude was found to be the dominant

effect in u production at small |t|.
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23. Conclusions

For the first time we have attempted to incorporate in a model

describing the proces trN ->• toH the effects of both F exchange

(l(a) = 1 (+)~ ) and p -u interference simultaneously. This appears

to be the only way to determine their relative importance, as no in-

formation is available on the helicity structure at the baryon vertex

and phenomenological analysis is haunted by the problem of poorly

understood Regge cut corrections.

We conclude:

1. The very reasonable description found for irN -»• uN data, which is

confirmed by data with much better statistics, shows that both effects

are important.

2. The very strong (relative) charge symmetry breaking between

ir n ->• up, ir p •+ ion, proposed by Achasov and Shestakov, is ruled out

by our analysis of the data. Our analysis implies, that the mixing

parameter |e| cannot be extracted from future reliable data on both

charge modes, without presupposed knowledge of the reaction dynamics.

According to our model description its "world-average" value is

consistent also with preliminary results of a more precise exper_ment.

3. The contribution of amplitudes, that are responsible for the

effective reduction of p -w mixing effects in irN-̂ ooN, can be understood

in terms of the exchange of an F-trajectory, usually considered to be

exotic, or weakly coupled. Alternative explanations in terms of Regge-

Regge cuts fail. Thus we have an indication for the existence of the

corresponding states (J * 2), predicted by the quark model.

1*. Measurement of polarized target asymmmetries and/or recoil polari-

zations appears to be most rewarding for irN •+ uN, in comparison to

K+n -*• K p, K~p •+ K* n and irN -»• p°N. This can only reveal the detailed

nature of the F exchange amplitudes.

5. Pending the outcome of such experiments, the results of the amplitude

analysis of the data on the last three reactions, that are based on spin

coherence at the baryonic vertex, should be handled with some care:

They may be affected by the neglect of incoherent F(A1) exchange ampli-

tudes; as a corollary of h. their effects are e:cpeeted to be small.
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It seems then that these three reactions are most important to unravel

problems with respect to it-B exchange degeneracy and Regge cut correc-

tions, whereas the proces irK •+ uK is predominantly sensitive to the

details of F-exchange amplitudes in a rather disjunct way.
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Appendix A. Parity conserving amplitudes (PCA)

Considering the exchange forces at high energy (s) and small momentum

transfer (t < 0) for the process a+b ->• c+d one observes that the

corresponding states manifest themselves as poles in a certain partial

wave for the physical t-channel process: d+b •* c+a.

The p.w. amplitude f in the expansion:

00

T(i)
m^(t;6j = I (2J+1) ̂ - - ( t ) d'J, (6.) (A.1)

ca;lb t j^ M c^;ab Ay t

(X = d-b ; u = e-a ; M = max ( | A |, | p | ).

in general contains different contributions connecting initial and

final states with definite parity. To implement the restrictions of

parity conservation on the couplings of states belonging to a certain

Regge trajectory one uses a slight generalization of intrinsic parity:

All states on the trajectory with different spin J share signature cr

(a = (-) ; v=0 for integer, v=g for half integer J; cf. appendix D)

and normality (or naturality) n = n^.a, where ru is their common

intrinsic parity. A trajectory with n = +(-) is said to have natural

(unnatural) parity.

With the phase convention of Jacob and Wick [6] two particle helicity

states with total angular momentum J have the reflection property:

J~S1"S2
P|JM;X.,,X2> = n1.n2(-) |JM;-X1t-X2> (A.2)

where n^, s^, X^ are the intrinsic parity, spin and helicity of

particle i. Then the linear combinations:

1 s..+s2-v
|JM;(X1,X2) > = -^ {|JM;X1,A2> + nn1n2(-) (JM^X.-X^} (A.3)

T V

are eigenstates of parity with eigenvalue n(-) ~ , and couple only
to states with normality n- T matrix elements between such states of
definite normality satisfy:
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<JM;(ca)n|T|jM;(db)n> =

— — S +S -V _ _
= <JM:ca|T|jM;db> + nn n-(-) C a <JM;-c-a|T|JM;db> (A.U)

as follows from parity conservation and (A-2). Thus p.w. amplitudes

are easily separated in parts corresponding to definite normality of

intermediate states:

j j S +S -V j
f — T^ = f ~ Ti. + nn n—(-) a f — —ca;db ca;db c a -c-a;db

fcl;dl>

As one can describe the dynamics of the s-channel process a+b -*• c+d

in terms of (analytically continued) t-channel helicity amplitudes

as well (cf. appendix B,C) the splitting of these into contributions

corresponding to definite exchanged normality is more relevant. It is

not exact, but the following construction [T] is useful asymptotically:

From the d-functions in (A.1) one removes the common factor (see (D.3))

e t V x ~ u | ( ^ V x + u l

This factor has mixed singularities in s and t at the boundaries of the

physical domain, but the functions:

are analytic in

f (m2 in2Hm2 m2) )

z = cos e = T-l-r (s-u) + d ~ V c" a (A.7)
ptpt [ J

and therefore in s. In the linear combinations (cf. table A I)
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( A ' 8 )

d, (J»z. ) is easi ly seen to dominate at least by one power of | s . | over

d~ ( J , z t ) when |z.J -»• » (Re J > - i ) .

Therefore the socalled parity conserving amplitudes (PCA) defined by

J—M

correspond asymptotically (s +») to definite exchanged normality T\.

They are simply related to the THA:

*£!db S Tcl;db / V V (A*10)

through

T c a ; d b U ' z t ) " Tca;db + n V t t ' ) ( " } Tca;-d-b ' U - 1 ^

Repeated use of the parity re la t ions (15-9) shows tha t only the PCA:

T(-^. = T(*)n with u = c-a »0 , X = d-b>0ca;db UA

are independent. These PCA are useful to disentangle contributions

of different Regge trajectories to observable quantities in the direct

channel process.

For the case of interest their relation to THA (A.10) is tabulated in

table A I I .
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As is well known continuation of the p.w. amplitudes in the complex J

plane requires introduction of signatured p.w. amplitudes f — — (cf.
ca y&D

appendix D ) . Their relation to signatured p.w. amplitudes of definite

normality f —°-r, is the same as in (A.5). In general the PCA contain

contributions of both signatures:

if;(t)n _ i 7 m(t)na /. .,-•)
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Tatale A I . Wigner functions dx (e) in terms of Legendre

polynomials PT(z) and t h e i r derivat ives

(for in teger J , M = max ( | x | , | y | ) « 1; z = cos 9)

d00

io
= " d

oi
,J ,J
do-i = - d-io

P'J

P T -

P T

The functions d, ( J , z ) for X » 0 u > 0 from (A.6,8) a r e :
Ay

doo ( d-0(J,z) = 0

P'(z)
dio(J'z) • - 2 7 7 b r T = - d o i ( J ' z ) .Z) = o = do-(j,z)

d 1 1 ( J ' z ) -

P ' (z ) + zP"(z) P"(z)

Table A I I . The PCA for N + N •> V + P s :

s(t)- _
00

m(t)-
i01

Tio

T =
11

2 T ( t )

s i n 9 t

2
sin 6

1
2 „cos 6

VIA

++

. T ( t )
0 ;+-

T( t ) r 1

sin 9./2

n(t)
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Appendix B. Crossing relations for particles with spin;

the Gottfried-Jackson frame

There exists an extensive standard literature on this matter [e.g. [8J ,

[9J and references quoted there] . Therefore the discussion is confined

here to the main steps in the derivation, and some rather technical

details, that are usually not elucidated.

The starting point, to find the connection between the CM amplitudes for

the direct (s-channel) process:

a + b -+ c + d (B.1)

and the analytic continuation of the amplitudes for the crossed

(t-channel) process:

~K + b •* c + a (B.2)

is to study the transformation law of generalized helicity amplitudes

(cf. (15.Ua)) under a general Lorentz transformation. Denote the

momenta in the s-channel physical region by p. and in the t-channel

physical configuration by q.. It turns out [9] that the transformation

law for the generalized helicity amplitudes in the t-channel:

< V *a »
 Xc XllT(t)! Id' % ; Xd V (B'3)

after analytic continuation in the momenta from the crossed to the

direct channel physical region:

In the case of massive particles [9] the path of continuation for

the 'crossed particles' (i = a,d) may be specified:

where 6., $. are the polar angles of the corresponding three-momenta in

both systems.
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pc,b

(i.e.: s = (qc - qj) < 0

t = (qc + q-)
2 > 0

Id * - p a,d

s = (pc + Pd) > 0

t = (pc - P a )
2 < o

(B.U)

coincides with that for the s-channel generalized helicity amplitudes.

Thus Mandelstam analyticity, generalized to the case of spinning

particles, gives the requirement

(B.5)

where the index c stands for the analytic continuation in the momenta

(B.U).

We may require in particular that (B.5) holds in the s-channel CM

frame: then the l.h.s. reduces to T , . (s,t) - where as usual CM
cd;ab

momenta are omitted and particle labels stand for the corresponding

helicities as well (cf. (15-Ub)).

Then the connection of the r.h.s. in (B.5) with continued t-channel

CM amplitudes is found in two steps: First one considers the relation

between generalized and CM amplitudes in the t-channel for the specific

case of a boost A jLn the XZ ( = reaction) plane [9] :

(B.6)

c,a,d,b

b r s

J> b'

The relation (B.5) holds, up to a helicity independent overall

phase factor, provided the choice of second particles in the sense of

Jacob-Wick [6] is as given by the order of notation: d,b and ei,b

respectively. For other orderings cf. [8].
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where the momenta q! are related to the CM momenta q. through:

i{ ~ A1i (B.T)

Then the expression (B.6) is continued analytically (B.U), such that

the final momenta q! coincide with the s-channel CM momenta p.:

1'c = + Pc ' qS = ~ pa ' <# = - pd • 1b = + Pb ( B' 8 )

(see note ).

Relation (B.6) is a special case of the transformation law for

generalized helicity amplitudes, and reflects the fact that in the

Jacob-Wick scheme two particle helicity states are essentially direct

products of single particle states and these are obtained by

boosting restsystem states first to the required velocity v along the

z-axis, and then turning the three momentum in position by a pure

rotation. With these conventions the computation of the Wigner angles

a), in (B.6) is straightforward, when A is a pure boost in the z-direc-

tion, characterized by tanhX = v:

0 0' 2 . vq.q. - m. coshX
coswi = \k ,/^T (B"9a)

sinu. m. sin6. m. sin6!

iinhx" " ̂ - ^ = ^ ^ * (B'9t)

Everywhere in (B.6,9) the dependence on azimuthal angles is omitted -

one stays in the XZ plane - and to-,9. describe the to ta l angular

dependence and are allowed to range between 0 and 2ir. The signs of

the polar angles corresponding to q. :6- may be fixed, using

6 -8— = Q—-6T_ = ir in the t CMS, or sine = - sine—, sinfrr = - sine .
c a f l b c a d o

,_ > X -B.+K -b

The factor (-) a derives again from the asymmetric treat-

ment of second particles in the J-rW convention.
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The normal to the reaction plane (the y-axis) for the process

d+b •+ c+a is according to the Basel convention along the pseudo vector:

^A = (in the * CMS) + ̂ d X */
= ^t"U-l lOfl sine. 6V (B.10)

with |a.| (|q..J) the initial (final) CM momentum and sin9, > 0 (or

equivalently $. = 0). Consistently we choose:
t

sine -r > 0 (B.11)
c,d

The Wigner angles (B.9) can be specified, as the boost along the z-axis

takes us from the t CMS configuration:

t o a new frame in which q' + qJL = (q.1 + qi- , 0, 0, q1 + q^.Z):

v'TcoshX = q' + qi-° (B.12a)
c a

qc

/TsinhX = q^z + qlZ . (B.12b)

The last expression may be written e.g. :

| q ' | sine' v^s inh X = ( q l x q ' ) y
c c a c

or , from (B.9b):

qq
a c

m
sinu s • • |C|

c

and similarly for si, H, b.
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The analytic continuation (B.l*,8) should make the new (q!) frame

coincident with the s CMS configuration:

pc + p d = p a + pb =

So (B.12a) becomes:

r~ , _, o c A
/t coshX = p - p = -r-7=

*c *a 2/s

2 2 2 2
A = m, - m_ - m + m . (B.11+)

D a a c

Substitution of (B.1^) in (B.9a) gives the expressions for the cosw- in

table B I.

Similarly (B.13) goes over into:

m -2mC ? J 7
sinu =

/t |4CI|PCI ac cd

and the other expressions for sinw. listed in table B I.

In (B.15) $ stands for the Kible function, i.e. in the s CMS:

/5~» /5s"- 2/T|p.||p.|sine = 2/s~(p xp ) y . (B.16)
X X S £L C

One cannot fix independently the sign of v$= /$ in (B.15,16) and

table B I to be positive, as it is actually the analytic continuation

of this function away from the t-channel physical region, where we

chose it to be positive ((B.10): Basel convention)

/$"= JiF = 2/t\\\\tf\ sinet = 2/T(q-xq/ > 0 (B.1T)

in the t CMS.

One expects that the final sign of /* (or sin6 ) in (B.15J16) depends

on the way the path of analytic continuation encircles the boundaries

of the physical regions, given by $ = 0.
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The direction of the normal to the reaction plane (y-axis) should stay

unchanged, however. It is attached to the pseudo vector < in (B.10),

that therefore should be invariant under crossing:

V - /$ ?V2 _,_ y u v p a
K /t CMS = — 6 - K /. CMS " "

= - i/sT (Paxpc) = - /s |pi| |pf |sin6s6
H =

i.e. /$ comes out negative as we started with /$ positive (or vice

versa) - or equivalently <J>. = 0 -> <j> = IT.
b S

As one cannot fix the -Sireetion of the normal to the reaction plane

(or the sense of the scattering angle) according to the Basel convention

for both initial (t CMS) and final (s CMS) configuration we deviate

from it in the physical region of the t-channel (i.e. from the choice

(B.10,11)) and denote the corresponding CM amplitudes by:

Jt) = (t) , ) _ , xc-a-d+b (t) , _Q) = , vc-a-d+b t
Tca;Hb " TcaJab

l*t~irJ ~ {~' Tca;3b(h~°' " ( - ) T
Ca;cTb

(B.19)

Thus /*"= A s in (B.15,16) and table B I is positive, and the direction

of the normal is given by - KV instead of (B.10,18)

The same convention of reversal of the sense of the scattering angle 6.

in the crossed (t-) channel (sin8 < 0, or $. = TT) was employed in the

original work of Trueman and Wick [8] , though this was not stated ex-

plicitly ^V).

(IV)
The opposite convention for the direction of the normal gives

This is again equivalent to (B.20)

Compare also note 8 in ref. [29].
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Neglect of the consistency requirement (B.18) has caused quite some

confusion in the literature, resulting in inconsistencies in sign,

when e.g. invariant couplings are used, or decay correlations for

instable final particles c,d are related in helicity and Jackson frames

(sect. B.2).

From (B.5,6) one obtains the crossing relations [9]

m(s) r , ,a-a"'+b-b'r - c / \, a / \, d / \, b / \-,
Tcd;ab = , -J-, hI

(-} {Qcc'Uc)daa'(u)a)ddd'(ud)dbb'K)} x
c1 ,a",d',b'

b-b'+d-d1 s

where the index c stands for analytic continuation from t- to s-channel

configuration.

Relations (B.19,20) have been worked out explicitly in table B II for

the specific case of interest. Note that if m, = m^, one has ID = in^ + IT

from table B I when s •* ">: Up to terms of order 1/s the crossing matrix

"diagonalizes": SHA and THA are asymptotically related pairwise.
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Table B I Angles of the crossing matrix

cosu =a

cosw, =
D

COS(i) =
c

cosu.

-(s+m -m, )(t+m -m ) - 2m A
a D a c a

Tac Sab

2 2 2 2 2
(s+m,-m )(t+m,-m,) - 2m, A

ba D a D

T , . S ,
bd ab

2 2 2 2 2
(s+m -m,) ( t+m -m ) - 2m A

c d c a c
T S .

ac cd

^-m
d c

Tbd S cd

smw —
3,

s i n w b =

c

sinto, -a

+ 2m vQ
a.

Tac Sab

+ 2m. / * "

T. , S ,bd ab

- 2m /$~
c

T S ,
ac cd

- 2m, /*"
d

Tbd Scd

with T - .

A =

f(t-(m.+m.)2)(t-(m.-m.)2)]

f(s-(m.+m.)2)(s-(m,-m.)2)l

2 2 2 2
HL — m, — in + m

D d a c



Table B II Crossing matrix for 0~s •+ 1"J

T
T0+;+

1 ( T (s )

T 0+; -

• sin " u cosuc sin " g "• sinuc cos " g cosuc -cos -^g— sinoic 0

cosui -cos '_ • sinu -cos „ • coscoc 2 c 2 c

Vud .

^ d .cos —g-— sinaic cos . "b"ud .sin —g— si s i n
'V'd—

t+m2-m2

c a

. V"d
sin —^— -cos ——

If m. =m. the matrix simplifies for s •*D d

2m i^t
c

? ?
t+m -m

c a.

2 2m m

2m /^tc
Tac

0

2m /^tc

2 2t+m -mc a

Tbd

T bd T bd

T(t)
T0j+-

1 (T(t) _T(t) ,
7? U1;+- -U+-'

T(t)
T0j++

1 ( T ( t ) _T(t)
7s u l j + + -1;+

h
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2. The Gottfried-Jackson frame l_Tl]

The angles in the Wigner a-functions in (B.20) are all real and have

a simple physical interpretation: In fact the crossing matrix can he

diagonalized, if one deviates from the (s-channel) helicity prescription

for the quantization (z-) axis for each particle in its rest frame.

Consider e.g. particle c. A new quantization axis may be chosen in its

rest frame, rotated with respect to that in the helicity convention

(z = - (pj ) over an angle 9 around the normal to the reaction plane.
C CL C C

The new rest frame states are connected to the old ones by:

I s ; . v = l dIu (9C
} i sc' c > •

c c

The corresponding amplitudes are, using (B.20):

T <S',y \z ,c> T ( ^ „ = I dS° (9 ) T ^ .L c ' c1 c ' cd;ab L c\i c cd;abc ' c c

In particular one may choose z1 along the direction of the incident

particle a in the rest frame of c: z1 = (p ) . It is easily verified

that one obtains 9 = u in that case, so that y equals the helicity

in the crossed channel in (B.22). This is not surprising as p (-»•-«
EL &

in the t channel configuration) corresponds to the helicity quantization

axis in the crossed channel. This observation, due to Gottfried and

Jackson [ii] may be generalized to the other particles. We define the

Gottfried-Jackson frame by the following prescript :

(VI)
The asymmetry in the definition of e.g. z1 is natural, once a

specific choice for the crossed (t-)channel process (d+b •* c+a) is made.
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*b E + (Pd}b : 6b = % ( P d * " qd} ( B' 2 3 )

Taking care of the asymmetric treatment of "second particles" (sect.

15•1) in the Jacob-Wick scheme - amplitudes in the helicity frame are
sb~b+sd~d (s)

(-) T - one gets for the amplitudes in the G.-J. frame:

s, -b+s,-d / v

I <£;.yeUc.e> -•,ud|Sd,d> (-)
 d T £

c,d,a,b '

s s, s s, s,-b+s.-d / \

S -V +S -U , v

= (_ } b b d d ( (t) J ( B > 2 U )

"^a^a^b c

with the help of eq. (B.20).

Therefore in the G.-J. frame helicity combinations in the crossed

channel are directly selected. For the case of interest:

(£(t) ) (s ( t ) )*
G.J.mm1 _ v m ;nbjc m';n'b'yc , v

P = / ^>

(T(t) ) (T ( t ) )*
- m ;nb c m' ;n'b' c /_\m-m' (B.25)

Y |(T(t) T P
' . |V m ;nb'cl

m,n,b

using (B.19), and:

I U.J.X1 ̂ X' m,n,b m '* c'

I The extra factor in (B.25) explains the minus sign in (15«28).
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Appendix C. Kinematic singularities and constraints

Consider the crossed channel d+b -»• c+a. The PCA introduced in appendix

A are most suitable to study kinematic singularities in t channel

helicity amplitudes, as restrictions of parity conservation are easily

incorporated.

Note that the removal of the factors b, (6,) in (A.6,10) ensures that

T — -g-. (t,z, ) are regular in s. But singularities in t may be expected

at (normal) thresholds (T™ „, = 0) and pseudo thresholds (T , = 0)

where the initial and final CM momenta p , p' vanish:

TN TP TN<TP'

As direct channel amplitudes are essentially regular in t (just as the

THA: T _%_ are regular in s) one sees that these singularities are

j introduced in tbf> THA by the crossing matrix, which is singular atj
these points (cf. table B I).

1

An intuitive physical understating of the appearance of these singular

factors was given in ref. [25]: Compare the p.w. expansion (B.9):

(B.9)

to that for the spinless case:

00

T(t,s) = I (2L+i)AL(t)P.(cose. ) (C.2)
L=0 L Z

and note that for large | z^ \: (M = max (| X |, | ]t \))
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zt"M"1 k
1 zt

and PL(zt) -v. z\ (c + -1 + ...) . (C.U)
zt

As p -v 0 (p» -»• 0) the p.w. amplitude AL(t) in (C.2) should show up
L L

the angular momentum barrier factor p ((p') ), i.e.:
X X

AL(t) = (ptP^.)
L AL(t) (c.5)

where A (t) is analytic at both initial and final (pseudo) thresholds.

Thus for | z. | -»• CD;

T T ? ci
T(t,s) = ^(2L+i)Aij(t)PT(z ) = £(2L+1)A

lj(t)(p.p!cos9. )̂ (c + -4 ..."
L L 2

(C.6)

Because of (A.7):

/ 2 2 W 2 2v

zt S c o s 6t =
1

s -u + (A.7)

the angular momentum barrier factor in A is compensated exactly by

(ptp') from the expansion of the Legendre polynomial (C.U), and

T(t,s) is regular at (pseudo) thresholds.

In ref. [25] one assumes that in the case of non zero external spins,

one may employ the non relativistic L-S coupling scheme to build the

total angular momentum J, appearing on the r.h.s. of (B.9) from the

orbital angular momentum L(L') and total spin S(S') of the incoming

(outgoing) state. It is then assumed, that L(L') still controls the

threshold behaviour of the p.w. amplitudes, but the compensating

factor originating from the d-functions is determined by J.
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The maximal mismatch between both lectors, i.e. the most singular

behaviour resulting for the PCA, arises from the minimal value of

orbital angular momentum L(L') that is allowed. This value is restricted

by the total spin of the initial (final) state S (S1 ) and by parity.

For the last reason some care must be taken when considering pseudo

thresholds: the effective intrinsic parity of the lighter particle at

each vertex is changed: n. -*• (-) 1n- [25] . The L.S. coupling scheme

works at pseudo thresholds in the same way, but the minimal value of

L(L') allowed by parity may be different at normal and pseudo thresholds.

Thus the threshold behaviour of the p.w. amplitudes in (B.9) is given

by the minimal values of orbital angular momentum L. that are allowed

with F regular at (pseudo) thresholds.

From (B.9) and the expansion (C3) for d (The term d~ in (B.9) always

gives rise to less singular terms):

T ( t ) n (t z 1 =ca;m)U'V

where A is regular and:

ai = J " Li " M P i I = J " Li'~ M " (C"9)

The extraction of a common factor in (C.8) from the p.w. series (B.9)

is only possible if a.,0^, are independent of J. This is indeed the

case, though some initial terms with J < S (or S1 ) mav be less
max max

singular. As we are interested in the maximal singular behaviour of
the total expression, take J > S (S1 ).

max max

Parity conservation at normal thresholds requires that the parity of

the incoming state (n^n^-) ) should equal n(-) (we consider only

integer J ; TI is the normality of intermediate states that can couple).
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The maximal mismatch is thus:

when n-jn. (-) I U" • n = + 1 (C.10a)

and smaller by one, when required by parity:

S
J - L N = S m a x - 1 vhen Hgi^C-) " ^ • n = - 1 (C.lOb)

sa*8b

That is (S S srts. ):
max d b

or equivalently:

s,+s
)- M - - nnanb(-)

(independent of J).

Proceeding in the same way for the final state, and taking into account

the change in effective intrinsic parity of the lighter particles at

pseudo thresholds one obtains

S-r+S

Sd"Sb
s5+sb-M-i(i-nn5nb(-) )

(C.11) gives the singular behaviour (C.8) at (pseudo) thresholds, in

the case of "general" masses: (m ±m-) # (m^lii) - otherwise the

singular behaviour at initial and final thresholds cannot be separated.
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Singularities at t=0 not present in the THA (these are regular at t=0

in the general mass case) are introduced in the PCA by the removal of

the half angle factors b. : As t-* 0:

b, (e.) % ^ | x ' v l , b. (e.)

when (m^-m?)(m2-m2)> 0 (cf.(A.7)).
QD ca (Ixl + i* I)

Thus the maximal singular behaviour /t ' ' ''' near t=0 governs the

PCA, and (C.8) is rewritten:

T ( t ) n (t z ) - [(T ^ ( T l ^ C T ) N ' ( T ) p'/tl Xl + l ' 1 l l M ( t ) n ( t s)

(C.13)

(X E d-b, y = c-a) with M . kinematically regular in t. One can

rewrite (C.13) in such a way that the singular behaviour partly

factorizes between initial and final state:

a +M CL,+M B ,+M 6 +M

with:T = (TH)
 W (Tp)

 P , T' 5 (Tj,,) N (Tpl)
 ? (ClU)

Explicitly the singular behaviour for THA in the case of interest:

B1 + B •* V + Ps (and IL # DL.) follows from (C.11,13) and table A II:

T(t) = |-(t)- = L _ M ( ^ ) - , ,
0 ;++ " 2 i00 2TN,TplT 00

sine , v sine T M

(t)
M10

(C.15c)
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h
2 6 t

(C.15d)

2 t I
(t) =

 C° S 2" {~(t)++?(t)-, _ i 2 ft TH'TP'TF (t) + !H (t)-1
T1 ;+- " 2 lT11 +T11 } " 2 C O S 2 ^ | t M11 + ~ M 1 1 [

n(t) = ^ _ 2 _ t m(t)+^(t)-} = 1sin2!t | . T N'V T P M ( t ) + + ^[ M ( t ) -

(C.15f)

2/t /$"
where we used: sin6, = m m mm

iNl P1 ̂

2 9t
Note that the r.h.s. of (C.15f) is in fact regular at t=0 (sin — ^ t)

(t)
as it should. But T^ _+ can be regular at t=0 only, provided the

singular behaviour of T, is related:

0

Similar kinematic constraints also exist at (pseudo) thresholds:

The crossing matrix contains the singular factors in this case and

the singular behaviour of the THA is mutually related.

For a derivation of these relations we refer to the literature [29,30]

and quote only results:

TN - ° = 75 ̂ \%+ ^1++) - 72 <*!*!-+ *!?!-> - ̂  (

(C'17b)

h
0 : T^ + + . ̂ (T^++ - T^?++) . -i- or ^-
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If these constraints were not taken into account in parametrizing the

THA, the singular terms in (C.13,15) would cause a t-dependence of

e.g. (partial) cross sections for the direct channel process (when

expressed in continued THA) that simulates poles at (pseudo) thresholds,

that are actually not present: As pseudo thresholds in particular are

usually quite close to the (s channel) physical region t « 0, this

wrong t-dependence may even swamp all dynamical t-dependence.

We illustrate how the constraints are satisfied in Regge pology by the

example (C.16): Note that trajectories of opposite normality dominate

the two PCA in that relation. Unless we assume for each trajectory

the presence of a parity doublet trajectory (same <*(t); opposite

normality) there is little choice but so satisfy the requirement:

T ^ ) + + T!J**~ * finite near t = 0

by evasion, i.e. the Regge pole contributions to both amplitudes are

separately finite as t + 0, and reject the alternative of pairs of

Regge poles satisfying it by conspiracy.

Here we have for simplicity considered the case that all masses are

different. It is easily checked that the relations (C.15,17) imply

that the B^ in table 18 II are kinematieally regular.

The less transparent case of main importance to us (equal baryon

masses) can be treated by more sophisticated methods [29,30]: In that

case the initial state pseudo threshold (Tp E Jt) coincides with t=0.

In the text we follow ref. [26] using invariant amplitudes. The relations

(C.17b,c) are recovered in the equal mass case, but with a different

content (cf. sect. 19).

For a general treatment of kinematical problems in vector meson pro-

duction compare e.g. ref. [3V].
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Appendix D. Reggeization of TEA with external spin

For completeness and for convenience of reference we summarize here the

Reggeization procedure for the case that the particles in the reaction

a+b -> c+d have non vanishing spin (cf. e.g. [31,32,33,9]).

1. The partial wave amplitudes f in (A.1) do not allow for an analytic

continuation in the complex J plane, as they defy the conditions of

Carlsson's theorem [32].

Introducing, however, the signatured amplitudes:

ci!>V j
with the definition:

one can express the signatured p.w. amplitudes f (that coincide for

physical J-v with jf when J-v = even (a=+) or J-v = odd (a=-) respect

ively) through the Froissart-Gribov [32j projections that can be

c ont i nue d analyt i c ally.

From the general form of the d-functions in terms of hypergeometric

functions "[31»32]:

with M = max ( | x | , | p | ) = Ho+B) o = | x - p |

N = min ( | x | , | u | ) = i(o-B) B = |x+u|

7(X,U) = (-)X"V X-u>0

1 X-u<0

. , rr(J+i+M)r(j+i-M+tt)"U

*Xy(J) " [r(J+1-M)r(J+1+M+a)j

one sees that removal of the half angle factor:
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1+cose.

makes the reduced d-functions:

equivalent (J>M) with Jacobi polynomials in cos6. of degree J-M.

The half angle factors can be removed from the signatured d-functions

(D.2) as b. (©. ) = b, (TT-9, ). Thus the signatured amplitudes:
Ay u A j^p x

are no longer singular in s, as they depend on 6. only through z =cos8,

(cf.(A.T)).

Equation (D.6) could be taken as starting point for the Sommerfeld-

Watson transformation. It is more convenient however to include from

the start implications of parity conservation, i.e. to consider

amplitudes of definite normality (PCA see appendix A ) . An advantage

is that kinematic singularities and constraints for nearby t-values

(appendix C* are most easily specified for PCA.

A slight generalization of appendix A leads to p.w. amplitudes of

definite exchanged signature o and normality r\ (cf. (A.5)):

_ ^ (D.7)

and the formulae (A.6,9) change into:

± ("

(D.9)
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So instead from (D.6) the Reggeization procedure starts from the

signatured PCA:

(cf. also (A.11))

We restrict ourselves to meson exchange (v = 0). Just as in appendix

A we need to consider only signatured PCA (D.9,10) with A i d-bi 0,

u = c-a >0.

Relation (D.9) is then rewritten as a contour integral in the J-plane

along the clockwise contour C in fig. D.I

= - ̂  / dJ.-{f7
+'\ \?\ (J.-Of™ (J,t)2i ' simr(J-y) L -Xy t ca;db

-1

UL

n-i \Ji

fig. Dl

The factor (-) ~V from the residues of the poles of [sinir(J-u)]

at integer J >M is compensated by the same factor arising from:
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The familiar Sommerfeld-Watson transform is obtained by opening up

the contour C, deforming it into a large "semi circle"- a contribution

to be neglected - , a "background integral" along Re J = - 1 and

contributions of singularities encountered. The simplest singularities

encountered are (moving) poles at J = a(t) (Re a(t)^- I).

The residue (function) of such a pole in f^.-j. (J,t) is denoted by &:

and one Regge pole R (with def in i te o_, nR) contr ibutes t o the PCA"

J t ) n n R 2OL+I a +
T__? ( t ,z.) = - IT o . / r 0 _ _ (oL,t)a " (OL,,-Z.) .(D.13)
ca;3b x ' t 2sinir(aD-v) ca;7Ib R' -Xu R t

The same Regge pole contributes in general also to the amplitude with

opposite normality:

Jt)-nR R 2OL+1 a

but even if dCT~ t 0, it is at least dominated by one power of |z.|

by d in the limit |z.| -+ °°. As (D13) is to be used after analytic

continuation from the t-channel to the physical s-channel (a+b -»• c+d)

to describe the high energy behaviour, i.e. s •*•<*• (or |z. | •+<*>) one
t

can neglect (D.1U) asymptotically in what follows.

Note that only the z. dependence in (D.13) is specified and the

analytic continuation (sect. D.2) to unphysical values of z = cos8

can be performed for d (o,-z.) using expressions in terms of

confluent hypergeometric functions, cf- (T>.3). The t dependence of

the trajectory function a(t) and the residue function B(t) is however

not specified.

The extra factor \ in (D.13,1*0 stems from (D.2), cf. (A.13).
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Usually a(t) is assumed to be real and linear in t for t< 0. The

functional dependence of 8(t) is restricted to some extent by kinematic

singularities and constraints (see appendix C) and is assumed to be

"smooth" for the remaining part.

The following points were not discussed here (cf. e.g. [32,33])

a. The position of the background integral at Re J = - \ is

rather arbitrarily chosen, such that Regge poles to the right of it

(see fig. D.1) dominate, when eventually the limit s -»• » is taken:

(with the exception of some points at integral and half integral J)

one has the asymptotic rules:

Re

-J-M-1
z

| z | -*• m

_.T_M_1
R e J < -

But by a special modification of the rotation functions away from their

physical J values (see e.g. [31j)> ^ u e ^° Mandelstam, i t is possible

to shift the back ground integral to the left indefinitely. So Regge

poles are meaningful also for Re o < - \ .

b . Some contributions to the contour integral at integer J < M

at socalled sense-nonsense (sn: H«J<M) and nonsense-nonsense

(nn: 0-<SJ<N) values (are made to) vanish. The related topic of ghost

killing mechanisms is discussed below (D.29) and in the text.

2. Analytic continuation to the (asymptotic) s channel physical region

i . We have restricted ourselves already to X = d-b»0, p = c-a > 0 for

the Regge pole expressions for, the PCA (D.13).

The d-functions appearing in (D.13) may be expressed, with the help of

(D.2,8):

daf (a,-z) = 3* U,-z) + o(-)"X+T a* (o,+z) (D.15)
—Ay —Ay —A,—y
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and table A I (M < 1) in terms of Legendre functions (v= 0)

Thus the expression [32] in terms of hypergeometric functions:

, r(-g-i) (2z)- a-1 ,«+1 a + 3 . J _ ) ( D 1 7 )
z

may he used for their analytic continuation. The terms in (D.16) are

related pairwise asymptotically through [32]:

|z I ->-a>
Pa(_z) = e~? i imPa(z) - | s i n i r a Q ( z ) « e " ? i i r a P J z ) (D.18)

where ? = sgn Im (z) .

To decide which sign to take for Im (z+) when continuing from the

t- to the s-channel physical region, note that the leading term

{ |zt | +00) in d (a,zt) is (Re a > - I):

_ ) Kl t
' * 2a~M[r(a-y+i)r(a+ii+i)r(a-A+i)r(a+A+i)]2

contains a term (p.p') ~a as:
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This singular factor has to be compensated by the residue function,

written in the form:

R

where 6 is regular at (pseudo) thresholds.

In the combination:

one should therefore consider the imaginary part of the numerator of

z, , i.e. of s (->• <*>) to employ (D.18): In the final (s channel) confi-

guration the physical cut is approached from above (s •* s+ie,e>0).

So one obtains:

' t
(o-W+1

= (e + a)

when continuing to the s-channel (s -»• °°).

ii. As is already indicated in (D.20) the total PCA are singular at

t-channel (pseudo) thresholds (and t=0). This means that the residue

function does not adequately compensate the singular factor from the

d-function. The mismatch (cf. appendix C) produces the singular factor

^.(t) in (D.20), that also gives (cf. D(13,2O,21)) the total singular

behaviour of the Reggeized PCA.
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Note that this factor does not necessarily correspond to the most

singular behaviour, allowed by the analysis in appendix C: The behaviour

near t=0 may be less singular, because the residue function (D.20) is

supposed to factorize (cf. [32,33]):

*> • ( D- 2 2 )

As usual ca,db denote the (two particle) channel and helicities as well.

To illustrate the point, take the" general mass case cf. (C.13"»1U):

The most singular behaviour of the PCA is given by:

But the identification:

defies factorization in (D.20). Factorization is respected by putting:

(D.23)

that is less singular at t=0 by a factor /t2^' X' + 'V''"M

The remaining singular factor at t=0 in (D.23):

\ min(|A-p|,|X+u|)
= V7t,

is adequately compensated by the half angle factors (cf. (C.12)) so

that the contribution of each Regge pole to the THA is regular at t=0.

(evasion; compare the discussion following (C.16)). A factorizing

singular behaviour near t=0 can be found, that is stronger than given

by (D.23); it may be shown however (cf. e.g. [3\\) that one needs the

cooperation of more than one trajectory (conspiracy) to satisfy the

requirement that the THA should be regular at t=0.
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The more complicated case m-? = m, is discussed in the text (cf. [26])

with the method of invariant amplitudes: Not only does the initial

pseudo threshold coincide with t=0 in this case, also the resulting THA

need not be regular at t=0. The factorization property (Dt22), however,

should still hold.

iii. This property is related to properties of the p.w. decomposition

of Regge pole expressions for THA in the t-channel (D.13»iU):

(cf. (A.11), (D.13.1U)). With the help of the expression [32]:

a n d ( D . 1 6 ) o n e o b t a i n s b y p a r t i a l i n t e g r a t i o n ( X » 0 , u % - 0 , M < 1 ) :

T R 2V"1 R foL t ) I ; .
ca;cCb^OlR'1:; f ^ T ^ i T 2

(ix)
+ (surface terms without a pole at J = tx_ ) (D.2U)

Im ctj,(t) # 0 is true in general above the t-channel threshold [33] in

the narrow resonance approximation:

aD = Im <*,-,(t) , otD = Re Op(t)

IURI K< 'aR I - 'at °R!

one obtains near t=t , where Re a^(t ) = J:

(IX)

The surface term in (D.2^) arises from partial integration, only

if both X,y are different from zero; it does not contain any pole at

Re a= J and may be neglected here.
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and J R r1

^" . (D.25)
2 <V> - i ̂ V ^ V
i r1

That is, provided OL/CL >O, one obtains the Breit-Wigner formula for

the exchange of a resonance with spin J. The numerator in (D.25)

factorizes in the couplings to both vertices, i.e. (D.22) for t=t > 0.

The formula (D.25) may be used to obtain a relation between coupling

constants, defined by a Born term diagram for the exchange of a

resonance with spin J, and the residue functions for the corresponding

trajectory (cf. sect. 19), that supposedly factorize in the same way.

iv. The Reggeized PCA may be written in a somewhat simpler way. With

the help of (D.20,21) one obtains if \>0, y>0, (M<1) from (D.13)

after some algebra for the Regge pole contribution continued to the

s-channel:

x
c

3/2

x i B ; - ' v" " n

x r(-a_)(e ^ + aR)(v/s ) ^ ( D > 2 6 )

where v = — — = s -»• «>j the subscript c stands for analytic continuation

from t- to s-channel physical region.

The term in brackets in (D.26) requires some comment:

1. The helicity independent factor r(a + 3/2)//irmay be absorbed

in the residue function, as its poles at negative half integer values

of a are supposed to be compensated by some other (lowlying) trajectory

[32].
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2. Considering the behaviour near t = t , such that a(t ) = 0.

We see that the factor So. v introduces an unwanted branch cut in

the amplitudes if either X o r u ^ 0 ; a = 0 i s called a sense-nonsense

(sn) point for these amplitudes, as physical J = 0 cannot couple at one

of the vertices. These branch points in sn amplitudes at t = t conflict

with Mandelstam analyticity. Therefore the residue function has to

supply a compensating factor, the simplest possibility being B ^ fa
sn

[31,32,U1J. Due to the factorization property of residue functions

this has consequences for sense-sense (ss) and nons ens e-nons ens e (nn)

amplitudes, using an obvious nomenclature. The resulting power of a in

the term in brackets depends on X,p and is called ghostkilling factor

<v(a)-
3. The mirror point of a = 0 with respect to Re a - - j : a = -1 is

called an (sn)' or (nn)1 point [31], depending on \,\i. The corresponding

singular factor in (D.26) can be dealt with by absorbing /o+1 in

the residue function, in accordance with factorization.

Thus the term in brackets in (D.26) becomes:

3/2) _ R

ca;ab K V % ca;db pX R

where the reduced residue function Y is supposed to factorize and to be

parametrized in such a way that kinematic constraints are satisfied.

The final asymptotic Regge pole contribution to the (continued) PCA

therefore takes the form ( X > 0 , u >0, M « 1):

r(-a_)(e + <O(v/s ) * . (D.28)
t\ no
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SAMENVATTING

Het aantal aspecten van electromagnetische effecten in hadron inter-

acties, beschouwd in dit proefschrift, is beperkt tot twee. In beide

gevallen is het hoofdthema de electromagnetische (e.m.) wisselwerking,

verantwoordelijk voor massabreking binnen isospinmultipletten en voor

menging van de neutrale toestanden binnen een SU(3) multiplet. De opzet

is in beide gevallen nogal verschillend; vandaar de splitsing in twee

hoofdstukken.

In hoofdstuk I ligt de nadruk op het probleem van de e.m. massaver-

schillen (AI = 1) zelf. Ingegaan wordt op het eventueel bestaande ver-

band met het experimenteel waargenomen verschijnsel (kort samengevat

in paragraaf 2) van schaalonafhankelijkheid ("Bjorken scaling") in

diep inelastische electron-nucleon verstrooiing. Intuïtief zou men een

verband kunnen vermoeden, omdat het "scaling" gedrag ruw gezegd duidt

op een 'pitstructuur' in de ladingsverdeling van hadronen, terwijl

bekend is, dat de uitdrukking voor de e.m., zelfenergie voor elementaire

spin-i deeltjes zelfs logarithmisch ultraviolet-divergent is.

Het verschijnsel van Bjorken scaling is, zoals bekend in de positie-

ruimte equivalent met een singulier gedrag van de e.m. stroom-stroom

commutator in de omgeving van de lichtkegel, overeenkomend met dat van

het vrije spin-s quark veld. Dit is de basis voor de ansatz van

H. Fritsch en M. Gell-Mann (FGM) voor een lichtkegelalgebra van (bilo-

cale) stroomoperatoren (par. 3).

Aangetoond wordt in par.3, dat het FGM formalisme niet zonder meer in

overeenstemming is met de eis van behoud van de e.m. stroom. Toevoeging

van correctietermen, minder singulier in de omgeving van de lichtkegel,

blijkt noodzakelijk (par. k). Tot op zekere hoogte zijn de coëfficiënten

van deze termen uit te drukken in die van de dominante lichtkegelsingu-

lariteiten. Inachtneming van de correctietermen in de FGM expansie

maakt, dat de resultaten van zgn. lichtkegelquantisatie essentieel

worden gereproduceerd. Belangrijker in verband met e.m. massaverschillen

is nog, dat de gevonden correctietermen ondubbelzinnig bepaald zijn in

de omgeving van de top van de lichtkegel (zgn. korte afstand-expansie).
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In par. 5 wordt de Fouriertransformatie naar de impulsruimte beschreven.

Het verband tussen de gevonden correctietermen en structuurfuncties,

meetbaar in diep-inelastische verstrooiing, blijkt echter niet zonder

problemen.

Dit wreekt zich in par. 6, waar de uitdrukking voor e.m. massaver-

schuivingen vordt afgeleid. Zoals versacht divergeert deze uitdrukking

logarithmisch, als gevolg van het korte afstandsgedrag van de integrand.

Het is niet onaannemelijk, dat dit singulier gedrag wordt afgezwakt door

een afsnijdingsmechanisme voor zeer hoge frequenties - een mogelijke rol

voor de zwakke wisselwerkingen - zodat alleen sprake is van een ver-

sterkt effect van de korte afstandsbijdrage tot de integrand. De sug-

gestie is dus, dat de coëfficiënt van de gevonden logarithmisch diver-

gente term van belaag is ter verklaring van e.m. massaverschillen (ÛI=1).

Anders gezegd: Terwijl gemeten elastische nucléon vormfactoren geen

verklaring bieden voor het anomale teken van het proton-neutron massa-

verschil, zou het defect zijn toe te schrijven aan de belangrijke rol

van zeer inelastische "vormfactoren". Weliswaar blijkt in par. 6, dat

de korte afstandsbijdrage in verband kan worden gebracht met de bilo-

cale operatoren van de FGM ansatz, en dat deze bijdrage geen definiet

teken heeft. De correctietermen domineren echter, zodat er geen ondubbel-

zinnig verband bestaat met meetbare diep-inelastische structuurfuncties.

Een alternatieve afleiding van dit resultaat volgt in par. 7.

In par. 8 worden bepaalde speculaties in de literatuur behandeld omtrent

een mogelijke relatie tussen eventuele breking van schaalonafhankelijk-

heid (t.a.v. het verschil tussen e-p en e-n structuurfuncties) en

eindigheid van de uitdrukking voor het proton-neutron massaverschil.

Het blijkt dat deze voorstellen berusten op een ongerechtvaardigde

impliciete veronderstelling. In de rest van deze paragraaf wordt met

behulp van iets meer formele manipulaties de noodzaak van regularisatie/

renormalisatie nog eens aangetoond met betrekking tot het analoge geval

voor zwakke wisselwerkingen.

In par. 9 zijn in het kort de mogelijkheden geschetst, om in het raam

van geünificeerde modellen voor de zwakke en e.m. wisselwerkingen te

komen tot eindige en berekenbare 'e.m.' massaverschillen. Strikte voor-

waarde is hierbij, dat de sterke wisselwerkingen het renormalisatie

schema niet beïnvloedden.
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In het kader van deze studie is het daarom van belang na te gaan in

hoeverre de eerder gevonden korte afstands-expansie (par. U,6) geldig

blijft als de sterke wisselwerkingen beschreven worden met behulp van

de kleur-ijkgroeptheorie, die zoals bekend een veldentheoretische

verklaring geeft voor het verschijnsel van Bjorken-scaling (tenminste

bij benadering) op grond van de karakteristieke eigenschap van zgn.

"asymptotische vrijheid".

Het veldentheoretische hulpmiddel bij uitstek in dit verband, de

Callan-Symanzik vergelijking, wordt in par. 10 afgeleid in de homogene

vorm die in ons geval enige voordelen biedt.

In par. 11 wordt tenslotte geverifieerd, met gebruikmaking van argu-

menten ontleend aan studies van S. Weinberg, dat de op grond

van de (gecorrigeerde) FGM ansatz gevonden korte afstandsexpansie

inderdaad essentieel geldig blijft in de kleur-ijkgroeptheorie, omdat

met name de meermalen genoemde correctietermen geen anomale dimensie

blijken te bezitten. Dit resultaat is des te merkwaardiger omdat exacte

Bjorken-scaling (en dus de oorspronkelijke FGM ansatz) niet van kracht

is in deze theorie.

De rol van e.m. effecten is een heel andere in hoofdstuk II:

Hier wordt gebruik gemaakt van hetgeen bekend is t.a.v. de met e.m.

massaverschillen direct samenhangende menging tussen de resonnanties

p en (o, om nader inzicht te verkrijgen in het sterke reactiemechanisme

in het proces irN -> uN.

Een korte beschrijving van het formalisme van p -w menging wordt gegeven

in par. 1U; een effect is de breking van ladingssymmetrie tussen
+

ir n •*• u p en ir p -*• u m .

In par. 15 wordt het verband tussen meetbare grootheden in processen

0 + 2 + 1 + 5 en mogelijke uitwisselingsmechanismen (Reggebanen)

uitgewerkt: De twee mogelijke mechanismen met zgn. onnatuurlijke pari-

teitsuitwisseling dragen incoherent bij tot thans gemeten grootheden.

Het lijkt daarom moeilijk, uit te maken in hoeverre êen daarvan, hier

de F-Reggebaan genoemd (I (J) = 1 (even)" ), van belang is in de

reactie irN •+ wW; ofschoon zijn bestaan voorspeld wordt door het quark-

model zijn er nauwelijks experimentele aanwijzingen voor. (Indicaties

voor verwante uitwisselingsmechanismen worden besproken in par. 17).
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In par. 16 blijkt echter, dat de eventuele bijdrage van F-uitwisseling

nagenoeg niet gevoelig is voor de effecten van p -w menging.

Opzet van deze studie is daarom, door niddel van een Reggefit aan

experimentele gegevens t.a.v. zowel TT n •* up als ir~p •+ un het relatieve

belang van de bijdrage van F-uitwisseling en het effect van po-u

menging te bepalen.

Hiertoe wordt een Reggepoolmodel geconstrueerd ter beschrijving van

•ffN •* uN en verwante processen, met de nodige aandacht voor de kinematica

van deze reacties (par. 18) en maximaal gebruik van theoretische in-

zichten ter vereenvoudiging van de parametrisatie en ter beperking van

het aantal vrije parameters (par. 19). De zwakste schakel in dit model

is de rol van de slecht begrepen Reggesnede correcties (par. 20).

De fit beschreven in par. 21 levert redelijke resultaten. Vooral ver-

gelijking met meer recente hoge statistiek gegevens (par. ?2.1) toont

aan, dat beide effecten (F-uitwisseling en p -u menging) aanwezig zijn

in een mate, die goed overeenstemt met de predicties van ons model.

Door de bijdrage van F-uitwisseling blijkt de breking van ladings-

symmetrie tussen ir n •*• up en ir~p -> un relatief aanzienlijk geringer,

dac voorspeld in eerdere analyses. Predicties (par. 22.3,k) ten aanzien

van verwante reacties ( p -u menging effecten in irH -»• (ir ir )N, de pro-
_ £O + JfcO

cessen K p + K n, K n -»• K p) kloppen minder goed; hier zijn echter

de effecten van F(A ) uitwisseling relatief klein, in tegenstelling

met die van Reggesnede correcties.

Omdat het bestaan van amplituden met de quantumgetallen van F-uit-

wisseling hiermee is aangetoond, en alternatieve mechanismen (par. 22.5)

daarvoor geen adequate verklaring geven, biedt deze studie een duide-

lijke aanwijzing voor het bestaan van een F-Reggebaan, en (indirect)

de corresponderende resonnanties.

In meer detail worden de conclusies van hoofdstuk I en II geformuleerd

in par. 12 en 23; een aantal meer technische aspecten met betrekking

tot hoofdstuk II is behandeld in appendices A t/m D.
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GEARFETTING

It oantal siden fan elektromagnetyske effekten yn prosessen mei mSnsk

vikselvurkjende dieitjes, dat vy biskôgje yn dizze dissertaesje, is

mar twa. In beide gefallen is it haedmotyf de elektromagnetyske (e.m.)

interaksje dy 't forantvurdlik is foar üngelyke massa's binnenyn 'n

isospinmannichfald en foar mingeling fan de neutraele steaten binnenyn

'n SU(3) mannichfâld. De taliz is in beide gefallen knap Qngelyk: dêrom

splitse vy de stof yn twa haedstikken.

Yn haedstik I leit de klam op it fraechstik fan de e.m. massaforskillen

sels ( ÛI = 1). Wy bihannele it mooglike forbtn mei it eksperiminteel

waernommen forskynsel (gearfette yn pargraef 2) fan skaelfrijdom

("Bjorken scaling") yn djip unelastyske elektron-nukleon forstruijing.

Intuityf soe men op sa'n forban ütwolle, om 't it "scaling" karakter

rüchwei 'n "pitstruktuer" yn 'e ladingsfordieling fan hadronen

bitsjuttet, vylst ut en te nei bikind is, dat de utdrukking foar de

e.m. selsenergy fan elemintaire dieltjes mei spin \ ienris logaritmysk

Gneinich vurdt yn 'e ultrafelette limyt.

It forskynsel fan Bjorken scaling is, lyk as men wit, lykweardich mei

'n singelier aerd fan 'e e.m. stream-stream kommutator fuort om 'e

ljochtjfikel hinne, krekt as it gefal wêze soe mei it frije spin-5

fjild. Dit is de grounslach fan de foarslach fan H. Fritsch en

M. Gell-Mann (FGM) foar 'n ljochtjOkelalgebra mei (bilokale) stream-

operatoren (par. 3).

Yn par. 3 vurdt dtwiisd, dat it FGM formalisme net fansels oerienstimt

neffens it bitingst fan bihâld fan 'e e.m. stream. Korreks.ietermen

moatte tafoege vurde, dy 't net sa singelier binne yn 'e omkriten fan

de ljochtjukel (par. k). De koëffisjinten fan dizze termen kinne

fierhinne ütdrukt vurde yn dy fan de fornaemste ljochtjGkelsingelari-

teiten. Hwannear 't dy korreksjetermen meirekkene wurde yn 'e FGM

Ontjowing, kriget men foar it greatste part de uitkomsten fan 'e

saneamde ljochtjûkelkwantisaesje werom. Nijsgjirriger is mei it each

op e.m. massaforskillen, dat de korreksjetermen, dy 't foun binne,

ûndubbelsinnich bipaeld binne rounom it plaske fan 'e ljochtjukel

(saneamde lytse Sfstânsûntjowing).
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Yn par. 5 wu.- t- ds Fouriertransformaesje nei de impulsromte biskreaun.

It docht bliken, dat it forban tusken de korreksjetermen en struktuer-

funksjes (dy 't metten wurde kinne yn djip ûnelastyske forstruijing)

net sunder swierrichheiten is.

Dit vreket himsels yn par. 6, hwer 't wy de utdrukking foar e.m. massa-

forskouwingen ôfliede. Neffens forwachting divergearet dizze utdrukking

logaritmysk fanwegen it aerd fan 'e integrand by lytse ôfstân. It wol

immen wol oan, dat dit singelier karakter Sfswakke wurde kin troch 'n

Sfsnijmechanisme foar tige hege frekwinsjes - 'n noflike rolle foar de

swakke interaksjes -, dat sadwaende bliuwt inkeld 'n forsterke stipe

fan 'e integrand by lytse Sfstin oer. Derom soe men tinke kinne, dat de

koêffisjint fan 'e logaritmysk divergearende term fan bilang is foar it

bigryp fan e.m. massaforskillen ( AI=1). Mei oare wurden: Wylst metten

elastyske nukleon foannfaktoren gjin forklearring jowe foar it bihyplike

teken fan it proton-neutron massaforskil, soe men dizze ofwiking op 'e

rekken skriuwe moatte fan de fornaeme rolle spile troch tige ûnelastyske

"foarmfaktoren". It docht bliken yn par. 6, dat de bydrage fan lytse

ôfstânnen 'n kleare relaesje hat mei de bilokale operatoren, foarslein

troch FGM; en ek, dat dizze stipe gjin dudlik teken hat. Mar de

korreksjetermen hawwe de oerhan, dat sadwaende is der gjin ûndûbbelsin-

nich forban mei mjitbere djip-ûnelastyske struktuerfunksjes.

Op 'n oare wize liede wy dizze Gtkomst Sf in par. 7.

Yn par. 8 bihannelje wy onderstellingen yn 'e litteratuer, dy 't 'n

mooglike bitrekking oantsjutte tusken skeining fan skaelfrijdom (foar

safier it 't forskil tusken e-p en e-n struktuerfunksjes oanbelanget)

en einichheit fan 'e utdrukking foar it proton-neutron massaforskil.

Dizze foarslaggen biriste op 'n yribannige onderstelling, dy 't net

rjochtfeardige wurde kin. Yn 't fierdere fan dizze pargraef brûke wy

aerdich formele biwurkingen om noch ris de needsaek fan regularisaesje/

renormalisaesje öt to wizen foar it soartgelyk gefal fan 'e swakke

interaksjes.

Yn par. 9 sketse wy de mooglikheiten om yn it ramt fan forienige

modellen foar de swakke en e.m. wikselwurkingen to kommen ta einige en

berekkeribere 'e.m.' massaforskillen. In strang bitingst is yn dat gefal,

dat de manske interaksjes gjin ynbrek meitsje op it skema fan renorma-

lisaesje. Dêrom is it yn it kader fan dizze stûdzje nijsgjirrich ut to
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finen, hwat er oerein bliuvt fan 'e lytse Sfstânsûntjoving dy 't vy

earder foun hawwe (par. U,6), hwannear 't de mSnske wikselwurkingen

biskreaun wurde mei de kleur-itichklofttheory, dy 't lykas bikind 'n

fjildentheoretyske forklearring jowt foar it forskynsel fan Bjorken

scaling (dat is to sizzen, dat krekte scaling aerdich yn 'e krite

komt) troch de nijsgjirrige eigenskip fan saneamde "asymptotyske

frijdom".

Yn par. 10 liede wy it fjildentheoretyske bihelp by ütstek of,

de Callan-Symanzik bitrekking, yn syn evenredige foarm, dy 't yn dit

gefal t3jinstich is.

By 't einsluten vurdt yn par. 11 mei gebrûk fan arguminten, dy 't unt-

liend biiuie oan vurk fan S. Weinberg, neisjoen dat 'e lytse SfstSns-

Gntjowing, dy 't wy founen op 'e grounslach fan 'e (foroare) FGM

foarslach, wierliken foar it greatste part oerein bliuvt yn 'e kleur-

itichklofttheory, om 't de withoefaek neamde korreksjetermen g.iin

anomaele dirainsje hawve. Dit resultaet is nammersto nijsgjirriger om 't

krekte Bjorken-skaelfrijdom (en sadwaende ek de hiele oarsponklike

FGM foarslach) net mear wier is in dizze theory.

De rolle fan e.m. effekten is gans oars yn haedstik II:

Hjir bruke wy itjinge bikind is oangeande de mei e.m. massaforskillen

fuort gearhingjende mingeling tusken de resonnansjes p° en w, om fierder

ynsjoch te krijen yn it mânske réaksjemechanisme yn it proses ITN •* u>N.

In koarte biskriuwing fan it formalisme fan p°-w mingeling jowe wy yn

par. 1 i*; ien effekt is binammen de skeining fan ladingssymmetry tusken
+

ÏÏ n + up en « p + un.

It forban fan mjitbere kwantiteiten yn prosessen 0~ + s •* 1~ + i

mei mooglike ötwikselingsmechanismen (Reggepaeden) arbeidzje wy ût yn

par. 1^: De twa mechanismen mei saneamde ûnnatuerlike pariteitsûtwik-

seling dogge ta oan 't de duslang metten kwantiteiten yn 'n inkohearinte

wize. Sadwaende liket it 'n swier stik, ut to finen yn hoefier ien fan

beiden, dat vy 't F-Reggepaed neame (I (J) = 1 (even)"" ), wichtich

is yn 'e réaksje nN •+ uH} wiswier vurdt it bistean dêrfan foarsein

troch it kwarkmodel, mar der binne amper eksperimintele oanwizings

foar. (Winken foar bisibbe ütwikselingsmechanismen wurde bipraet yn

par. 17).
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Lykwols docht it bliken yn par. 16, dat de mooglike stipe fan F-ûtwik-

seling likernoch net gefoelig is foar de effekten fan p°-ui mingeling.

Dêrom is de taliz fan dizze studzje, om troch 'n Reggefit oan eksperi-

mintele üt komst en, likegoed oangeande n n + up as i p + oin it bitreklike

bilang üt to wizen fan 'e stipe fan F-ûtwikseling en fan it effekt fan

p -u mingeling.

Ta dit doel wurdt 'n Reggepoalmodel yninoar set om irN -+• wN, en prosessen

dêroan bisibbe, to biskriuwen mei it foreaske omtinken foar de kinenatyk

fan dizze rêaksjes (par. 18) en mei safolle mooglik gebrûk fan theore-

tysk ynsjoch om 'e parametrisaesje to forienfaldigjen en it oantal

frije parameters to biheimn (par. 19). It swakste sté yn dit model is

de rolle fan de min bigrepen korreksjes fan Reggesneden (par. 20).

De fit biskreaun yn par. 21 jowt ridlike resultaeten. Binammen 'n

forliking mei hege statistyk Gtkomsten fan koartby (par. 22.1) wiist ut,

dat allebeide effekten (F-ütwikseling en p°-u> mingeling) presint binne,

en ek yn 'n mjitte, dy 't goed oerienkomt mei de resultaeten fan fis

model. Troch de stipe fan F-ötwikseling komt de skeining fan ladings-

symmetry tusken n n -*• up en ir~p •+ un yn forhâlding folle lytser ût, as

foarsein yn eardere ûndersiken. Foarsizzingen (par. 22.3,'*) oangeande

bisibbe rêaksjes (p°-u mingeling effekten yn *N •• (IT w~)N, de prosessen

K~p •* K n, K n •* HT°p) strike net sa best; mar dan binne hjir de gefol-

gen fan F(A.) ûtwikseling lyts yn forhâlding, wylst it mei effekten fan

'e stipe fan Reggesneden krekt oarsom is.

Om 't it bistean fan amplitudes, dy 't de kwantumgetallen fan F-ütvik-

sling hawwe, ôtwiisd is op dizze wize, en om 't men gjin einslutende

forklearring dêrfoar fine kin troch 'n oar mechanisme (par. 22.5), jowt

dizze studzje 'n kleare oanwizing foar it bistean fan 'n F-Reggepaed,

en ek (sydlings) foar de dêrmei oerienkommende resonnansjes.

•v

Yn bisûnderheiten wurde de bisluten fan haedstik I en II under wurden

brocht yn par. 12 en 23; 'n stikmannich aspekten fan mear technyske

natuer, dy 't hearre by haedstik II, wurdt bihannele yn 'e oanhangsels

A oant D.
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